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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
WIlliam Shakespeare i8 the world's playwright.

Through the

centuries his drama. have been produced in theater. around the
globe.

In the nineteen...hundred-and-t:tttie. his plays are nov

being presented through the DeWelt medium ot mass communication,
television.
The question arises. can Shakespeare's plays be presented
etfectively, in their integrity, through this new medium ot the
"electronic theater"?

Will Shakespearean drama enrich 'televlslon,

or, on the eontrary, must Shakespearean drama be modifled, disto1"tied, and even polluted by the mediumfs artistic restrictions and
technical limitatlons? Thls is the question proposed tor investigation In this the. is.

The question is an 1JDpot-tantone for con-

temporary Shakespeat-8an study and produotion, just as it is important for ass•• sing the true potentiality of television as a medium
for presentation of signifioant dramatic

wo~k.

At the same timet

the question hal vast scope which mvolve. many elements.

Hence

the present thesis restrlcts Itselt to the study of a single tele...
Vision adaptation of a speciflc drama by Shakespeare,

~

Riqhard

!I. The present analysls is a study of televisionts effect upon.
1

2

and succe •• with, this c1as.ic Elizabethan drama as actually adapt
ed for the electronic medium.
This the.is do.s not pretend to be a study of the theory of
drama, nor even of Shakespeare's drama in general.

Nor do.s it

intend to be an exhaustive study ot the elaborate technica1iti.s
ot the television industry (suoh a study is proper to a Communica-

tion Art. Department, not to a Department of English).
!hi. thesi. 1S t rather, a oomparative study ot Shakespeare'.

K!nl Riohard 11 and ot Mauri.e Ivan.'
of the play_

(19~)

television adaptation

The problem ot the thesi. is to analyze how Evans

adapted this particular Elizabethan drama to the modern medium ot .
television, and to determine to what extent he was auoaesstul or
unsuoe.s.tul--where and 1n what aspects his pre.entation achieved
what Shake.peare was atter in the play.

tnswer. to the following

que.tion. wl11 b. sought t What did Evans and his company do with
the ori.lnaltext of Ri'bard

11 1n adapting it to meet the demands

of the camera len. and the tw.nty-one-lneh television Icreen? Did
hi. adaptation pr••erve the 1ntegrity of plot and charaoter portrayal of the orilinal? Did his production af Shakespeare benefit
by, or sutrer traM, the te.hnioa1 requirements and tacilltie. ot

tele,.i.la1'1t
Thi. ana1y8il of a .peoitio tel.,.i8ion produotion of Shakespeare will provlde one step towards .valuating the etfedtivene8s
of the televi.1on medium in producin, Elizabethan drama (and, by
extenaion, in producing any type of dramatic work on televialon).

3
such a study will help to evaluate the potentiality of television
for oreative dramatic work, by pOinting out some of the medium'.
advantage. and limitations; implicitly at least, it will supply
directlves for future produot.1ons ....what to avoid, what to repeat,
and where and how to impvove the art of drama on television, with
referenoe to Shakespearean drama especially.
Chapter II consider. the original play itselt in order to
determine the main line. of the plot,. characterizations, and stag...
ing.

In the ehapter are considered the basiC points of Shake-

spearets Richard
oommentators.

11.

as

acr••d

upon by the standard critics and

Chapter III provides a

SUJ'BDl8ry

investigation of·the

medium ot television In so far as it affects the production of
dramatic material.

In Chapter IV the two pr••ious chapters are

tuseo, in order to analyze in detail the television production of
Riohard II acoordl., to the four points covered in Chapter II.
The final Chapter, Chapter V, otters a concluding summary

o~

this

pte sent investigatIon, by evaluating the integrity and ettectivenessot this particular Shake.pearean drama in the medium of
television.
The appendixes provide. (a)

8

summary of the scholars' (Jonolu;"

sions about Elizabethan theater struoture"

8ppearanc~

and facili-

ties; (b)·a glossary of basio television production terminology
used in the Gourse ot this study, and (0) a descriptionof the speclf1cprocedure involved in as.embling the materials tor this
thesis.

CHAPTER II
SHAKESPEARE'S RICHARD II
The toundation tor the present study may be established by
determining the important charaoteristios ot Shakespeare's origi.
nal Rlohard !I..name1y (1) the basic plot, (2) the oharaoters
involved and their dramatic portrayal, (3) the dramatic expression
(that is, the overall flow of aotion through the several aots and
scenes, together with the lnio poetical qualities of the
speeches). and (4) the important conventions ot Elizabethan stage
production which would have influenced the writing and presentation of the playas originally conceived by Shakespeare.
These four elements ......yhat we may call the 'tmeaning" of the
play, and the means used in the original to achieve this meaning-may be determined by consulting the reliable Bhakespeareanauthorlties.

The present thesls chapter does not attempt to oonstruct a

new theory ot the play or of the various characters, it wishe8onl,
to establish the essential elements ot the playas agreed upon by
the major oritics.

Such a consensus can be obtained bypresc1nding

from the yarioul critIcs· minor individual partIcularities. so as
to extract a generally accepted, overall analysis of RIchard II.
This vill provide a key to vhat the play is and means, and to how
,...

this meaning was achieved dramatically through character and
action and staging.

An importsnt criterion for the acceptance or re3ection of a
critic's opinion vill be the "playability" of the opinion.

For

purpose. of the present study, a critica'! interpretation will be
di.regarded when it is such as beeome. intelligible only after an
exhaustive scientific analy.1. of minute details or ot .ubtl. (not
to lay vague) underourrent, of hypothetioal implloations and ambi.
guities.

Thus the criterion for selection of critioal commentary

will bet vould it. intelligibility be possible from the stage
action or doe. it require farther explanation, .'Yen by means ot a
footnote,l The present study 18 concerned with Shakespeare's dra.
matte york of Biqbard !It as adapted for the "electronic stage n in
this speoific television production.

Theretore, While history,

philosophy, and plyehology hay. an important role 1n this drama,
the present study caMot oonoern it•• lt with these more remote and
eluli",e philosophioal and politico-scient!fic aspects that mayor
may not underlie the play.

Although these may be leg1 timate fields

of investigation tor the English scholar, they are not germane to
the pre.ent thesis.

The present investigation

neoes~aril"

concernl

itselt with the interpretat10n of Shakespearets Richard II not as •
lFcr example, atanislavski 1s said to have remarked of
Craig's interpretation of the nunnery scene 1n Halllel< that this
elaborate theory would ha",e to be explained 1n the program. So,
it seems, would many crlticaloplnlons on interpretation of a work
like K1nt Diehard
(For thil oblervation the author il indebte(
to Rev:-Thomal E. Porter, S.J.)

n.

6
piece of literature restricted to private reading and speculation.
but a8 a drama influenced by the

which assist,d and partially determined Shakespear.'s shaping of his work. 2
s~8gecraft

K!nl Riohard 11 is a drama based on the his'torica1 episode ot
the dethroning ot a kin,.

Th. king was Richard of Bordeaux, his

throne was usurp.d in 1399 by Henry Duke of Hereford, called
Bolingbroke ( and h. will be .alled
course ot this study).

~olin,brokethrou,hout

the

In hi. dramatic reoountin, or the dethron-

in, or Richard how did Shak•• peare pres.nt th. .pisod.?
Ther. is obviously a tucue-like theme running through the
play ...... th. political action of ,the usurper, set oft against the
d.eper, more delicate simultaneous aotion or human personalttie.
in conflict.

E. K. Chambers aoknowledges the political aspect of

the conflict "sinc. the play 1s, primarily, a study tn kingship",
but h. adds innaediatelYI ttbeyond that, 1t has its personal aspeet,
since, even more tu.ntJamentaliy t the play is a study in human
nature, and set. 1n opposition the two typ•• of personality
betw.en which, from the beginning, the inh.ritance or this world
has been divided."3
2Ct. Granville.Bark.r's well reasoned remarks on this point,
"Shakespeare's Dramatic Art, It A ~!panlon to Shakesteare Studi.s t
ed. Harley Granville-Barker and or,e B. HirrIson dambridge
1949), pp. 83·87: "Shakespeare ••• wrote and thought dramat l cally and ha. given us not merely plays in poetic torm but something that is fundamentally and essentially poetic drama • • • •
[OJ nly in the theatre • • • will they be tully ali"•• "
3Edmund K. Chambers, ShakesP!ar!1 ! Sur"el (Cambridge, 1926),
p. 89. This work will be reterred to hereatter as Survex.

7
Chambers emphasize. this strictly dramat1c end to which every
element in the play (political, historical, philosophical, lyric)
i. subordinated.

The playwright's intent vas to throw into pover-

ful relief the two principal characters of Richard and Bolingbroke.
But primarily, the tragedy is intimately involved with Richardt.
character, the polltloal tact of the depOSition serves as the occasion, and as the vehicle, tor the portrayal ot the tluotuating,
hypersensitive dual personality ot Richard the king and ot Richard
the man.

While Shake.peare'. material tor this play elose1y paral.

le1s Marlowe', type crt material for hi. Edward li, Shakespeare

t.

treatment dltfers trom Marlowe's in that it goes beyond the pres.ntation ot the historical element. ot the plot in order to oreate a
tragedy ot character.

Shakespeare "had to go inside his hero tor

the real antagonist" rather than depend upon an external antagonist
(granting that Bolingbroke co... elo.elt to that role}.

For "Rich..

ard IIis overeome not by exterJlal toro•• but by vbathe h1m•• lt
was. His character 18 hil tate. The ess.ntial tragedy is brought
about by the mere action of,hil mind upon itselt, to.r he is a sentimentalIst, self-dete.ted, though still. king in n.atllre, feelillg.,
and trappings."4 The theme of the play, says Craig, i.embodied In
the character of Riehard.

He 11 overthrown by his enjoymentot hi.

own emotions and by his refusal to see the world

8S

it really il."

~ardin Cralg, An I~t.r¥!'t.tion ot ShakeSJ)!art<w.w York,
1948), p. 12,.. Th1s-Wor wi be reterred to as fp erpretation.

5'n!!.,

p. 13lt..

8

Mark Van Doren echoes these views of the play. "The play is
organized about a hero who, more indeed than contenting himselt
with a role ot ainor poet, luxuriates 1n 1t. His theme is himself.

He

his grief.

drama~lzes

He spends himself 1n his poetry..

which i. somethin, he love. more than power and more than any
other per.en.

His .elt-love is grounded upon an infatuation with

the art he so proudly and selt.consciou.ly practioes.

!hat i.

what'Riehard II' i8 about. and what even its plot expresse..

Its

unity theretor.ei' di.tinetlve and impressive."6 Edwin R. HUlltar
i8 quite out.poken in hi. analysis ot the playts intent and pur.
pose. He speak. of "the melodrama ot King Riohard II" and warns

that to take the pla,. with too serious polttical or eth:t.•al aplioations 1. to

,0 beyond what Shake.peare

1~tended--l'1a_l7,

to pro.

vide a moving drama bysketohin, a weak Richard who is much more
iapressift in word and ,asture (even to the point ot ar,otesftueen>
than in act.? T. Hunter, R1Ablrd

11 11

tnter••tin, only be.au••

it portray. a un 'Who pulls out the stops ot oral lamentation tOJ!
personalwoa, the })lay Is not important a,s the portrayal ot a
political or loo1al

Thul

oon~liot.

did not attempt to pr••
question ot depoei tion, he was more

1t is con.eded that Shakespeare

sent his own 801u1;:1on

to

tbe

eomme!::r!ir~nb~o~:th!~a~:«:t!~'i~!:: !~!~tcit:~1~nP1s8!~deT~tse

specitic manitestation. ot Riohard t , oharacter throughout the pla71
'Edwin R. Hunt.r, §b'~8p!r.
pp. 8, 32-33.

19~)t

[sic]

and OODlmOJ! SIMI (Boston.

,
oonoerned with the dramatic portrayal

or

the compound king-man

charaoter of Richard (and its contrast with the silently powerful
oharaoter of Bolln,broke).8 Richard 1s the pivot around which the
Even thoulh his period ot tyranny (in the first

entire pla., turns"

two aots) alienat•• the sympathies of the audience, still, trom thl
moment that hi. fortune. begin to decline (in the third aot),these
sympathies are graduall., won to his slde--not so much out of admiration as out ot pity.

Goodman outlines the rising and falling

action ot the entire tragedy. "the chiet discovery oocurs in Act
III, soene 2, when Richard tinds himself de.erted and powerle •• anc
hi. ene., powerful.

The consequent reversal is verbally marked in

the fo110wil1g seene when Richard eries, fDown, down I come; like
glistering Phaeton,,'

(It is characteristio ot Richard that he

verbally depose. himselt ahead of the aetion.)

The mll-blown

reversal is the deposition, a soene ot paSSion, extremely pitiful.'
That it is Richard

who

ocoupie. the oenter-sta,e in this tragedy i.

evident trom the tact that his character is so tully and oaretully
sketched. Bolingbroke'. eharaoter, on the other hand, is never
real17 oompleted; it remains enigmatiC even at the play'. olose.
"In Richardts plot he [Richard] oomes to realize his historical
error [his weakness ot character and oonsequent failure as king],
and his personal action can come to a olose.

But Henry has not yet

grown to this realization rot his own charaoter and ot his

p.

8Ct• Craig, Interpretation, pp. 12;,

93.

13;,

Chambers, §urV'I,

10
historical error of usurpation] --not perhaps until 11
By the end of Rlghard

n

Henrx (IV.4).

ther. i. a certain completeness. in :Rioh-

ard f s personality, but not in Henry's. Ther.solution is partial.«<9
Rlohard does not aotually oppose Bolln,brok. in .·struggle to
prevent the deposition, as one would expeot between protaroni.t
and antaloni.t.

Rather,

Rl.h8~d·s

1'r•••nt. him from struggling.

own oharacter dooms him, and

Hichard dete.t. himselt.

From the

action and hom the lanrua,. (both of 'Which shall be investigated
pre.ently), one learns Shakespeare'. intent to present the tragedy
of Ritherd II "tro. ;the tnside rather than from the outside. ulO
This involve. a preoocupation ot the dramatist (and theretore ot

the drama itself) with the portrayal ot Oharacter rather than with
the re-creating of actions whlch emphasize merely polltleal and
historical elements.
That this was Shakesp.are's intent in Rl!hard

n

is .borne out

by a study or the play·. d..... lopment through the ttve

80tS.

oomm.ntari•• or the critics will oonttnue to serve

guidelto the

81

auth.ntle .aning of the plot and character·development.
Hardin Craig'. reminder 1s apropol at tbis pointt

1'he

But

"Shakespeare-s

own mea.ning. are nm.eh the most significant meanings tor his play.

as whole. and for passa,e. t scene., and oharacters within them. To

11
occupy such a ground ls, frankly, to attempt to see with Shake.
spearets eyes and to know that those eyes were the eye. of an
Elizabethan.

Thls requires 1maginatl.e ins1ght as well as knowl-

edge, and these things the author of this book doe. not attribute
to himselt in any transcendent measure.

He can plead only hi.
study, his lon. experience, and his mod•• t success. n1l This is

true tor each ot the critic., in their many points ot agreement
there can be found a common ba,ie understanding whioh approach.1
as nearly as possible an authentic interpretation ot what Shakespeare meant and how he meant to portray it on the .tage.12
The play it •• lt opens in a room in the palace in London.
nShakespeare gets the neeessary politieal groundwork done with a.
quickly as po.sible and

settl.~

dov.n, as we do, to the fascination

of watching eharaoter 1n .ot10ll. .. 13 The historieal 8i tuatlon wa.
already perfectly familiar to Shake.peare'. audienee, so that he
needed to do little more than allude to it in establishing the personal and polltiea1 motive. in the first scene. l 1+ Ri.hard does not
enter the play

by plunging

into aetion.

On

the contrary,

11er8il, Iptelml.tat!SUh p •••
12erai. hl.s.lf seems to depart most from the average line ot
criticisml admittedly his work is an interpretation rather than a
striot commentary or critical analysis. He is concerned with the
philosophical implioations, and with sidelight. that sometime s.em
to run deeper than Shakespeare could have had in mind tor hi. E11s.
abathan audience who looked on trom the theater pit and. galleriel.
ed.

13Margaret.web.ter, Shak;lp,8 t e Without Tear., 2nd (re.1sed)
(Ole.eland, 19~,), p. 17 •
lit-Of. Crailt ..Intf#.n}, -"tatton. 1:). 126

12

throughout the first act he displays himself only as glittering,
arrogant, reckless, and irresponsible, with little depth or power
ot oharacter adapted to vigorous action.

After the first soene in

Act II, he is absent trom the stage tor tour entire .cenes.

He

does not begin to take command of the play until the thlrd act
where he returns from Ireland to Wale. and sub.equently divest.
himselt 01' his kingship.

Only then does Shakespeare direotly 1'111

in the portrayal ot the vaoillating, sentimental character otHichard who will from that point command the entire stage tor the
remainder 01' the play. Until the mid-point of the drama, the p18y
must be oarried along tor lINch at the time

by

the impetus supplied

trom its le.ser Gharacter.; and yet Richard i. indire.tly the dominant oharaoter around whom the wheel ot events revolve •• uShake.
speare haa supplied th.·ne.essary material [on which the aotor oan
bu1.ld the part 01' Richard in the latter part of the play].

Even

while the protagonist is ott the stage, he [Shake.peare] haSt most
subtly, continued to build and change the oharacter 01' Richard by
retlection and indirection; be has suggested and prepared the poet
and the man vho vill pa.s, before our eye't through all the ordeal.
01'

sutfering."l; Travis Bogard comments that in the initial act

there i. not enou.h 01' Richard portrayed to antioipate tirmly the
shallowness of his character as revealed in the second act,

.xpl~

lt c1aritication 01' the preoise nature of his oharaoter is absent
15'webster, p. 169.
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until the third act.

"Richard has not, as a person, entered the

action in any vital way, nor has the play achieved torce.and point,
There have been great speeche., but the listless aetion has not
embraced them in a truly

d~amatio

design. • ••

On Riehard t •

return trom Ireland, the essentlal drama begins, tor It is at thl.
point that Rlchard enters on his wa,. of sutfering, and it is bere
that the oontllct between Richard and Bolingbroke emerges.

Now

action begins to ,enerate."16
In Aot 1.1 Ri.h.rd l • oharacter is tentatively sketchtld as
that of a man who is dignified and courteous, .fJ'1endly but not

familiar, and who h.. about him an air of co_latnt and unbus1n•••
like habits 1 he posse.se. "a high sen•• ot the outward dlp:lty of
king.hip without either moral rectitude or tor.. ot eharact8r_ n11
Thl. 1. ...,idenced in Riehard'. dealing. with BolUl.woke aM
Mowbray, both 01' whom posse'Ss an 1n1t1atl", v1lOr, and .tral,ht.

forwardne.. foreign to the kin..

The opening .otton ot the, »187

is t7P10811,. ..rbal and invol.... these latteto two for.etul oharaeters.' Riohard .tands en the sidelines "hUe 'ttl.,. swin, :laed1at.11
into the thrust and luee' of oral eOl'lillet.

fhe •• two men" with

the various .l.unts ot the klncd,om behind them, repre.ent the
great powers vhleb when e&mb:t.n.d vill Gooaeten R1ohard'lw1thdraval
l~ravls Bogard! "Shakeapeare·s Second Richard,tr ~t LXX

(~reh 19~~), 192-20~.

17Cyrl1 Ransome, ~Studl.s !1! Shakespeare·! flot.
(London, 1890), pp. 16~.

om his royal posltlon,
In Act I.ii Shake.peare '·who wlshed to Impress on the audienoe
tact of R1ethard'. gullt, and the enormlty of' the murder ot a
e lat1 ve t uses the anth ot the duchess to paint the full horror

t the d•• d.

Nor are there any ot the audleno. allowed to remain
tor a moment .1 to who ls 1ta author. nlS Richardts .har~

Indelibly blaokened by this Icene.
The third Icene points up the fickle arbitrariness ot Richard,
at the list. of Coventry he Indlreotly provide. for the oomIning ot the two foree. which will eventually return to OppOI.
In a shallow show of royal authority Riohard, at the crucial
oment, capr1810u.ly halt. the previou.ly ordered Gombat between
ollngbroke and Mowbray.

The King arbitrarily sentences Mowbray to

irelong exile and Bolingbroke to ten years' banishment (which 1.
88ually redueed to 8ix yearl a moment later).

In the same breath

i«hard speaks vatnly ot nthe "unstooping firmness of my upright
ou1" and legislate. that Harter our sentence, plaining comes too
ate"--a fe.ble attempt to display stren,th and determination at
he very moment when he has wavered and displayed weaknes. or de.i1on. l '

Richard as Kin. i. growing de.picable in the e,.. of all

blerveraJ "both eombatants under.oore the «rowln, reeling against
1m."20 As G. G.Gervinus note., this throvlncdown or hi. warder
lSXb!d., p. 168.
",14.,

pp.,.

169..171.
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was the beglnning of all Riohard'. subsequent troubles.
the one event chosen by Shakespeare tor greater

Thls 11

dramatIcprom1nen~e

ffbeyond the scattered touche. and the insinuations which denote the
inabilIty ot the king, and hi$ wavering between unseasonable power
and weaknes •• " Further,"i t .8rve, essentially to place in opposition to each other, in their flr.t deolsive collision, the twomain
characters, Richard and Bollngbroke."21
Act I.iv pre.ent. Aumerle with hi. satirical d.scription ot
the parting between hi..elt and Bolingbroke, and Riohard who dls.
play.

h~s

true r.elin,. about the man he had exiled with the "mock

sorrow and the oily phra.e"22 ot "Six fro.en winters spent/
Return with weloome home trom ban1.shment" (I.1.11.206.20?).
Richard. points out how.

For

I. .

Ourselt • • • • • • ••
Observed his courtship to the common people;-How he did seem to dive into their hearts,
Wlth humble and tamlliar courtesy,
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
As were eur England in reverslon hil,
And h. our subje.ts' next degree in hope. (I.iv.23-26,3~-36)
~ichard

is not unaware or Bolingbroke t , potential as a royal suc-

cessor.
In Act II.i, John of Gaunt pinpoints the issue when he glo.
rifies England and deories R,ichard' s shoddy ruling ot the realm.
Richard, in flouting the patriotic and patriarchal Gaunt, 1s
210. G. Gervlnus, Shake.peare Commentaries, 2nd (revi.ed) ed ••
trans. F. E. Bunnett \London, 1875), p. 284.

22Ransome. p. 172.
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scorning Enlland itself.

The die is here cast with regard to Rich-

royal character (or lack of it), as a kin, he 1s a failure.

~rd's

In his vanity he tlies into a ra,e when the power of Gaunt's e10~u.nce

forces him to wrench himself from his dreamy 14eal world ot

l~aginatlon

~ing

and to look at himself as the unjust and degenerate

that he i8. 2 3 Gaunt's death does

~ot

move the King to take

seriously the old manta tlnal statements, rather, Riehard conti.~ates

his property and d1.m1 ••e8 the whole affair.

~enoe

ot Riohard's o",e",eel'11nl oaprioe is his reaotion to York's

~arninc.ot

FUrther evi-

what evil may come ot all thisJ the Kin, hears York says

Itll not be by the while. my li.,., farewellt
What will ensue hereof, there·. none oan tell,
But by bad course. may be under.tood,
That their event. oan ne..r tall out good. (11.i.211.214)
jupon hearing this c011demning complaint ot York, Richard "appoints
!him next moment re,.ftt ot the kingdom 4vlng his
IIreland, and

10

0'Wl'l

absence in

s.ylng, gal1y le.ves the stale with the queen and

~ls favourlte •• tt~

Events begin to take shape trom this moment of the play.

!he

nobles gather atter Riohardts departure, and in their exoited words
eoho the t.e11nl throu«hout the realm, of noble and commoner alik••
England is lurtering beoIU.. the
traItors.

~ing

is governed by flatterer. and

Thi. continued respect for the Xing hlmaelf-.wh11.

23cf. Webster P. 171; Craig,
Intr .rutuctlon, p. 1i5', Ransome, pp.
2~.n.ome, p. 178.
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castin, blame on other 'sources as the cause ot the troubles--adds

I

oloak ot justifiability to the gathering storm.
Act II.ii brings indireot aocounts at the progress ot the
movement throughout the land.

Here, too, Riohard'. ckaraoter

begins to take on a newa.pect.
So far the impressions we have received of Riohard's oharaoter ha .. been wholly bad. We have seen him at. onoe weak
frivolous, spendthrift} unscrupulous, ounnlng, and impolItic.
Had he ,no good side? shakespeare answers that he has and in
Act !i, Soene 2 he be,ins the p'oce~sot building u.p l n hi.
audienee a new reeling of pity for the errinl king. the
tirst step towards this is to exoite pity tor the innocent
queen. In her mouth he is 'swe.t Riohard,' a man oapable ot
inspiring a tender passiOn} and it is by the torebodin.s ot
this Jady that the ohord 0 pity is first touched. 2 5
The doom ot Riohard the King is already certain; here Shakespeare
brings up the question. what of Richard himself', asa man?

This

question is hel.htened' during the present tour soenes, and the
entire play halins to take on • new perspective.

In II.1i Richard

1s portrayed by indireotion through the Queen who, disturbed by
misgivings, is filled with griet and lonlin, for him; through hls
shallow friends who run at the first hint of danler1 through his
uncle York who knows where the right lies.

In II,iil Yopk wavers

in his loyalties and solves the dilemma in a Richard-like way by
remaining "neuter," which comes to the same as a reluctant acqulescence to something he is powerless to prevent. 26 Bo11ncbroke
~imselt,

purposeful and politely prosaiC, claims that he has

2,-Ibid.,

p. 180.

26Webster, pp. 171-172.
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returned ,01ely to restore the forfeited estates which are hi. by
law.

That he ambitions more i. not immed1ately evident.

But a.

he marches forward, more and more of discontented England join hi.
forces.

More than

a

private estate 11 at stake.

He

avows that he

also intends to purge away the traitors of the commonwealth, in
Bolingbroke·. min4, as in the minds of many' of the English, this
may well include King Richard himself.
Inict JI.l., Sali.bury, still faithful to Richard, find. hi.
as.embledWel.h force. crumbling with the King"
scene prepare' th4 way

to~

Richard, through one of the

delay.

Thl. brier

the shift in character and aotion of
ffhl

loyal nobles. who sets the emotion..

al key and sounds the .ery melody ot Ri.hard t , return with hi ••
!h, Richard, with the .,.. of heavy Mind,

I see thy glary, 11ke • shooting star,
Fall to the base e.rt~ iro. the firmament.
Thy sun sets we. pin, 111 the lowly West,
Wi tne •• ln, storms to oome, woe, .nd unre.t,
Thy friend. are fled to wait upon thy foel,
. '
And eros.ly to thy ,ood all fortune .....(I1.iv.18.2'+)
"Without once bringing Riohard on the sta,e, Shakespeare has
entirely shifted the w$i.ht of ow .,-mpath7, his friends are ours,
his enemie. W$ cannot warm to; it 1s nov tor Richard alone to eapture our hearts and the play; and he does so, wlth the armory of
weakness, thegentlenes. of dereat, and the pure gold of the
poet;ry in which he speaks. "2'7

Richard.-his complex character--l. undoubtedly the center ot
27 n1d •
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this drama, it is at this point (II.iv and III.i) that he begins
to become the tocal point ot the play in his veakness, deteat, aDd
lyriC sensItivity.
it can pity him
ard's.

!he audience cannot admire him as a king; but

8S

a wretched man.

The tragedy is entirely Rich-

!he play is concerned with him as king only as a necessary

equirement tor watohing him as a man and poet.

It is as the lat-

ter that Riohard takes command ot the drama.
Act III.i tinds Bolingbroke exeroising the function ot ruler,
Ithough not kine

~

..mu. he

is king !t. tacto.

In his dignity and

igorens, determined aotion there are mirrored by reverse retlection the opposite qualitie. ot the still absent Richard.

Boltnl-

roke, further, is polite aDd thoughttul with re,ard to Richard an4
the Queen. and he i. reserved and circumspect in stating his own
urpose 11'1 returninr to England Ii

This 1s one ot the scenes which

enders c!1ttin.lt an uncleratandin, ot the oharacterization ot
o1ingbroke, he i8 here either torthri,ht and sincere, or el.e he
is the most subtle and hypooritical ot usurpers.

He is either

seekin, only what is ri,httully hi. and no more, or else he is all
the while secretl,. contriVing, his strate.,. being to smother all
o.sible objection' by gently proposing his "legal ri,hts."

Hi.

haracter, at least as manitested in his stated pU!'pose, is still
resolved.

At the same time, trom this point on, the character

t Richard will grow deeper and more definite <as the poet who ot
1s own accord toregoe. kingship at the mere hint ot

op~osltion).

ansoma says simplY. "This scene [III.~ concludes the tirst part
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of the play.n28 Well it might, tor with Bolingbroke's landln.
comes the manitestation ot Riohard's highly len8iti"., peetie char ..
acter "which vas before obsc'Ul'ed in prosperity and mirth,· but whict.
even now 1. accompanied by weakness and want ot stability, the di ...
t1nl1l!.hfng feature of h1s oharacter. • ••

[A]t the first mo..nt

of misfortune h. falls past reeo..ry. n29
Act III.ii p!'esents Richard in his

18s~

moments as kinc-.even

though in fact he retains his otticial royaltltle until the tourtt
act of the play.

In this .eoond scene

the realm of which h. Is the ruler.

01'

Act III, he «lories tn

He considers 1t not so muoh

in itse1t but as an extension ot himselt--whloh is another manifestation of' his van1ty.

"Or course he loves England, but he loves 11

as an appenda,e to hlmselt. M30 He 1s so wholly preoccup1ed with
hislnvlnclbility as England's king and God', vicelarent, that
Au_rl. and the Bishop of Carll.1. have difficulty in making him
under.taDd that thare 11 something wrong.

Sensitive and sentimen-

tal as he 1., Riohard react. quickly and to the. extreme when onoe
he le8t"ftS ot the deteotion of his subjects.

He depend. upon his

clos. loy.1 tollowers. hil litelon, props, to en.ourage him.

When

th.,. do .noourag. him, h.· ••a1•• the hei,hts of poetic fancy and
:fa1rly sin,s out hi. words

01*

d.nunciation for tho.e who haye l.ft

28.RanSOMe, p. 183.
29Ger~inu't p. 290.

30craic, ~t'rpr,tatlon, p. 130.
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him; and he is thoroughly taken up with extolling his own rela1
pOSition as kin,.

However, further news of traitorous cleavage

emong his subjects crush.s Richardt. poetic sen•• and he plummets
to despair.

This i. his character.

He talls past recovery.

With

a second message ot new evil he is submissive, ready for abdicatior.
and death.

The

word ot York's alliance with Bolin,broke causes

Richard to curse his cous1n Aumerle "for heving led him forth 'or
that sweet wa,. he was in to despair' ; he renounce. every comfort,
ever,. act, he orders hi. troops discharged; capable ot no fUrther
effort he will be reminded ot none, and himself remove. every temp ..
tation to it.

A blehl,. poetie brilliancy is ca.t upon the scene.

of humiliation and ruin • • • and the pleasure-lovine man now findl
enjoyment in suffering and lorrow, and a sweetness in despalr."31
Ri.hard resolves to "plne away 1n Flint Castle", he abandons hi.

realm, his throne, hi. charaeter as a kin,. There 18 now lett for
the remainder of the drama the development and expre.sion of hi.
charaoter as a man.
Aot III.lil, betore Flint Castle. bring' Riohard to the
battlement tor the interview with lorthumberland.

After a briet

show of power (In "a paroxYlm ot hls ktn,ly tanoy"32), Riohard himselr il the rirst to speak of the sub3ectlon ot the kin,.

Then hil

imalination runs almost to the borders of insanity as he fashion.

8,.

31o.rvlnus; PP. 290-291; cf. Crai" .nti~!tion, p. 11~,
Crai"Ip,erprea"iOJh P. 132, Ransome, pp.
1+32aervinuI, p. 291.
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poetio analolles and playa on words, once again luxuriating in hi.
griet and despair.

F!nally, atter he has exhausted the possibili-

ties ot poetie imacery, he descends to meet Bolingbroke outside
the walls ot the castle.

Riohard almost gratuItously plays Into

Bolingbroke's hand and offer. to resir.n the crown.
Bolingbrokets attitude it this point ot the play is difficult
to asoertain.

One. a,ain the question Is raiseds i8 Bolingbroke

sincerely humble or 1s he subtly oalculating, actually leading
Richard a. one would an unwary opponentts chessman right to the
spot where be vants hill?

Clark and Wright point out the sourc••

that Shakespeare used tor this part ot the episode.

In the "Metri.

cal History" Bolingbroke tella Richard he ha. not ruled vell and
that he, Bolingbroke (all the time kneeling), will help Richard
rule al heshoulcl.

On the other hand. Holin,hed described Boling-

broke •• outwardly (at least) bumble. subjecting himself to Richard
and asking onl,. tor restitution of what is properly his.

"Shake-

speare's version ot the scene appears to lie between the two
extremes of Bolin,broke·. 4efianoe, as recorded by the French

knight, and copied by stowe, and ot hi. assumed humility, as de.cl'ibed by Holinsbed.,,33
~aving

Crai, interprets the •••nell

"Bolingbroke,

got a taste ot power, inSists that the resignation shall be

ceremonions," whiob lmplie. a calcu.lating determination on the pari
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or

Boling~rok..

Ransome tollows this opinion at a distanc., with

some qualifioationsf "Bolln,broke, though studiously observant ot

all outward respe.t and courtesy, cannot help showing the masterfulness or one who feels that the future development of the 8ituation 1s in his hand..

As yet, however, he care tully avoid. a

lareer claim than te the restoration of hil hereditary land •• "34

Bollnrbroke hal so
right.

t~r

asked only tor what he 81a1ms 1s his by

Riohard, at thil, sli,ht demonstration or oPPosition (and

with his knowled,. of tbe 10.8 of most or his 'own force.). f •• 18
that his position as kin, hal ftot only been shaken but irrevocably
undermined.

It is he who actually take. the initIat!ve in making

the ba.e surrender ot the orown to Bolingbroke.

In keeping with

hi. highly emotional and imalinative charaoter, Riohard "preter' tc
act the part ot a dethroned. ruler de.erted and betrayed like the
Saviour, to whom herr.ely eampere. hlm.elt [In IV.i].

He throw.

away eve1"7 chance he has, btl' and little, and the abdication soene
i. a marvel of eharaoter deplotio1"1."35"

But betore 'h. depo.ition 80ene there oomes a short scene witl
the Queen and the ,ardenera. The oritio8 agree that this i8 an
allegorioal .tatementot the political and phl1osoph!cal theme of
3it-erail' Ri!«'lf,tatiftl p. 132! Ran.801te, p. i81. It :may be
noted that Bol:n~ro ei, u mate purpose ••ems manifested in
Northumberland'. omission ot Riohard's royal title in addressing
him, York, on the other hand, corrects Northumberland j and so may
stl11 be unaware ot any turther poltti.al de.iens by Bolingbroke.
35'era1 r, tnttodu,t,loB. p. 115".
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the entire play.
state

8S

The scene Is said to re-assert the ideal of the

Eden, it portrays the po.sibility ot the creation ot such

an ideal by an Adam-like kin, who establishes "law and form and
due

proportion" wi thin the "-sea-walled garden" ot England.

Icene, therefore, besides ottering

8

This

change ot dramatic paoe and

supply1.nl the tl_ interval appropriate for Riehard's journey to
Westminster tor the tormal abdioation, also brings out the deeper
signitioano, ot the action 1n the drama.

In so tar al it clarltUe

the politioal i,sue it is an important scene dramatically, since
the tall ot the Kin« i8 the occasion tor the expreSSion ot the
character ot the man.

But as a statement of what might be Shake.

speare t , own Ylaw. on the subject (i ••• , hi. advooating democratic
rule, as Crall interpret. the sc.ne)--thl. doe. not concern the
pre.ent study.)' the important point, dramatically, is that thi.
scene epitomlze_ the tragedy that is Kinc Riebard' s, he has ruled
poorly, and the result. have been disastrous tor himself, tor his
friends (as retleeted in the uiet of the Queen and in the wistful
melanoholy of the card.ner). and for the realm (as implied in the
gardenerts allegorioal oomments).
Act IV opens with the deposition of Richard in Westminster
Abbey. ·Hera the two major charactars are played dramatically one
against the other.

ltevhere in the play does the contrast stand out

36 0f. Leonard F. Dean! "Richard lIt the state and the Image
the Theatre!" ~, LXTII (Maroh 19~2)~ 211-218, Craig t lD!!tpretation p. ~~nsoma! pp. 188-190, Harled C. Goddard,Ahl
~an1ng
ShakesPlare (Oh cago, 19;1), pp. 1;9-160.

or

2t

so clearly.

The scene is moulded perfectly to Richard's teste.

He ris •• to the occasion by displaying his magniloquent language;
he fashiObs metaphors expressive of his outraged royal person.
Bolingbroke is all the while silent or t when he does speak, quite
prosaic in his few words.

Craig looks upon him

a~

biding his time

until the formalities are completed, patient only es long asneeessary to humor the poetizing monarch.3? Bolingbroke bas throughout
the play been sketched only in rough outline.

~d,

except for the

first scenes, he has stood in a commanding position of firm control; he evokes, and needs, little sympathy.
aoter (including

h~s

The rest of his char-

true motive. in the present line of action)

re.mains but hinted at,

80

that one i. not compelled to admire him.

Because of this calculated ooldness on the part ot the usurper,
"for some odd reason, in spite of oonstant and interwoven tolly,
one likes Richard better than one lik•• Bolingbroke. "~8 The r •• sOllt
of oour•• t l1e. precis.ly in this tolly, 1 t is typical of Richardt I

37of. eraig, InterpretatioD,

pp. 132-133.

3S~.1 p. 13~; cf. Goddard, p. 1~7.
aomments-ol Ransome, p. 1911

But cf. the followtng

"The remainder of Aot iv. is oocupied with a representation
of the deposition and it is not one upon whioh we oan with much
sati8faotion dilate. No material adyance is made in our know1edee
of the character either of Richard or of Bolingbroke. The one is
as fantastiC, emot1onal, and ineffeotive as the other i8 practical,
oold, and immovable. There 1. more in Richard's speech to call OU1
our oontempt than to provoke our pity. His utter want of control
over his emotions strikes us as un-English and effeminate • • • •
We feel it • relief when Richard'. departure tor the Tower bring.
the soene to 8 close. It
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oharaoter in whatever activity he undertakes.

It is the pity whict.

he evokes that wins sympathy for him.
Aeeording to Clark and Wright, Shake.peare is concerned
throughout the scene with the unhappy man who is being forced to
hand over hi. crown to another.

The playwright showl us "the va.-

illations of a nature irresolute and yielding, but clinging to the
phantom of power When the substance had palsed away." Hunter,
quoting Stoptord A. Brooke, speaks of "that spectacular scene with
the mirror whioh 18 quite

unneees8ary~

and which "wor,t ot all • ".

lowers our pity for Richard'beoause it exhibits his theatrioal
tolly in public."

Goddard, on the other hand, holds that Shake-

overall purpose in these closing soenes is to increase

speare"

the audienee'. sympathy and pity tor the uncrowned king.
With Richardts deposition our sympathy shitts. Now he is the
underdog. Now we see the Queen's 'fair rose t wither, hear of
the dust and rubbish that a tiokle populaoe calt from windows
on his head after roaring applause at the sight of his succeslor. But it is not ,ust pity that we teel. OUr respect for
Richard rises also, tor, uncrowned, he is free to be a man
instead of a kin,. • • • He learns through suttering, and
thoulh much of what he says is still vitiated by self-pity,
he tor•••• a, 11ke Carlislet the trouble in store tor England
and the house of Lanoaster.
Ransome agrees that the first scene of Act V is introduced by
Shakespeare "malnly to show how Richard, deprived ot his crown,ha.
become, even to the eyes of those most intimate with him, achanged

man."

He is utterly impotent now.

to bear himselt
move h1m.

He

8S

Even his wife's appeal to him

the lion-like monarch he should be tails to

speaks in hushed tones.

Yet, he tells her how she

shall make guests weep with the sad story of his life and death;
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he still cannot retrain trom luxuriating in his own sorrows.39
Act V.ii "advances the plot by explaining the pretext on
which the usurping king decides on the death ot his rival, but its
real importance lies in the light it throws on the character ot
York.

York is weak but loyal, true to Richard

80

long as Richard

is true to himself'''....O-....but when Richard has resigned the erOVll to
another, York·s allegiance lie. with the newly crowned king.
In V.iii Bolingbroke's torgiving nature is made manitest,
Aumerle renounces his tormer complicity in the plot againstBo1inlbroke'. lite.

The action in this scene is said to supply much ot

the pretext tor the interences in the scene following (V.lv).
By inter.nce in V.iv, Bolingbroke's deSire (and even d.ci ....

sion?) to do away with Richard is made known.

As long as he is

alive Richard will have hil loyal divine-rightist taction who will
strive to replace Bolingbroke the usurper with the righttul tt,GccI_
armointed" Richard.

To

put down this living threat to his new-

found royalty, Bolingbroke would logically want Richard put out ot
the way.

That Bolingbroke explio1tly orders this action, however,

is not at all clear trom V.iv whlch relies entirely upon Exton's
reconstruction and understand in, ot Bolingbroke-. cryptlocomments.
With V.v Riohard reaches a climax in hi. ineffeotual
390lark and Wright, xv! 277, Hunter, p. 3~t quoting Stoptord
A. BrOOke Qn !In 1{11 2l Bh.~!sRtare, pp. 9l-9~--Travi8 Bogard
is direot l y oppose
0 this exO••• ve statement, pMLA, LXX, 198,
ot. Goddard, p. 1~7, Ransome, pp. 191-192.

5

400t. Ransome, pp. 191-192.
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attitudinizing.

But his retleotions are more than merely senti...

mental in this his tinal scene.

Although he is oocup1edw'1th

forming olever, poetic ways of pioturing his woes (even oatalogulng them), still hi. character as a man growa.

The playwright

reminds the audience of Riohardts amiable charaoteristics by
introducing the poor groom whose hone.t emotion reca11a the love
of the Queen tor her Kine-husband.

The scene rushes to a olose

with the keeper's entry, Riohardts mounting irritation, and "the
lightning bolt ot paSSion in whloh the scene ends" as Riohard
kills two of his e.ses.1ns betore be1nt himself struck down.
What was the nature of this passion? Again, the critics are
divlded. 41 Goddard insist. that this ultimate act of Riohard is
no such thin, a8 bravery or a tinal burst of courage from aoowerd,
"it is 3ust the reflex action of a man without selt-control in the
presence of death, as. little w111ed as the galvanic twitching ot a
fro,'s[eg.

It 1s a

fury

of desperation pure and simple, a par-

ticularly icnomin10us and ironic end for a kin, who pretended to
believe that everything from stones to angels would come to his
,

rescue in the hour of need."

Craie, on the other hand, teeli that

111n the last seconds of hi. lite Riohard II strikes an honest blow
in his own derense, and we somehow feel that our belief has been
justified, that somewhere in this vain and inetfectual king there
was hidden the soul of a man."

Hunter oalls his actlon "the flash

41Dean p. 217; Ransome, p. 193; Goddard, p. 1,9; Crai"
InterpretatIon, p. 134 , Hunter, p. 32, Gerv1nus, pp. 292-293.
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of' manly vigor"; but, even so, ttwhen all this i8 considered, there
is still an unfavorable balance .gainsthim."

Gerv1nus holds to •

more middle ground, after having described R1chard1n prison as
"ever employed in picturing his painful condition to himself • • •
revelling, as it were, in hi. sorrow, and emptying the cup to the
very dregs," he conclude •• "It is wise ot the poet that out of the
different stories of Richard's death he ohose that which exhibits
him to us at the end in honourable stren,th,.after having allowed
UE

to perceive the attractive power of' hil amiability; it is

therefore not without esteem that we take our leave of the commis ..
erated man."
In V.vi Bellngbroke excoriates the deed of Richard'. murder,
his intentions and complicity in the a.sassinatlon are still
uncertain at the play'. olose.

He summarily dismisses the mur ....

derer and puts on the appearance. at least, ot grief and mourning.
Ransome swamarizes the characteristics of the entire play by
pointing out the balanced symmetry in the arrangement of oharao.
ters and of plet-ino!dents.
a1~ost

forces.

Richard and his followers have their

diametrically opposite counterparts In Bolingbroke and his
Between the two groups stand York and Carlisle, the

former is easy-goin"

loyal, "but with a loyalty which instinc-

tively leads him to attaoh himself rather to the king

rut

facto

than to him .who reigns S!! jure, vhile Carlisle, '>1i th a stronger
hold on principle, 1s equally ready to denounce with firmness the

)0

follies of' a king, and to brave the wrath of a usurper. tt1t-2 The
same balance is maintained in the plot. Richard is viewed in
prosperity and in adversity, as is:Bolingbroke--the one is under
senten•• ot deposition, the other under sentence of

ba~1shment,

one king is unable to command obedience even when it is demanded
as a right, while the other even before his elevation to the throne
can command an unque.tioning submission, Richard cannot control
hil rirhtf'ul,klngdo1'll and is weak al he vfolates just!.. (ct. most
ot the action throughout Act I), while Bolingbroke, even without

any legality, show. practical ability to retorm the weakened state
and to mete out justi.e.

on the external side of o..rt action,

the play 1. a play ot contrasts held in balance, the playwrirht
achieve. his purpose by conoentrating on the character involved in
this royal eont'liot. reyolving about tM dethroning ot a king.

Thi_

serve. as a toil for the "tnternal" drama which primarily 1nvolvel
~ichardts

twin character as unfit ktng, and lyric, tragic man.

Thi. skeletal .tructure ot the drama will be tilled out by
the subsequent .tudy ot the charaoter. sinlly, of the theater and
staging oonventions, and of the poetry and Imaeery
THE CHARACTERS IN RICHARD

.m~loy.d.

II

Trayi. Bogard points out that in discoverin, the "synthesiz1ne core of oharaoter" providing the unIty ot the play, one must
realize the complexity ot this organizational core around which
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Shakespeare attempted to mould the king's appearances.

For nSha.ke.

speare is unquestionably conoerned with Richard as both a publio
and a private flglltite n but he does not portray both aspects simultaneousl,..

Riohard first appears as God's delegate, the s)"mbol of

kin.linesl (and the actor nst "labor diligentl,." to interpret M,
display of arbitrary and despotic force so as to create a portrait
of frivolIty consonant with the later Manitestations of the kinl t ,
character).

Then Richard shows himself the petulant prince with

the dying Gaunt.

Midwa,. through the play he cla1ms the. audience's

sympathy tor the first time when, upon his return from Ireland, he
1s shOCked into the realization that hil forces have abandoned
him.

Later he assumes the role of poseur on the battlements at

Flint Caltle.-"to protect himselt from the cold .,... ot Bolin,broke, he mult clin, desperately to the malk of the ceremonial
ruler; wavering and taint-hearted, he must toree himselt to maintain the dignity of a kin" the eftect is poignant,
somewhat

art1t1.1~l po~tr81t

majesty, but which at the
8ufterinl human being."~3

8

moving, it

whioh presents the idea ot anointed

S8me

time 8uI.eet. the presenoe of a

Finally, Richard appears as the man and

philosopher in Poan-et prison.
The crueial aet is the third, in which tor the tirst time

Riehard', ohara.ter ftas kin, and mortal are bl'ouCht into olose
43Bo,srd p. 204, ct. Cra g, IAVoduotion, p. 11;, f'It 'Would
make lesl differenee to us, this pos uring,if we did not feel
that somewhere within this vain, shallow, and self-destructive
king there was hidden the soul of a man.

conjunction" where "no presentation ot externals [the torma1itle.
ot ceremony alone, as in the earlIer acts] will

entlr~ly.sutrice

to do justice to the sympathetic Richard ...to the suffering king
enterIng the vorld ot the dllposse.led."~ The character at weak
kin' dominate. the tirst part of the" pla,., while the character ot

sensitive man comes more and more to the tooal Genter ot theaotl,cn
in the latter three acta.

Act IV.! highlight. "the pathetic tig.

ure huddlin. in tM ro"'. at eeremony." In the earlier portion at
the scene muoh at the protalenistts suffering is brought out, a.
b.tore in the p18,.,

~y Rleha~'8

own literal description of his

sorrow.. He doe. this by .p•• ohe. "elaboratin, stage gesture,
ritualistio in _treet, but empty of personal emotion." The scene
ri.e •• how.,..r •• t the .I1'ro1" inoident.

And with the breakin, ot

the mirror the playwright seems to depart trom the outer manta

"external manners and laments" as he peraeives and re-create. the
inner man.

s11enoe.

This be dees 11'1 the only way at imagin, true grlers in

A moment ot 011max 18 reaohed in I1ne. 302-313, Where

iebard and Bolingbroke exobange brief yord. and Richard oloses by
cryinl "Then ,i•• me leave to

,0."

"The tale of dispossession and

its .equent national disturbance va. originally the toeal Matter 0
the drama, but in Act IV, when Riohard'. oharacter moves into a
aw, sharp perspective, tragedy, a. it vere, tinally upsta,.. hi.tory." This i8 Bogard'. unde1"standil'l, ot the play, and it corresponds on most points with the viewl of: the critic. and commentator.
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previously otted.

But Bogard's con.luslon, that Shake.peart ne..r

fUl1y suce.eded 1n .,nth•• lzine the varioul dramati. Manit.statiolU
of Richard's character, 1s placed in oPPosition to J. Dover
Wilson'. statement that "Shakespeare's g.niul succeed.d in

rusin.

these originally contradictory conoeption. and in composing there.
trom the

rlrure

ot a king who •• ems to us one or the most 1191n,

ot his .haracter •• "~J'
Thus tar thecrltics· ,.neral sUlveys ot the play and lts
oentral' emphasis of character.
nish a brier

At this poln,t the oritic8 ean hr.

.umm.r, or each or the

play's charaoters, in order to

analy.e their respective type' and their various tunction. 1n the
dramati.struoture.

(Thea. sWlllarie' will proY1de the reeop.1zed

interpretations ot the characters, .gainst which the portreyals in
the telenaian adaptation oan be compared tor int.poity and
authentlo1ty.)
Eptth.t~

paint 1n bold stroke. the charaoter ot Riehard.

Ivor Brown looks upon the k1nr as an example of' "the centellPlat!_,
selt-pitying

tail~e

type which va •• specially to tasGinate Shak••

speare and to evoke some or hts great•• t penetration ot character
and telid.ty ot phra •• 1n the presentment ot an aohing heart
beneath a restl•• s mind."

Hunter .peaks of Richardts displaying a

"mingling of intelleotuality, superstition, despondency, moftarchiE. K. Chambers

45'ib1g.,

p.

200,

1I (Cam ri Ie, 1939),

ed ., lU.D.I. Rlohard

3t..
not•• Richardts artistic temperament as contrasted to Bolingbro."
pract1cal temperaments the king has a delicate imagination, he
delIghts 1n MUlic and pompous spectacle, he is an orator with a
oont1nuous flow
atic .tfect.

o~

eloquence, he is a born aotor who loves a dram-

"Even in h1s

d~:rall

it 11ves him a thrill to take

the sta,. ln Westminster Hall and slowly todlsembarrass himself' ot
his crown with speeches of studied pathos." Whlle having no real
feelings tor anyone but himself', Riohard posse.s.s

8

sensItivity

of soul which wins the heart. of those with whom he is more inti-

mate--the Queen, the young noble. who surround hiM, the groom who
visits him in prison" He substitutes sentiment for aotion.

And

the shocks of misfortune stimulate him to exercise his imagination
and elocution, as be dr••• e. his griefs in illuminating phrases
and .xqui.ltetm.....

Van Doren speaks ot him as Aa king accom-

plished in the rhetoriO of hi' ottic• • • -1 his talk Is bi' t his
rhythm. are tremendous" J in the third scene of Act II (11.1a.4-.177),
after • last pretense at a speech ot stren,th, he swings to a new
style "exquisite, hi'h ....pitch.d , limpid, lyrical, and bonele.l, it.
music listens to Itself."

C. E. Montlgue has agreed on the 1m!'or.

tance of "that halt" of the character which critioism seems almost
alway. to have taken pa1ns to obsoure--the capable and faithful
artist in the same skin •• the incapable and unfaithfUl Kin,."
Montague denie. the val1dity of Pl"or•• sor Dowden's crit1cism ot·
Richard as "amateur in livin" not an artist" and he 1s 11kewise
opposed to Boas' desoription of Richard'. "puerile" fancy (hi.

power of imagery) and its "pseudo-poetic" products.

Montague con-

cludes! "Still it is well to see what Shakespeare meant us to, and
we wonder whether any one • • • can doubt that Shakespeare meant
to draw in Richard not only a rake and mutf on a throne and falling off it but, in the same person, an exqUisite poet ••• with
the quite distinct but not incompatible attributes of a typical, a
consummate artist."~ Richardts difficulty is precisely that he
18 "so fair a show" (111.111.71) and noth1nl more, "to him that
appearance is the reality, and tragedy i8 the ine.,.i table result. ,,47
Richardt, expre'lion of hi8 imaginative, poetiereaction to the
conflict 1n which he is involved i8

necessa~

for the bulldinl up

ot the play, the poetic pa.ssagel di8play character, and prepare
the way tor the failure and tall.

In 80 far .s such paslages

might be deleted trom the play, by just

10

much would the motiva.

tion for the dramatic sequenoe ot action be lost.
AI a Character Richard 1s weak, imprudent, and especially
politically fa l n4ant--so not much goodness is destroyed. As
a tragic al!,t, he is almost not serious. But Shakespeare
compensatelor this by aSSigning to him extraordinary powers
to react 89ntlmentally to the complex events moved by others.
great eloquence and a readiness to suffer and weep. • • •
His tall 1s not 80 much tearful as his succeeding plight Is
pitiful, he becomes serious in adverslty.
, ut.r the complex plot, when R1chard has become serious,

~61yor Brovn~hai'.pe.$S (London, 1949), pp. 162-163 I Hunter,
p .14, Chambers t
'V. t p.
, VanDoren, p.. 90, c. E. Montague t
rtF. R. Benson's R ,ar !! n S12e,lmens of Ensllsh D~amatlc
.2.!!!!c XVII-XX CenturIes, eA. A. c. Ward('OxtorC1, lcr5') , pp. 22 ~.

CrJ;Y:-

47T. Spenear, "Dramatic Convention and Shakespeare's Early
Use of It, If Sbake.pear, and the Xatge 2t Man, 2nd ad. (New York,
1949), P. 76.

he understands himlelf as an historical tilU1"e: 'I wasted
time, and now doth time was te me, t and he valorously resists
the al8a88ins. This makes very clear the dOUble determination ot the historical plot, for it means that as a man Rich.
ard is good but not as a king. untortunately the tragedy of
Richard as a serious man does not have eDPugh magnitude, and
this after-thought SOene is not powerfUl. 4H
Gervinus holds that the handsome, warm, afrectionate Richard i8
easily provoked so that "in the moment of misfortune the defiance
of an innate nobility i8 aroused in the m1dst ot his sorrow, and
in his death he appears as -fUll ot yaleur as of royal blood'."
But he quickly adds that this nobility is obliterated by the reputation Richard ha. established in th, early season of his lite and
reign (and so in the plaY)--8 reputation tor frivolity, tor caprieiou. and imperious tyranny, "incapable ot hearing a word of blame
and admonition even trom tm. 11pI ot his dying uncle. tI Craig lums
up when he conclude., "Riohard's troubles are inside him.eltl they
are matters of character, and Shakespeare seems in this play to
discover that character is destiny.tI~9
NeVertheless, there still remains an antagonist in the play,

48Goodman~ pp. 60-61.

l13_li,?-r:!:u:ls~; ff~~ ~a~:p!i!r~h:t~~~;a~te;l~} :~:h:;d ¥¥:"

a,

Phllolo,ieal Quarterl XXI (October 1942), 228-236. The author
constructs a summary escription of Richard's character trom the
king's own lines and trom the references ot others in the play.
The resulting character sketch is pointed out as authentic"by
bein, traced to the prevalent humour-psychology which described
the mercurial disposition as good-natured, prodigal, ambitious.
choleric, melancholy, sanguine, highly imaginative, unstable and
vacillatIng, and many ot these same characteristics were used by
Helinshed in describing the historieal Richard II of Bordeaux.

to help let off Richard's character.
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In balancing Richard a,ainst

Bolingbroke, the playwri,ht is but exhibiting in a concrete way
the character or Richard
Richard

8S

he should

8S

Ri.

he 11 contrasted with the character ot

In Bolingbroke are the qualities of sta-

bility, of vigor, and or determined and purposeful action--all ot
which Richard sadly lacks.
But there is

mo~

to the oontrastinl characters than Ttll-

yardts "contrast not only of two charaoters but of two ways of
lire,,,JO and more than Thaler·s simple "persistently studied contrait ••• between fluent out.pokennels and innateretic.nce •••
between the tragically tluent Richard II and the silently competent Bolingbroke."

In tact Thaler him.elf IUlgests the depth ot

Bolingbroke's etharacter when he ask.r "How many critic' have lavished praise upon the sentimental yet infinitely mOYing fluency ot
Richard II, and how few upon themaste!'l,. concisene's ot Bolingbroke?"

Craig reels that wh1l. the two men are obviou.l,. antagon-

istic torces embodied in OPPOSite charaoters, still the stern,
grasping, unsentimental Bolingbroke is not ea.,. to understand in
RIchard !! (he 1s rendered less puzzling when his character 1.
developed 1li the Henry plays).

In the pre.ent play "he speaks

honestly and behaves well, and yet one r •• ls that to have done
what 'he did, Bolingbroke ought to have been presented as more
crafty and more Machiavellian."

Gervlnu8 also questions
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Bolin,brokets actions and intent, for he did "hint at the murder
of the king (though only remotely and indirectly to his subsequent
sorrow and repentance}."

Chambers is much stronger in his suspi-

cions; to him Bolingbroke has no gifts or graces but the veryprag
matie one of deliberate efficiency, a man nwho know. how to bid.
hi. time, and movel irreSistibly, with something of the terrible
precilion of a machine, towards his

pre~etermined

end. • • • Hi.

attitude towards the king during the early part ot the play conceals a covert threat1 at the end, though the less etfeetive role
is his, he keeps his temper, and treats the tirade. ot the vietim,
whose days he has already numbered, with a contemptuous andstudie
bre.it1."~1

Such brevity would be more than mtre retieence.

ind

such brevity cause. hill to remain somewhat of an enigma both to
the rest of the dramatll ptrlgna, and to the audience.5'2 He seems
to watch caretully, to move slowly and surely, appearing to be the
mere servant of events when in reality he is perhaps their .haper.
He know. the signs of the ttme.-·Richard's arbitrary tyranniZing,
hi. impotence, the undercurrent ot unrest amon, the nOble., the
t.elin, throughout the realm.

Thin,s are hastening towards

8

orlais 1n the kingdom, Bolingbroke lets them tollow • natural
course, but stays close on hand to step in at the most opportune

GervinuI, p.
~2ct. Edward Francis Mulhern, S.J., "The Hamartia of Richard

6 un Ublts~

d Master·s Thesi. lLoyola University, Chlcago,

moment.
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"He i8 politically adept and decisive and se1zes the

OCculs!on, "5'3 "a man of policy adjusting his appearance to changln,
audienees."~

Dean adds that in his own way Bolingbroke is his-

trionIc, while Richard play-acts for the sake of his own feelings,
Bolin,broke play-aots for the sake of caretully planned results.
Play-acting or sinoere, the usurper still move. forward accord1n,
to hi. determined intent, and 1n this vigor of actlon--together
with his being temperate, prudent, and sparing of words--he is
strongly contrasted In the fourth and fifth acts with Richard's
violent. shallow tyrannizing ot the first and second acts.

In

tact, "the oommencement scene, vhIch essentially exhibits to u.
Richardts conduct a. a loyerelan. ha. its oounterpart in the
fourth act, where Sh.ke.peare exemplifi•• Bolingbroke·s dissimilar
conduct in a similar poait1on."5'5'

on the other s1de. 1n tavor of Bolingbroke's

characte~,

Van

Doren describes hil action. in the deposition soene (IV.i) as
betokening • certain awkerm.ss in dealing with the faneitvl king
and hi. poetry, at the moment of the breaking or the mirror, "the
b.vil~.r.d

Bolingbroke, thus far reduoed like e"el'3"one else to

silence and e.barres.ed awe, makes the mistake ot presenting Richard with a metaphor that he oan go on Y1th."~6

It is a180 true

;3 Good man , p. 61.

~ean, p. 215'.
;5'aervinus, ~A-~~
p. 296; of.
Mulhern, p. 73.
_____________________________________

;6van . n~-....-

n.. 92 ..

that in this same scene Bolingbroke qUietly overrule. the insolent
Northumberland who is too importunately urging Richard •. Bolingbroke is llkewise rendered not unadmirable ttby his magnanimity to
the brave old Bishop ot Carlisle, whose honest, outspoken, unoompromising loyalty to Riohard draws from him [Bolingbroke] a
reproot. but in language so restrained and temperate al to show
that he honors the man much more than he resents the act.""

Some

ot this lame nobility of Ipirit, ot "ena born to rule," is mani-

tested in IV.i in his dealings with Norfolk (reinstating him in
hil lands and honors) and, on the other hand, in his prompt imposition of sentence upon the "Oaterpillars" of the klncdom; also in
V.iii with Auser!e and hil parenti (pardoning Aumerle t • conspiraoy
against him).

Bolingbroke thus appears to be humane and kind and

patriotio--retleot1n, the patriotism ot his rathar. John ot Gaunt
(perhap. a olue to Bolln,broke t l righteous revolution against the
prodigal "skipping kin,,, who was wasting the land).

"He does as

that ,ardener would have had the lawful king do; 'tIith wise d.isoretion b. loverns with mercy and justioe. mlldne.s and severity.
And, at the lame time, he behaves with that sure power and superiority which permits him to jest in this very scene.tt,.e
treats this

sc~ne

Goddard

with Aumerle and the Yorks in a different way,

howeverl he holds that the new kin, pardon. Aumerle not out of
mercy but as

nan

attempted purchase of indulgence in advanoe for

"Mulhern, p. 73.

;81"_rvi nu.

un.. 284, 2Q6
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the murder ot Rlchard, agalnst whose 11fe he 18 oonspirlng, pre.
cisely as hls sparlng of Carlls1e t s llte 1s a begglng of.lndul-

gence atter that deed.
oonfessions. • • •

These scenes are a series of unconscious

Shakespeare composes llke a musician.

is more than meets the ear at first hearing.

There

He is here exhibit-

ing in aot'iml precisely those hidden imp'llses that modern psyahology is now attempti.ng to analyze and formulate. ,,5'9
It ls worth noting s,ain that Bolingbroke"

character is not

full,. relol ved wi thin the oomp•• s of th:1, first of the aycl. ot
Richard and Henry history playa.

While Bolingbroke 1s an aecom-

plished matt of action, f1rm and intent in his silent way, Goddard
seems correct in concluding that "he 18 not a figure ot resolutiOft
and cannot satisfactorlly oocupy the stage and make an

Richard ls dead,

to~

~nd

when

he does not counterbalance the pitiful vir-

tues ot Richard with'commensurate virtues of his

GUn.

A kind of

attempt is made to humanize him, in the clemeney to Aumerle and
the banishment ot Exton; but these lnoidents again .tem 11ke
atter... thoughts and lack power. • ••

It 1s better, I shall argue,

to con.ider that the play does not end1 it ealls tor an historical
59aOddard, pp. 1'7-158. This rererenoe to "hidden impulses"
and "unconsoious confessions" would classify Goddard's comments as
interpretation more subtle than would be evident in a production
ot the play, rather than "more than meets the ear at first "hearing" this subtle aspect more properly would be "more than meets
the mind and imagination at first (or even second) analytical
readln,.n Fer this reason Goddard'. oomments on this Icene are
not subscribed to (1n accordanee with the criterion tor aoceptance
established at the outset ot this studYA

sequel in which the memory of 'Richard, that sweet lovely rose'
(I t,r,nt-7 !It I.i1i) will find a oompanion. tt60

To sum up: while perhaps not completely and clearlyd••eloped,
the character ot Bolingbroke is sufficiently delineated to provide
11'1 the concrete a foil to Richardts character of sham king.

The

struggle in the play, the tragedy, 18 brought about primarily by
Richardt. two-fold character a8 a kin, who rail. and a. a poeti.
man who crieve. and only at the last moment begins to r1.. in his
adverae fortune; secondarily, the' tragedy is a conflict tor the
crown ot England between one who has the right to rule but Gannot,
and another who was born to rule but has not the richt.
Other charaeters in

~1eha~

11 are much le.s outstandinl,

a 1 though they are important in moving tl'.e play tcrward by rerleq-

ting the charaoters or tho.e about whom the,. speak and with who.
they enter into aotion.
Old John Gaunt is important in the dramatiO structure of

the play.

Besides his obvious tormal role of traditional hero aDd

patriot gloritying beloved England, he al.o.-by his sorrow and
conoer'r1 tor the welfare of hia oountry (and also for hi ••on and
hetr)--clarifi•• the issue of the drama "be7ond mistaking, and, tn
flouting him, Riohard soorns England ltself. n61 The previou8
60 Ibid ., p. 61.

61Webster p. 171. See also Oervinu8, p. 2~J Craig, Intrqdu't!O» p. 11&. Gauntt. oharaoterlstio' t including his stron,
lam! y feeling and selt-love, are mirrored in Bolingbroke who add.
to these traits a shrewdness at purpose 1n his Vigorous, silent

generation ...-ohiel' amon, whom are Gaunt and York--tralJlle the whole
plot; "Gaunt's death i. the immediate occasion for both Richard
and Henry to err, Richard by usurping Henry's rights
Henry by rebellin, against the successive king.
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heir,

Gaunt, then, can

be regarded as the thought of the resolution that prevents the
complexity, and his death at onee precipitates the complexity.n62
On the other hand, there i. the Duke 01' York whose character
shows how the "previous ceneration" surn vee amon, mel'1 lost in the
tragic error; "in pointing out the error, he is strong, but in
action he is even comically weak.,,63 He is a weak man who is
thrust into the

po.~tion

of Yice-regent and who subsequently com-

promj.e. by remaining "neuter" when he 1s caught between sympathetic loyalty to the king..b,...right (Richard) and prudentadh.renee
to the "kine-in-tact (Bolingbroke).

His loyalties are mixed, hi,

fidelity wavers under torce ot circumstances.

He 1s incompetent,

and wounded by the injuries done his family (in the

ban1sh~nt

Bolingbroke and in the confiscation of Gaunt's estates).

of

Gervinu.

interprets his character rather more severely, while good-natured,
York is proportionately indolent and rest ..loYlnll·but being at nan
agitated

are"

he 1s

k~dled

to irritation at the seizing of Gaunt's

actions. Bolingbroke stands in the reflected patriotism of his
father. which casts some light or justification upon his return
from exile and even upon his movements up to the throne itself.
62Goodman, p. 62.

63 Ib1d •.

property.

~Re

lethe typeot polltioal,faintheartednes. and neutrality,

at a time when partisanship is a duty, and of that cowardly loyalty
which turns to the strong and powerful. • • • Helpless as to
action, he lose. hi. head in unutterable perplexity, but not hi.
character.

He resolves to rema1n neutral."

He

exhibits weakne.s

which moves to unnatural obduracy in aoousing his own son of hilb
treason.

"In this trait consoientiousnels and fidelity aremin,led

indistinguishably with the fear of exposure and suspioion. Such is
.ervile loyaltT."6~

Van Doren takes a kindlier view of the Duke,

who fusslng like old Capulet over the grievous state of the realm.
Come, sister,--aousln, I would say,--pray, pardon me
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (II.ii.10S)
Tut, tutl
Grace me no grace, nor uncle me no uncle, (I1.111.86-87)
is not so much a sorrower

.8

a worrierJ he 1s perhaps a parody, in

the decrepit key, ot Richardts !Ull-noted grief.

At any rate he i.

the one clearly comic personage in a play otherwise given over to
tragic sentlment. • ••

It [Richard

11] slngs in its ovndarknel.,

listenin, swe.tly to itself.tf6~ York is the type of the "bewildered and- loyal middle-olass Englishman," the modest, conservative

6~Ger.inu't pp. 296-2971 ct. Craig, Xntroduct1on, p. 116, and
Interbretatlon. p. 130.
6~Van Doren, p. 9~. As to the absence of humor, Tl11yard (PP.
260.261) points out what he considers a touch of it 10 I.1v where
Aumerle describe. to Richard his parting from Bolln,broke--the sar.
ca8m or mockery in the lines about tbe only tears sbed at the part.
ing were those caused bv the brisk northeast wIndt Craig (lnterllltatioD, p. 135') cODsider. that "in Blchard n there is only one
rather amusing scene"t V.iii (11. 1-12), when Bolingbroke bltterl,.
questions Percy and the other lords about his errant son, Hotspur.
e

country-gentleman figure, this impression 'of Ybrk "is almost eomtcally concentrated in his insistenoe on his boots"

(V.11).66

Northumberland 1s crafty 1nserving as agent for Bolingbroke'l
approaoh to the throne.

He

is "well started on a self1shcareer n67

which 1s to be further developed in the Henry plays.

It he i. the

retla.tioD of Bolingbroke·. true·ambition., then the latter'. Char.

But Northumberland appears more

aoter is cl.arly derined.

8S

the

accompli.hed stage-manager or agent tor Bolingbroke·. aotions on
the path to the throne.

He di'plays a oertain arrogance in hi.

manner1 thou,h smooth and tlexible at times, he 1s otten rough and
unt.elinl.

It 1s noteworthy that he 1s the first to speak ot

Riohard v1thoutinoludin, hi. title ot king, he it 1s vho states·
solemnly and for.lbly Bolingbroke'S oath that "his comlng is but
for his own"; tn

t~.

seene ot. deposition he presse. upon Richard

with the lilt ot a.ousation., and he it Is who urge. the arr•• t of
Bishcp Carlisl. tor the "treasonable" .tatement. in his speech
about righteoulnels end oivic fldelit.y.68
The Queen .erve. to bring out the tender and arreotionate
qualitie. ot KlngRiehard.

She 1. a pretty and pathetic tigure 1ft

her mls,ivln,s and in her grief and longln, tor him when he lsavay
or in danger.

15'1.

She appears a wcman ot character 1n the tew minute.

66John Middletcn Murry, §hak,speare (London. 1~8), Pp. l~O-

67erall, t;trodugtlon, p. 116.
68 Ct. Gervlnus, p. 29~.
I.
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that she ha. something to say.
~he

But for the most part, she remains

oonventionally mournful queen, nlightly done and wlth no impor ...

part in Riohard
rew speeches. n69
~ant

n,

but very sweet, womanly, and wlse in her

The Bishop ot Carlisle stands forth as the ideal churohman,
devoted to prinoiple. who warns and corrects the king tor hi. wilful errors but who lIkewise remalns staunohly loyal to him as the
lawful ruler.

The Bishop is honest, outspoken, and uneompromlslng1

Bolingbroke'. reaction to hi. strong outbreak 1n the deposltion
soene gives an indioation ot the esteem and veneration in whioh
the BIshop was held by a11.70
The other minor oharacters in the play are quite straight.
forwardly sketched, the, speak and aet consistently in the little
~art. they play. The ,ardener (III.iv), "impossibly sententiou.t 71
supplies something of a clue to the politioal theme underlying the
drama.

The

simple workers, poetiC as are all the other oharaoters

peopling Ri,hard

n,

use their lyric imagination to construct a

polltioal analogy drawn from their own horticultural experienoe.
The hOlll1y "In the manner of the early plays ••• ' [is] elaborat.,
characteristically externa1ized."72 Not unlike the porter in

i', 2:e.
~ntr04uctiPJlt

69era
Ti1lyard, p.

pp. 18, 116, ct.

W.bs~er, p. 171, and

7°Gervinus, p. 28e, Mulhern, p. 73.
71Tillyard, p. 258.
72spencer, p. 132, n. 5', ct. Goddard, pp. 15'9-160.

Maobeth, the gardener here supplies something ot an interlude, and
yet this 8cene, too, directly advance. or at least sustaln. the

dramatic action ot the entire playA tlnal comment is in order Gon••ming the silent aotorl--the
lords, ottl ••ra, gentlemen and servants, attendants, !! !l.-.who
say nothln, but nevertheless are part ot the play.

Otten enou,h a

scene depend. upon them to mirror the emotions and t hou,ht whieh
the dramatist wishe. to aohie.. in a ,i'Mn part ot the play.

"At

the beginning of the plays,the linele •• actor. mo.t otten e.tablish tor u. the atmo.phere that surround. our principals, the atate

ot t public opinion. t

What element. in the comunmi ty approved 0'1

!Richard II, what sort ot people disliked or 1I11strusted him, and
~h,,"73

This point emphasizes once a,ain that the play is an

lnte,ral produetion, dependin, upon the authol"'s orieinal eonoeption, upon the interpretations and lndivldualoreatlve talent otthe actors, ot the directors and desieners, ot the theater teehaiclans, and even

0'1

the mastelans, they must

a~l

b. ru.ed harmoD-

iously into 8n authentio produotlon ot the "two hour.' trattto ot
our stage."

ELIZABETHAN THEATER AND STAGING
An

important ractor influencinl the dramatic element. round

Richard l! is the Elizabethan physical theater, and the manner ot
staging plaYI.
'13Webster ..

As a practioal dramatist. Shake.peare conoei..4
'0.

107. ct. also

1).

~O.

1~

hi. plays '11th. definite purpose, they were to be played on the
Elizabethan platform stage.

The nature of the ••••1'11' theater

facilities played a part in determ1nin,the playvri,ht"

oonee,tiOl

of • c!ramatle wert, and in e.tabll.hing what the dramatist had in
mind as to the proper execution of hi. work.

A briet summary will

point cut these elements whi_h have a signifioanoe relatl •• to the

play now under con.ideration.
TM aimplioit,- ot the EllJeabethan theateJ- and ata,e underla,.
. its Sllets ot mobility and adaptabillty.

It also aooOUftted tor the

particular intima.,. .ehi...4 betv••n the aotors and the audience
~ho

".eemed to some extent to b. actual participants in the per-

tormanoe, a•• for example. in soliloq.ie., where it 11 sometime.

difticult to t.l1 whether the actor 1. talkin, to himself or tothe
audienoe.""'" There

"a,' no ourtain 01'1 the

platform and so there",••

no sharp demar.ation into aots and soenes;

81 B

result, the dramas

were played continuously from beginning to end (tor the moat part)
and were

.cco~1ngly

much more rapid in action and in total time

per performanoe than an today'. modern sta,. with its prescenium
areh and elaborate tableau.l1ke erreot..

BeIng tre. ot interrup-

tion. in the term ot scene chaftges or act wait., the Elizabeth••
play po.sesled • "tloving, unoheoked rhythm."7J fhi. absence of
confining baokrround lets, together with the conventlona of the

ll.

7~Crall' tntrqduottOP, p. 11.
?~webster, pp. ;1-;2, 68-69, ot. Craig. IPtr04ugtlon. pp. lO-

49

inner and outer baloony stage areas, permitted the playwrIght to
obtain ert.eta which todayt. theater alm. at with it. pioture
stag. and act curtains, but the Elizabethan craft of phy.l,al production ne •• aser11y made use of method. dirterent from todaytl.
Because of its qualities or continuity, rapidity, and inti.
macy--vhioh quallti•• arose immediatel, out ot the form of the
theater and its ,ta,a--the Blizabethan drama enjoyed an unrestrioted manlpulation ot the. element of time.
tlal freedom.

88

well as a fluid spa.

!he unr•• trictinl stale va, hi.hly adaptable to the

flexibility demanded for conventions ot place and time subtly and
meticulously fitted to the author's dramatle purpose.

the contin-

uou. flow of actl08, not jarred by aot- or .e.ne-vaits, added to.
the dramatie pace of the prod•• tion.

(The flourish,s ot musio

called for were utilized to introduoe new sets of oharacter. a.
the loene. flowed en

OM

into another.)

Shakespeare and his oontemporaries achieved what.Robert

Spe.i,ht ealls "the poe tie
~11zab.than

re~liBm

which

~a8

the ••eret of the

achievement." The playwr1,ht depended upon the power

and beauty or the languslt to preduce the dramatle 1magery, aetion,
atmosphere. and effe.t.

Wood-and-oaftvas scenery often vorkl a

t. contrary .rreot, Lam.b has pointed out that "the elaberate and
~nxicu. provision ot soenery, which the luxury of the [pre!ent] age
~ui

~ernands

• ••

L

••• works

8

quite contrary eftect to what is intended.

In plays which appeal to the higher faeulties it posi t1vel,

;0
destroys the illusion which it is introduced to aid. tt 76
In whatever way the modern stage

produ~es

Shakespeare, the

fundamental question and criterion for its validity and etfectiveness remains the samel whether in Amerioa (wIth its

late_l~Ot.

trend to economic, austere, stylized setting) or in Engla" (with
its contInuing trend toward. rioh and complex stag. d'oor), "in
both case. the touchstone i8 the lamel to what extent has the

stage design served to interpret the play?" Exoes8ive staging ean
distract from and, worse Tet, can misemphasize and miSinterpret
the meaning and beauty ot the poetry in the pIa,.

The modern pro-

duoer must interpret Shake.p.are a. faithtully a. po.sible, he
must produce an integrated pt••e of theater. which project. the
full intention of the author to hundreds ot people ,1multaneouI17

who are of a wide rang. ot character and receptivity_

The que.tic!

1s always. how can Shakespeare'. authentic int.ntion be pr•••rft4

in modern terms?

or

Shek.ape.re t , own authentic meaninl of hi, play...

his plot and charaoters and action--mu.t be learned in part by

determining the stage instruments and conventions which ,hap.if his'
crattmansh1p.71 The modern producer may then .mplo, a leg1timate
amount ot creattve invention. "provided always that such tn••ntloa
i . readil, con•• i ....bl. 1n terms

76spealght, quoted

by

ot the linea the... lfts and true to

Webster, p. 1~.

17~., and pp. 28-29.

the spirit ot the scene.,,78
The Elizabethan dramatic oonventions or place and time dispensed with oountl•• s problems ot acouracy and plausability on
these twin point..

otten in the play, indioations are rew or non-

,

exi.tent a. to the looation ot the scene or as to the interval ot
time elapsing between action..

Often enough a hint or the 10••1-

ity i. tound in the line ••poken, no more was needed tor the Elizabethan audienoe, intent not on the stag. devi.e. but on the spoken
~ord

ot the drama.

In Riohard
~ot

11

the geographiea1

.ch.m~

always expliCit, Is always quIte olear.

or the aotion, whfle
Shakespeare arrange.

the .equence of seen., (or "segments" ot the whole play"

action,

it you will) in • way that allows for the proper progre.sion olthe
.ctions, between the action. a gre.t 1.l'se ot tIme may sometIme.
be presumed, but the sequen.e itself I, alway. a.curately ordered.
At times, short seeMS are inserted to allow tor anihtervaldemandad by the .ctton

neo••••rily

implied between scenes.

For examplet

in Bo1ingbroke's maroh through England (II.lli and 111.1), Peroy
30ins them in Glouee.terlhire (in 11.111) to tell Bolingbroke and
Northumberland that Brl.atol lie. ahe.d.

Then the .,.e17' short scene

ot II.iv 1s interposed, in whIch the Welsh soldiers speak brietly.
Atter this Bolingbroke and his company re.enter "as at their camp
at Bristol." Merely to have lett the stag., then to return atter

II momentts pause, would have been awkward.
ness--even

80

"Such a gap ot empti-

small a one--would check the tlow ot the story.

It

vould involve explanations too, something would have to be done to
give us the sense ot shitted place and intervening time, which the
intervening seene quite naturally, and, so to speak, tacitly gives.
And this is put toftlrther
~ury
~re

UI., its twenty-tour line. between Sali...

and a Welsh Capta1n tell us ot Richardts tortunes.

A,aln w.

nowhere in particular, but the Captain's accent and Sallsbury's

• • • thou trusty Welshman' are 1nto~mfng enough,"79 By reter~noes in the s)).eche. Shak.speare is very otten able in this play

ito keep olear the journeyings ot Riohard (to Ireland, 'back at Wa1.s,
to flint Ca.tle, and then to Westminster Hall) and of Bolingbroke
(GlouceJter.hire, Bristol, Flint Ca.tle).

"The key to this as to

all Shakespeare' 8 stagecratt 11 in the axiom that illu.ion lJ!I
~ charaoter, And th,lr action and nowher,

In

!.l!!.. ,.80 The point is

that the whereabout. ot the .haracter. is otten enough unimportant

.1' at least ot
~ity

seoond~ry

conoern, and the stage had no such "inte,-

ot place as is oonferred on our. by the illusion ot a painted

.cene." The ert•• ts made possible by the fluidity ot the Ellzabe.
~han

stage belonted more partioularly to switt and diversified

.otion.

"The Elizabethan stage likewise oould be almost imperoep-

tibly resolved from 'anywhere- to 'anywhere·, and it could be
79Granvll1e.Barker t p. ~9.
80Ibid ., p. 60.

Italios in the original.

c/'

5'3
dissolved into as near to 'nowhere' a. made no difference. H81
The convention ot time is more thaD mere spe.d of sequenee
and incident.

Besides mere continuitl, time must have signifioanoe

and dramatic value.

And yet, on the flexible Elizabethan platform

the playwri,htts fr.edom in ti•• , as his treedom in use of spaoe,
is only Itmited by apparent likelihood and the illusion of the
~oment.

The sense

et

actuality in time-sequenee oan be achieved

fairly easil" but the important thing for the dramatist is to
supply d!amatio import to the sequence ot inoidents. When watchinl
the action "the audienee must be made as conscious ot its purpose
8S

will keep them expeetant. _at sometimes be led to the brink of

toreknowledge-.and then th. action ••st 10 swiftly forward, lesvina
them the more intere.ted to tollov."82
In 111,h.td

n

the tl. . .equenoe etold. rather oonsiltently,

but orten .nou,h the oalendar or hour-gla.. i. not Itriot17

COD-

sulted .inee the dramatlc ette.t is all that 18 really neoeslary
tor the playwri,ht t • purpose.

The first two scenes tor the most

part sum up matter that hal presumably gone betere, only in the
third scene does the actten begtn to move, and trom then on it goe.
swiftly.
ot re18ysl

The aetion 1. not uninterrupted, but it i8 in the manner
whe~

ene 8cene comes to a clo.et the thread of the ItOr,

8lIbjd., p. 63. The modern ste,. hes lost muoh of th1s1 the
cinema an television have reclaimed these advents,es not so much
~y simplioity ot Imagery as by fluidity of technique.
82Ibld., J'h 6....

\,

is picked up to be carried on in the next scene.

The only concern

of the dramatist is for the dramatic effect; that Is what. determine. him.

Once the play hat begun its course ot action, there I.

no need or de.ire to slow it down by adhering to the interval. ot
time necessary in reality tor certain events to transpire.

"And

just as he has the p1a, moving with the right impetus (it has

take~

long enough to get loing) heeertalnly does not want to slow up,
pad out the actIon with irrelevancies or cov.r the lntervenlDC
events with a chorus, and then

~ave

to work up speed a,aln.

For

Shakespeare time has its dramatic uses,butno rights ot its own.uSl
To conclude this section on staging' the absenoe of distract.
ing scenery and of long walts between acts would fix the audience's
attention upon the actors and the v,ro,ress ot the action as manifested in their word ••

Henee th.demend for powerful imagery and

tor the actors' "exuberanc." 1n displayinl emotion.

And In the

poorly lighted th,ater a res.rved, conservative gesture or tacial
exp:ttes.ion would easl1y be lost, p:tto3eetion ot an actor'. part
demanded that it.be played to the fUll.

Beea... of' the importance.

given to the spoken word, the play. "abound in verbal displays of
all kind., quibbles, pun" reparte.,
soli1oqul•• , orations. • ••
by busine.s but

'by

8~iohomythla,

descriptions,

An emotional cris18 I. elaborated not

argument and rebuttal [.....n It It be only that

83tt1d ., p. 66. For more details of the soholars' findings
~nd cone usions relative to Elizabethan theater structure, appear~nce, and facilities, .e. below, AppendIx I, p. 179.

~r

one person with himselt]. • • • For the play was not intended
to rely on our paraphernalia of scenery, lights, and decoration,

~ut

to force its entry into our imagination through the beauty ot

its spo~en lines.,,84-

In so tar as modern stage productions (in the

legitimate theater or on television) employ elaborate staging,
they run the risk of losing the precise source ot Shakespeare's
~riginal

power and beauty.

Whether they succeed or tall must be

determined by a study ot each productlon singly.

(The present

study will ooncern itself solely with a specifio presentation
~R~:i~ch~8~1~~d

or

11 on television.)
ELIZABETHAN POETRY AND IMA.GERY

The oonsideration of the Ianrua,. used in Elizabethan drama
1s an important one tor understanding any play of Shakespeare.

In

Richard 11 a lar,. part is played by poetry and imagery in expre.sion.

For reasons already l.ment10ned. the ElIzabethan theat'el'

emphasized expre.slon rather than gross aetion (by the latter ;1.
tnteant actors t movements and stage settings with ehang•• of seenery).
~h.

power, b.auty, and depth of the play was fused into the l1v1na

lanrua,e.

fhis langua,. was the vehlcle of thou.htl moralt philo-

sophical, political currents were developed within the tramework
and by mean. of the lanlllace.
~le

This langua,. was 11kew1.• e the vehi.

tor building and re.olving the plot and for portrayin,the

B~A8hley H. Thorndike, S~ake!p,ar"$ Theatre (New York, 192~),
pp. 4-00, 1t.02.

characters.

The soliloquy was important a.

Ii

direot means of selt

revelatlonJ this stylistIC convention could also be employed tor
telling the story itself (the Oharacter then became somethin, not
n11ke a chorus).

It is espeolally valuable in the plays involv-

ing more introspective charaoters.8~ The poetio language and the
extended soliloquies which to todayts ear might s.em excessive and
arttu.lly "literary" have definite f'unotion in Elizabethan dl'sma.
Or better: the drama fUnotion. threugh the poetic language.
Works preduo.din the Elizabethan age evidence the influence

or

the then-current proce.s of Latinlzatlon whioh reaohed its oli-

max in the seventeenth century in Browne and Milton.

The rhetorio

re.olved itself around two basic figures, balanoe (inoludinl antithesls) and repetition, and it-naturally exerted a potent Intluenc
on the .hape and desiln Of English sentences.

The part

play~d

by

alance and repetition in Shake.peare's work i8 particularly evident in Riohard II and

!lnl l!bn;

this earlier style of

~laborate

figures, of pedantl0 and ornate words, was replaced in the later
,lays by a more natural form ot verse.

Thus the state of the

ev.loping English lanl\1age ....not onl,. its form.s but tt. st,.le as

ell--aocounts for some ot the more conspicuously ornate passs,••
in the earlier plays.
More stgnificant 1n determining the emberaftce of langua,e
found in his earlier plays is the phs.. of dramatiC experienee and
sklll through which Shakespeare was passlng at the tiwe.

He at

first wrote drama in this more "lyrical vein, with his singing
obe. on, with an abundance ot passionate and h1ghl)r coloured ep...-li
nc! with the aid of rhyme and other devi •• s of Inioal utter:ance.,n8
ut he gradually developed lanpa,e and v8r•• ,more varied and tlexible and therefore more 'suitable tor dramatic exp1!• .ssion.

BI,hard

Shakespeare's earlie:r atag•• of d••elOJ)mcmt and hi.
conl.iouanes. ot hi. poetio power. J this pcwlnC abil-

it,. and awareness of the mu,t. 'ot the Enrllsh I.DlUa,. he demcmstrated in the lavish IpMOhel of ltl0hard. 8?
And ,..t, most silllitlcant ot all in Shakespeare's use of lanua,e--and most valid of ,the rea.ons tor his l1l'10 style In .....___~
fact that he waa a poetic dramatist.

He wa' concerned

otso much with expression ot hi. p08tio powera as with aocvate

elineation of oharaeter thrGugh the dramatic medium of the spoken
ord ooupled with appropriate aottonl.

A. Chambers was quoted at

outset ot the present study. "To 8ay that the play 18 lyrl. i .

86 Chamber s, SHE!IY,· p. 88.

87 0f • Van Doren, P. 8" erai" iDVgdU':U0D.t p. 113, point.
ut thata nIt is known that 11'1 Shakespeare'. early plays he uses
ore. rhyme tor seriou. dramatio disoolU"s. an.d le.s prose t bas more
nd-stopped and tewer run-on line'l and fewer double or reminine
ndin,s, and that in the earlier plaVS,heindulges freel,. in fl1.
rativ. language, conceits and rhet(lrieal figures. • • • There is
o praetioal way of lMtasurIn, figurative' language, but 1t shOUld be
greed that Diehard II 1s very high in th1ft particular evidenoe 01'
hake.peal'e f I youtJitul exuberanoe." But et. Goddal'd, p. 149. "All
oung men with a poetIcsl gitt paIS into 8 stage when they are hyp.
oti%ed by words. They have not yet grasped the relation between
erbal symbols and lit.. • •• In a $ens. Shakespeare may be said
o have faced this danger [of over-abundance and excess] in Richard
I and subdued it.1f Se. below, p. 72 and n. 10;.

~y

no means to say that it is not dramatic also.

On the contrary,

!every element in it is caretU11y subordinated to the strictly draw
matic end of

t~owing

into powerful relief the strong oontrast and

conflict between the' two principal characters, Richard and hi!
cousin and supplanter, Henry of Bollngbroke. n88 The verle reveals
in the most accurate and powerful way possible the thoughts and
~esire.

end f.ars of the oharacters.

nShakespeare t s splendid poetr]

is there true to life in a more .ubtle va,., he gives us the Interpretation ot [the charaote)', tJ thoughts" "89
Shake.peare individualized. the style ot the speech used by hi.
lVarIous charaeters 1n order to refleot the nature of their characters in their \'81'Y speeah.90 Imagery thus has a der1n1 te and
Important dramatic function as a means ot dramatieally portraying
~

character through his own lines.

~rked

Shakespeare has purposefully

e rew of his eharaoter' with prolixity, Richard and Poloniu,

are outstandin, in thil

re.peet~elthe,.

ot the. can be brier, but

[take. any ooca.1Ol'l a. a chaMe to'!! a 'peeoh.
~hake.p.er.·.

by

What might be te,.-ma«

exce••·1ve rhyme and florid It11e i. really employed

hilt with conseio",. intent, heH in Httha1"d !l, to portray sen-

tentlousne.s and sentiment he u.e. relatively extrava,ant l'hetori ••
88chamber., pp. 88-89.

89w• L. Phelps, "Shakesp.are on the Modern stage," TwentIeth

Centu.n TheatrE! ( ••• , [.£!. 1918]), p. 103.

9OMikha11 M. ~1orozov, nThe Indi v1dua11zation of Shakespeare t s
Characters throu,h Image..,," ~jak"p,are Surve:r:: II, ed. Al1ardyce
Nicoll (CambrIdge, 1949), p . .
.

speolally tor the three most loquacious cheracters--Richard, John

t Gauntt and York.

The qualIties of each ot their characters are

hus dramatized and giYen appropriate dramatiC form by this greater
se of rhyme and rhetorlc.91 Van Doren 1"er.rl to Riohardts abllit,o "wall 1n perfect ,lory" when be pours forth analogies in the
eposition scene In suoh a way that "tar trom oonceallng his art,
e oalls attentlon'to It with .",ery gesture", and after Bol1n,broke
rosaically prot.ata to him ("I thou.ht you had been willing t.

e.lgb"), RIchard "in his next lonl speech must pullout the atopa

t pity." But, as noted earller, there is a dramatI0 purpo.e in
11 this I "he is happy with his .orrow, he is functlonInl throup
grief." Riohard's .elt.lov. is manitested in this "Wetuatien
ith the art he so proudly and self.consolously practices,

That i,

'Rlohard IIt 18 about. and what even its plot expressel.

It.

nity therefore is distinotl"e and im.press1"•• tt92 Hence the 1I1por.
ance ot this sustained poetle prolixity, any moditication or lt
111 seriously attect the Integrity or the play.
Ransome complains that in maD1 ot the Bigbald II Icene. there
e an excess or thi.

pro~ixity

and over-rtrinement of sentiment,

specielly in the d.po.ition soene t·wh.!'. Richard, withes.sparatin
erboslty, tells us little or nothin, wh1eh adds to our knowledge
f

his chsraot.r."93 But, on the contrary, this is pree1~ely the
91eralg, pp. 113-114, Hun.ter, pp. 269... 270.
92Van Doren, pp. 92-93. 95. 89.
93Ranso
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~ramatle

significance of Riohard's contlnuous attltudinizin, 11'1

~.lic8te

poetical form.

~lmlle.

~ruly

In the very act ofconstructlnglyrical

one atter another, he ls showing 11'1 verbal actlon what he

ls.

The audience

08n

experienoe tir.t-hand what would be tar

le8s ettectlvely oonnmmioat.ed ..,. SOmeone else's merely telling the
audience about Rlohard's temperament.

Theretore the scenes or thl.

theatrioal and over.rhetorical trait in Rlohard's speeoh and action
are far more etteetive dramatically than they would be otherwise.
fhe shallow, OSCillating, hl,hly-sensltive, lmpetuoul, vain charac-

ter ot Rlchard di'play. ltlelt directly in luoh scene. as I.lii
(his arbitrary handlin, ot tbe eonte.t and lanctions o.t banishment),
~II.ii

(ht. e •• tat1e poetizing on hi.

re~

to En,li.h 1011), IV.l

(the elaborate fieure. oonooeted during the deposition soene>, and

lV.v (Pomfret priln "Mre he halUn8rs out tanoltu.l simile. e%pres •
• ive ot hi. grier and fallen state).
the conoomitant actlons,

As with the language, so with

Rio~ardt.the.trloal

tolly exhibits con-

~.it.d

and strained attention to the devices ot rhetoric and ge.-

~ur..

"With all neo.·s.ary allowances tor the conceitf'Ulness ot the

.ge and or Shakespeare-. early manner, this is worse then the

CUI-

tomary--wor •• with a badness which argues the author l , intent to
~olor the oharaoter of the .peak.r."~ Hunter here rerers to III.

li, where Riohard salute. the royal earth ot England with his hand,
~su.h

90.

a grote.que poetic oonoeption that it I. entirely In a.cord
94gunter, p. 36; see also pp. 37.1+2, 46....', and Van Doren, p.
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~ith

Richardt, proclivity to exceasive poses and ornate, ineffec-

rtive .1oquenc.... -label.d ftrheto:rical piety" by Dowden9;) •. The
remarks may equally apply to the other scenes mentioned above.
A tinal proof that Shakespeare consciously planned Richardts
poet1zing to extend as far as it doel, 1s found in Riehard's own
words.

Aft.r lengthy lyrioal dis.course. on hi. woe., he more than

once turns to tho.. ,athered around him and complain. that they
look on unsympathetically--that they dislike his attltud1nlzin« and
do not appreciate hi. expressions of grief. He knows that they ar.
~.klng
~f'

mooking himl "Mock not my senseless conjuration, lords." (III.

~i.23)
~he

his behaviour poorly and even with disdain; he accuses the.
And with AWMr1e atop the battlements,atter dwell1n« on

1ma«inary ,raves dug by their tears, he return. to a level of

reality when he recognize. tum.rle·! reaotion to hi. elaborat.ly~ourht

poetry •

• • • • • • • • • • • Well, well, I'see
I talk but idly, and yOU lauch at me. (1I1.1i1.170-171)
~d

another character, Northumberland, oorroborates this reaction

of lumerle, after the "Down, down I come tt and "night owl. shriek"
speech.
What say. hi. Majesty?

Sorrow and gr1er of heart
Makes him speak fondly, l1ke's frantio man.

(III.111.184-l8~)

rhus Shakespellr. 1s quite awqre ot the poetry's excess; he even
95'Hunter, PP. 34-35', quotin, Edward Dowden! §hakgs;Rearll IIis
Mind and !rt, 7th ed. (London, 1883), pp. 173 ...11'8.
.
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takes pains to make olear to his audience that this excel, is
intended and has a dramatic purpose--to portray the sensitive,
timental Richard.

It this poetic excess be tempered in any produc

tion of the plaY', therefore, more than just the quantitative tnte,
rity suffersJ the very heart of the play--Richard'. character--i.
modified.

If elaborate speeches be dropped while the morestraigh

forward speeche. remtln, Richard'. oharacter i. no loftger what
Shakespeare intended.

The play is no longer Shatespear.'..

Edi.

tors and adaptors must retain a proportionate representation of t
rhetorical .pee.he. of Riohard. if they are to present the

R1ohar~

II originally conceived by Shakespeare.
A further pOint must be made about the matter of the poetry.
Metaphor and imagery are of course the very stuff of poetry; poetr
is woven from them.
a peculiarly dramatie

But 1ma,ery take. on added. significance, with
tuno~ion,

when certain types of !ma,.ry pre.

dominate in the characters' speeches.

A study of the imaeery used

by a character throughout a play will reveal in no SMall way the
temperament and nature of the character uain, this imagery.

While

Shakespeare is a dramatie poet, the emphasis must not be placed on
is power as a poet alone; he is lIkewise a dramatist (rather,
dramatist).

!bl

Aceordin,ly one can expect to tind, and 4! tacto one

does find, a careful (though otten .ubtle) realism in his charaoters; they possesl specific psychologioal traits,' and hence distinotive styles of speeoh.

Morozov, in his analYSiS, finds "defi ..

nite laws governing the imagery ot individuals • • • • Shakespeare's

characters do not speak for the author but, so to ssy, 'tor the••
selves,' i.e. are 1ndepen4ent 1ndividuals (in other words we shall
obtain new confirmation of Shakespeare's realism), secondly, we
shall reoord In! ot the meanl by which Shakespeare (probably suboonsciously)

indl~idualized

the speeoh ot his oharaoters; and,

tinally, the particular tigure. of speeeh predominating in the
role of any g':t.n oharacter wlll proVide us with a veluabl. key to
that cher~otert8 psyohologioal mak• ...:up.n96
Coneomitant with this development of oharacter protrayal,
Shakespeare presents 'a line of thought by an ind.pendent development of the system

er Imagery. A partioular 1ma,. is sustained

throulhout the p18Yt and Is used by more than one or even by u!l7
characters.

Put formall,. whtn s.veral characters independently and
throughout the play employ the same system ot 1mage., the distinction becomes an independent part of the plot by 1mplying .
a thou,ht. aotion, etc., whatever 1s the prinCiple of the system. For it 121 not in character tor different characters to
use the same images.
The system.ot ima,es in Richard n comprises: the sun,
its darkenin, by clouds, day and ni'ht; thieves at nilht.
Itorms on sea and land, land 1'lourishing and land flooded
brine and balm, lilver water, tears, steel swords and golden
crownl a8 crops, gardens pruned and unpruned, nettles and 'er ...
pents, meteers, sun.et and Phaeton. gravel and testaments,
elocks and muSiC.
The principle 01' this system is obviously some such
theory ot due and undue luccess10n as explained above. time,
order, the r1,ht season, and their derangements. 97
Of moment in this play, tor instanc., is Richard.s continual
96Morozov, pp. 83-84.
9?Goodman, pp. 64-6;.
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seekinl for poetic express10n of his woesJ rather than take actton
against hi. own "sea of troubles" he elect. to sit and ponder them.
This

pon~er1ng

oonstitutes his own unreal world, wherein he can

construct elaborate parallel. to glorify his divine-right position
and to <tanontse his royal "martyrd,om" (precipitated by his own
inaction).

Richard pours forth e1aborat. exposition of the griets

fallen about his unorowned h.ad, by means of the familiar parallel
between the cosmos

81'1,d

the state, between the sun and the king.

The Images which he uses "are those wbicb sixteenth-centuryoonvention suppliedt the parallel between the sun and kingshlp, the parallel between the rule ot the: kin, on earth and the rule ot God in
heaven.

To the last he is an inveterate leeker of correspondences,

and when he 1s alene 1n prison just before his death, he 1s still
bunt1n, for parallels, try1ng 1n valn to turn hi. prison Into

8

macrocosm.n98 Other char8C~$rS in the play speak of him in the
same way, I'as it to re-intorce his own vlew of himself" (of., tor
example, the Blshop of Carlls1e in IV.1.125', Percy in 111.111.62-

68, and

Y~k,

111.111.69-72).

The 1mportanee 01' Imagery i. clear.
imagery from the pla1 would be to modlfy

To remove the poetio

or

even destroy the cbar-

aoter using It in hi •• peeches, 1t would allO wrench the symbollsm
which is elosely Interwoven into the plot.

The highly poetic

"sun-imagery is as much a part of Richard 8. his dream of divine

kingship.
~

Take away the symbolism and you no longer have the Rigb-

11. Shakespeare was trying to portrsy."99 The basis for whioh

Shakespeare used the sun-imagery in the play was Richard ',I predominant characteristios hil idealized dream ot the divine kin,shiP.
which 11 the source ot the whole tragedy of Rl!ha;d

ll;

hamartia which sets the underlying theme of the play.

it is the
This defi.

nite pattern of imagery i8 more than iterative; its purpose, every
time it appears, Is to expose the eharaoter of the king, and

10

to

develop more clearly hil ha..r~!a, by this patterned t.agery Shake.
speare establi.hes the temperament and personality ot the king.
The sun-imagery 18 therefore not an excresoence (a. Prot.ssor Caroline Spurreon would have it) but an integral part of the dramatic
Iwork, to Hmo.... any of it would be to In,ure the integrity of, the
play :In proportion to ,the emwnt and type ot 1•• ,.1"7 deleted.

poetio l ....ry 11
it,sel!

8

n~eP1".,.ftt.tive

The

of the unit,. ot which it is

eonstitutl.. part."lOO In dramatie traled,. the r •• l

99Mu.lhern, p. lifo9, and ct. pp. 3S'-3tlt "Richard 1s a person
blinded by the dream of divine kingship and living in a world of
illusion. Shake.peare bas used tbe symbolism of the sttn-lmagerr
because, ~ore than any other artistic dev10e, it brin,s forth these
characteristic. of King Richard's personality" (p. 36). And "by
using the sun's eftects, Shakespeare foretells the tragedy which 1i
to take place n (p. 38,. Th. sun ....imagery....at least implied throughout the play where not expltcdt...provides a thread of unity; it
tore-echoes the development of the playts plot and of the characters of Richard and Bolingbroke: the tragedy of "the sun king."

lOO~., p. 3;; ct. also pp. 32 36 4?; see Samuel Kliger
ttThe Sun-rmtigery in Riohard li," §,f, XLV l Apr11 1948), 196 ...202, tor
an analysis of the sun-Imagery throughOut the entire play; cf.
Caroline F. Spurgeon, shak,sPJare •• Imagery ~ ~ 11 Tells y!
(Cambridge, 1937), pp. 23~ ..23 •
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significance ot imagery lies in the part it plays in the organic
system or relationships inhering in the tragic form; the pattern
or imagery in tra,edy Is a changing one, to correspond tc--and evet

to advanoe--the plot and character development.

This is true of

the sun-imagery here, those 1mages applied to :Kin., Richard in the

rising action are suggestive of his prosperity and power; then, at
the talling action--the reversal of his tortune--comes the correlative expression in other ima,ery, suggesting (1) an eclIpse, (2)

the oncoming

or

night, and (3) cold, sunless climate.

rtTh.

image~

contributes to the trs,ic torm ot the pl.,. and aids in (tompletine
the tragio torm by arousin, no less than the plot, pity and terror. nlOl· Therefore, in so tar as the imae.ry is deleted f'!tom a
produotion

.r

the play, by ju.t so muoh does the edited ver.1on

lose its thread ot unity and oontinuity. its fUllness of character
deVelopment, it. totalIty and integrity of meaning and of beauty.
It would be good, at this pOint, to sketch brierly this earehll)

rwrought imagery

or

the sun and ot its oontraries of darmess and

eo1d, sinoe they provide no small part of the unity in Richard
At the play's opening Bollnebroke aecuse.
~nd

Mowb~ay

of

11.

~rea8on

he uses the imagery preparin, the way tor the sun-imagery.

Thou art a traitor Ind a misoreant
Too good to be so, and too bad to i 1ve,
Since the more tall' and crystal 1s the sky,
The uglier seem the clouds that in tt fly. (I.i.39.42)
101Kllle~,

page. wll1 be

p. 197. Subsequent quotations on the followin,
Kilger, pp. 198, aOO.202. cr. Mulhern, p. 36.

~om
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• • • • • • • • • Six frozen winters spent,
:Return with walce_ home from banishtH:nt. (1.111.211 .. 212)
From the dark and cold of banishment, Bolingbroke 1s invited by
ichard to return homt "to the warmth of the sun" (whioh is Richard
him.elf).

The warmth-cold aaloeiations are olosely woven into the

texture ot the trarie form.
As a matter or fact, the basic theme of the play. • • apart
from its tragiC outoome, impinges on the warmth-cold ~uxtapo ..
sitton. Richard'. aestheticism is tundamentallyont of toueh
with the stern realities of managing a kingdom. Richard
strikes poses, abandons hiuelt to his plight and even appear
to enjoy it as his fertile imagInation creates for himself a
fantasy, all tor the purpose of avoiding reality. The whole
conflict between aestheticism and dIdacticism, imagination an~
reason • • • , the differenee. between things as they seem to '
be and things as they actually are, is stated clearly first . ,
the play in 8 speeOh between Gaunt and Bolingbroke which significantly invokes the warmth-cold antithesis. Gaunt oounsel
that Bolinlbreke's burden ot eXile will be lightened if he
will endeavor to imag1ne that he has not been baniShed at all.
Bolingbroke know. the empttne •• of such advice and replies:
Bol. 0, who can hold a fire in his hand
. By thinking on the trosty Caucasus?
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
or
wallow naked in Deoember snow
By thinking on fantast1c summer's heat?
(1.111.294-29;, 298.299)
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Bolingbroke's return trom exile marks the beginning of Richardts
traglc end, and the images of darkness and oold oreate the strong
sense of doom. 'SalIsbury predicts sorrowtully Riohard t s doom in
an Image of the settIng sun, which 1s slgnificant at thls tumin,point of the playts action:
Ah, Riohardt with the eyes of heavy mind,
I see thy glory, llke a shooting star,
Fall to the baSe earth from the firmament.
Thy sunsets weeping in the lowly West,
Wittle.sing storms to come t woe t and unrest t
Thy friends aH fled to wait upon thy foes,
And or08s1y to thy good all fortune goes. (II.1v.18... 2lt-)
Richard himself ftxhibits hIs fatal tendency towards self...dramatisstion as he

de.~ants

on the sun-1mage in

III.I1.36-~3:

Richardts

sun rising in the east (aooording to him) will spy out Bolingbroke
, '.

who 1s lurking in the dermelsof evil actions.

'"

But in another

part of his speeobes in this important soene, Riohard "accepts
defeat for himself and capitulates to Bolingbroke 1n terms of the
appropriate day and night oontrast".
Rioh.

~

Discharge f1l'1 follovers, let them hence away
R1ohard's night to Bolingbrokets fair day.
(I!I.ii.218.2l9)

teter, in the next scene, Bol1n,broke speaks of Richard a$ he
comes out upon the Flint Castle battiementsl
S.e, see, King Richard doth himself appear
As doth ~he blushing discontented sun
From out the fiery portal of the east. (rII.lil.62-~)

But Riohard weakly un-kings himselt andt"at least in words, steps
from his brilliant throne.

. . . . . .' .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Down, down I oome; like glist.rin, Phaeton

• ... Corne down? Down, oourtl down King!
For night.owls shriek where mounting larks should sing.
(111.11i.178, 182-183)
"Thus level upon level of the play's complex ot meanlngs--the trag10 theme, the errant imagination retreating trom reality, the dual.
lsm between duty and caprice • • • .-are assimilated to the sunimages, functioning as a legitimate dramatic means towards olarifying what would otherwise be made obvious by the plot tts.lt. u

The oontinued manit.station ot this is apparentthrOl1ghout the

pIa,..

In the tourth aot. Rlehar4 signiticantly transfers the

ima,. to Bolingbroke.
on'that Ivere a lQockery king ot .now
Standing betore the sun ot Bolingbroke.

(1V.l.260.261)

The deposition scene brings this our 1n the mirror aotion, as
Richard "arrie. on in his mood of selt-pity,
' ••• Was this the face
That, 11ke the sun. did make beholder. wink?

(IV.1.t83-284)

With th.Queen he 'Ilse. the antithetical COl-relative to tb.e sun..
ima,. when he spe.ks of banlsh~ittJ;o the oold north t
Pal"t u••. Northab.l'land .....r toward. the Noptlll,
Where tdiivering oold and sicknes. pines the cl1me.
The "sun kin," haa burned out.

('V.i~76""77)

His sacl"ed charaotel" derived from

the diTine right of kingship haa been clouded and extinguiahed.
Shakespeare has skillfully shifted the
images so appropriate to that theme.

ori,in~l,

The blinding brillianoe of

Riohard·s royal position has been .1oa k.d,
~freminat.;

vivid, colorful

'0

that now only his

dull t vaYerin, glimmer otcharaoter as a man 1s allowed

to ,low torth.

A.t the play- s end a momentary flash emanates trom

this humanoharaoter betore it, too, is extinguished by Exton's
dal,er.
~ork

"This svvey of the sun-Imagery [accounts] tor an integral

ot art. • • • the survey ot the sun-lmagery reveals a pre-

soient instinct of the end governing the york ot art trom the
beginning. • •• Only the tragic form determine. the oollocation

ot sun-lma.e.

ill

the play."

!hUSt

modifioation or deletion of the

passag•• embodyin, the •• important lma,e. pOlitively harms ShakespeaTe t , meanin, and expression in the play. the depth and fUllness ot hi. plot and charaoters sutter in proportion to the 1mager,
edi ted from all7 produet1on script of ilghard

Other 1ma,es are not

90

n.

88sent1al to the play', meaning or

movement J but the,., too, have their pari to play In the beaut,. and

power ot the total drama.

G. Wilson Kni,ht points out speoitic

Image. of the sea and storms, Which imagery is sustained tbrauch
the play.

Van Doren clt•• the repetition ot the 1mages of the

dance, ot the .tage (ot lite>, and e..,.018117 of the tongue.

The

1ma,ery u.ed by many of the oharaeters in the play 1s built on the
"ton..e" motif, Van Doren (and he 1s not alone in thi.) points out

that this 1s most appropriate to,a play ¥hieh i. tor the most part
a play ot .pe••h-.of l7'rl0 wordinl, the lmages involving the tonpe
are thus expresslYe ot the p18Y'S torm.

1n the play give 1t it. peouliar unity

The words and images used

or

tone distingulahin, it

trom most ot Shakespeare·a other play•• 102

102Cf. Van Doren, pp. 8;-87. and fliohard D. A1tiok, "Symphonie
Imagery in ~&t~ard ,U.," ~, LXII (June 1947) t 339. J. Dover
• same ol:>Iii'fOn.
Wilson 1s 0

r
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The poet's assooiational sensitivity employ. certain words ••
thematic by bringin, them into the speeohe. throughout the flve
Earth, 1,nft, and gro!Qd are related words which occur no

scts.

fewer than seventy-one time. in Richard 111 these symbolize Gaunt'.
blessed plot, this earth,

"th~s

earth of majesty" which is England,

they are used by Rlehard .s he speaks prldetully of "my earth", a
symbol of the vanity of human lire appears in Salisbury·, "I s••
thy ,lorr like a shootin, star I Fall to the base earth from the
firmament."

Bloo4 fieure. strongly as part of the symphony of

images blending the play into a harmonious whole.

Unlike its the-

matic ule in Maob,th, blot4 "In the history plays also stand. f1guratively for inheritance, descent, tamilial pride, and this is the
chief mottvatin, the.e of the ,lat--the right ot a monarch of
unquestionably legitimate bleod to hi. throne. ulO) the word is
further involved in the sicniticant blanoh and blulh, the palen•••
of complexion and even of pallor, which occur in the play many
times.

Teat's and weeping p18,. another part In the imagery; the,.

are even oonjolned with MrainJ' (ey.s)" and Mtoul weather (with d.s.

pised tears)."

Plague, ptstilenu, and Inttcttop torm another

iteratI". pattern of 1magery, the !!e,t-.!.Sml oontralts are

repeate~

throughout the pla,., itorms and tempests, the se. and water, play
their role in the 1magery.104 The crown motif is an obviously
l03Altick, pp. 34;-346.

l~ct. G. Wilsen Knight,
(London, 19;3), pp. 32.69.

lbl §b8~spe8r.an

Tempestt 3rd ad.

r
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important piece of lmagery about whioh to w.ave the play', development.

This laat image ,ives an impressive example of the part that

imagery plays in the drama's progress:
A thousand flatterers sit within thy crown,
Whose compass is no bigger than thy head; (II.il.l00.10l)
• • • For within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king
Keeps Death his court,

(III.1i.160-162)

But ere the crown he looks for live in peace,
Ten thousand bloody crowns of mothers· sons
Shall ill become the flower of Englan<Ps tace,

(I11.1i1.95'-9'I)

\

Now is this golden crown like a deep well
That owe. two buoket8~ filling one another,
The emptier ever danCing in the air,
The other down. unseen, and full of water. (IV.l.184.187)

To sum up. Imagery plays a particularly important part in
Richard ll, tor it 1s a drama much devoted to poetry and to .erbal
play.

The poetic unit}, ot the drama 1s achieved b,. the harmonious

arrangement and inter-play of these many images.
cant

im~les

The most signifi-

as far as production of the pl.,. 1. concerned, are

those of the sun (and darkness) and of the crown; in these the
~ajor-

themes ot Imagery would be iamediately apparent and thus sig-

nificant for theplaygoer t • underltanding of the play's meaning and
r!evelopment.
~iflcant

The other Images would be less obvious and hence sig.

more in reading and studYiD, the play than in watching a

production of it on the stage. 10 5'
lO~It mar be noted that in his use of imagery, Shakespeare in
his earlier plays bad not achieved the perfection of compressed,
poignant suggestive metaphor which he displays in his later plays.
~is earlier imagery tends to be more exPliCit, complete, and drawn
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Even ln the more ornate pa.sages

wlth their florid language,

the rhetorio ls an organic part of the drama.

Hiehsrd

II,

"In the case of

these characteristics of the imagery are especially

striking because they are so beautifa1l,. adapted to exhibit the

oentral character.

The perfe.tion of the play, within its limits,

is the pertection of union. between eh-aracter and a style that
Shakespeare had mastered at that

sta~

at his fingerl' ends and he found a

of his oareer.

c~Br8cter

He had it

for whom it was

dramatioally right. ,,106 Thererore, the removal ot any of this
imagery from a production ot Richard J(l would result in

8

less

convincing character-portrayal and a 1.:".S etfective plot.
How television handledth1a delioste but important matter of
imagery shall be treated in Chapter Four.
SIGNIFICANCE OF ORIGlJi At MSS TEXTS

Sinee the analy.i. of teleY1s1on'. tldellty to Shakespeare'.
origlnal play depends heavily upon a comparison of the production
script vi th the original MSS t the pre ••nt chapter will cono1ude
~ith

a tinal not. on the Mas texts and their signiticance in

~etermln1nl Shakespeare's intent in th6 drama.

Richard

n

val first producted by :15'95' (there ls a reference to
,

hi. slmile. are elaborate and diffuse t otten extended by enuCt. A1tlck, PP. 364-36;, artd Madelelne Doranl,"Imagery
1n 'Richard lIt and 1n 'Henry IV',tt1:Uli. XXXVII (April 1';1'+2), 113~22. See above. p. ;7 and n. 87.
~ut,

~eratlons.

l06Doran, p. 121.

L

7....
such a performance given in December ~f that year 107) and was oonsidered as "out of date" by 1601.

There is an original text pro-

!bably printed from Shakespeare's original manusoript; this is the

15'97 First Quarto {Q1);108 it is complete exoept tor the famous
~eposit1on

Icene (IV.i), politioally unacceptable at that time.

"The quartos are not divided into aots and soenes, but the foll0

. ['1

or

1623J Is, a oiroumstance that may indioate that there was a

playhouse prompt copy available; this would acoount for the fact
that the stage dlreotions in Fl are somewhat ,tuller and mot'. careful than those in the quartos.

Textual divergences are, however,

not serlous. tf10 9 These two point., o'f act-soene division and ot
stala direotions. are 'ignitioant.
The plays'1n the Foll0 (Fl) are submitted to the formal fiveact divislon, "'vhloh, lacking m.ore than once any dramatic warrant,
. 107ot. Letter ot Sir Edward Hoby (ot Westminster) to Sir
Robert CeCil, 7 December, 15'95't quoted in Edmund K. Chambers!
William ShakeSl'are, a ~ or Facta ind PrObfems (Oxford, 930 ).
II, 3511 Ii', 32 • .
-Cral~~'tloduct on, p .12 I and Shakespea/::e I
A HIstorical and ~Itical
WitirAnnPtated Texis £( fW!!ty-one
~laY8 (dhicagO;-l 1),
,VOl'
Olm, p. 262;
• W. Po ard,
"Shakespeare's Text,"'! Cp!p8DJ
to §htls"nrare ,§tudie, .d. Harley Granville-Barker and ~eorg..-garr 8on~Cambridge, 1949), pp.
~7~-277' Pet.r or., ed., iin l Richard It., . Arden ed., pp. x1ii t xv
("Ql is likely to be fair 'Y close to Shakespeare's autograph tt ) ,
lXx-xxi.!. xxv!i (Qlts the best for all but the deposition scene, for
which Fl is most authorativ.).

at.

p.,a OB

108For the authentio MS date, ct. R. W. Babcock, "A PrelimiBibliography of Eight.enth century Oriticism of Shakespeare,"
SP, XXVI 'B.S. (1929), ;8-76; "A Second Bibliography ••• ft ibid.
~..87; A. C. Partridge "Shakespeare's Orthography 1n Venus anA
Ad~nil and Some Early Quartos, n Shakespeare Surve,.t VIi" pp. 35'-47.

~ary

109Cralg, .;troductloR, pp. 111-112.

7'5
one doubts to be Bhakespearet.~lIO

The criterion for the authen-

ticity ot suoh division must ultimately rest in the dramatic value
of the tire interval.

In more than one play (as here, and in Corio

olanus) the act divisions are marked at quite inappropriate points
of the drama's movement.
se~ered;

there must be

8

The drama's continuity must not be so
rise to a natural break, and then a

resuming of the aotion after such an act or scene division.

At

other points during the play a pause in the action might be very
valuable for emphasis and valid suspense •. Historically, during
the maOor part of Shakespeare's career there were no aot-waits; it
was only after the indoor playhouses eame into vogue that there
gradually arose the practice of having brief pauses filled with
musio.

The five-act division is marked by the Folio for some, not

all, of the plays, it does not represent Shakespeare's oommon prac.
tice but rather the elassical scheme of play division which Ben
Jonson had brought into fashion.

Nicholas Rowe, in his edition ot

the plays. created the quite gratuitous soene divisions whioh nov
appear in all modern $ditions.
It is important that we should olear our minds of anything
which obstructs the unbroken tlow ot Shakespeare'. writing anc
that in staging we should e11minat$ as far as humanly possiblE
the breaks and checks whioh scene ohanges imPOI. on it.
We are not likely to be seduced into four aot-intermissions, though we are forced to allow our audienoe at least
one. • • • Richard II ••• seems to me to invite two entirely legitimate act pausesl one after the scene of Gaunt'sd.ath
and another atter Riohard 1s taken to Flint Castle. In the
110Harley Granville-Barkeri Pretaces to Shakespeare, Fifth
Series: Coriol.anus (London, 194ts), p. 199.-

r
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first instance, Shakespe~ire t s time emphasis, whioh is always
a matter of the most delicate dramatic suggestion, is actuall,
helped by the break in playing; and there are many s1~11ar
cases where we gain rather than 108e by an act pause. 111
One final word on stage directions in the original text.

The

directton. printed in even the earliest texts.-quartotl and follo .....
are not n.o•••aril,. p.elptul in ascertaining the author's concept
of how oertain parts Of the production should be staged.
son 1s twO-fold.

The rea-

First, we cannot determine preO'isely what the

author pla-ced there originally as d.istingutshed trom what was
added during the early yea" of staging of the pr-oduction.
have no knowledge ot what Shakespeare"

"We

fellows did to his scrlpts

No doubt they saw what went oyer well end what did not and operated accordingly.

But at least he was there till 1616 to put upthe

age-lone playhouse tight ot the author against the actor who thinks
he knpwI better. nl12 Seoondly, even the author's authentic direotions consist in but brief indIcations of the action or bUlinessJ
"Alarums and Excursions" may serve for an entire sequence ot maroh.
ing, countermarchingl, 'trumpets and drums, victories and defeats.
tt'Alarums and EX8Urslons,'

18,*

Shakespeare, and we are lett with

our imaginations and a rather frighteninl BlargiD. for opportunity
or erro?~113

Still, there are certain clear-cut dire.tions or

111Webster J p. 69; ef. Ednnmd K. Chambers, !h!. Elizabethan
Stag. (Oxford, 1923), II, ;41-542, 5'57.
112Brown, p. 265.
113We bster, p. 5'3.

suggestions in the speeches themselves, as in the deposition
scene: "Here, cousin, seize the

Cl'OWt'ltf

•

•

•
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"Read cter this

paper" ••• "Urge it no more" ••• "Mark, silent king" •••
"Say that again."
It is the producer's responsibility, therefore, to preserve
the play·s integrity by discovering

8S

accurately as possible what

was Shakespeare.! intention and meaning in the action of the play.
By an honest, scientifiC, and at the same time sensitive and artis.

tic approach to producing Shakespearean drama, one can strive to
re-create the story and the charaeters as nearly as possihleto
the way in which the Master Dramatist conceived them.

The pro-

duoer and director mUst understand the original plaYt and they
must appreciate the means which the Elizabethan playwright had at·
his disposal tor staging the plaY .. -for these means helped guide
his creative art.

The modern producer must then work with the

means currently at his disposal in the theater or on television,
in an attempt to achieve the same dramatic effect that was originaJly achieved in the play.
MIss Webster summarizes this point:
The modern producer has to bel in some sort, a translator,
and be may not translate, as shakespearean commentators do,
for individual readers, one by one. • •• He has to produce
en integrated piece ot theater, carrying 8S nearly as possible
the full intention of the author and projecting it Simultaneously to several hundred people of' the most variously assor.ted character and reoeptivity.

. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . ..
.-

The whole oonvention of our theater has changed. The tacit
covenant between actor, author, and audience is on 8 wholly
different basiS. How can we preserve Shakespeare's intention
in our modern terms? We may, we must, try honestly an.d devotedly to divine 1'1-is meaning. We must know, for that purpose,

?8

the instruments of staging that he used, for they shaped his
oraftmanship; and without 8 knowledge of them we shall often
divine his intention wrongly.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
We must know our author and our audience and see to it that
the aotors interpret justly between them. The resouroes of
the library the skill of the theater technicians, the influence of individual ,creative talent among actors and directors.
designers and musicians--all theselmust be fused into the
ttwo hours' traffic of our stage.' l~
This is the responsibility that falls upon the shoulders of
those involved in production of Shakespeare.

The responsibility

remains the same for the producer in the newer medium of television as well as for the producer tor the legitimate theater.

The

following chapter will analyze the potential of the electronic
medium--its assets and limitations for dramatic production.

This

summary study of the television medium itself will afford the
background neeessary for the ,subsequent chapter's evaluation of
the effeotiveness of this medium in the television production of
Kin, Richard

1I.

lIlt-~.t 2 8-30.

r
CHAPTER III
"LIVE" TELEVISION

AS A

MEDIUM

FOR DRAMA
The modern electronic theater 01' television employs conventions proper to the size and nature of its screen-stage. l

The

nature or the medium involve. technical elements which in turn
influence artistic ele.n.ts of the production.
and artistic in.truments

or

These technical

staging are sometime. dirterent trom

those ot the le,itimate theater.

The restriotions a. well as the

assets of televislon facl1ttt.smake it a unique medium tor Shake •
• peare·s dramas, ori,lnal1y created tor the Eli.abethan platform
stage.

The present study will now conslder some 01' the important

details of thtltelevision medium, in so tar as they are siltlitlcan1
in the production 01' dramatie material.

This will involve a brier

consideration 01' .ome 01' the fundamental technical points or telec.atings the camera use, staging limitations, microphone restrictions, over-all dimensionspecirloatlons (to accommodate the average twenty-one-inoh screen tor ylewing).

Only the significant

elements artecting drama production will be here considered.

The

1S8e above, pp. 87-88. For a glossary of television terms
used in this thesis, se. below, Appendix II, p. 184.
79
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chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive study ot all the elabo,

rate technicalities of televiSion broadcasting, but rather a sur.

,

vey oalculated to provide that understanding of the medium neoessary tor a study of the teleoast of Shakespeare's Richard II.

The

matter ot the present chapter will then be incorporated into the
following chapter, which otter. a oomparative analysi. ot Shakespear.-. original Richard
vision production

or

II with

the Hallmark Hall ot Fame tele-

the play.

Televi.lon 1. basically a photographic art torm.

Its power

ot communioation, its portrayal ot the beautiful, is highly dependent upon the sequence ot photographiC material.-1.e., of pic.
tur.a--ot which it 1. eomposed.

In _60ntrast to the

1egitlm8~e

theater stage, the photography medium ot televi.lon Is similar to
~

the cinema 1n its parallel advantages and handicaps.
'ilm. and television have the advantage ot a depth and expansivene.s which-the three-walled stage cannot know. Thephotographl
media

capl~alize Oft

mobility, flexibility, and speed because of

multiple oamera position..

!he•• media al.o employ many difterent

stag. settings which. in the final artistic product, occur in rapi
sequence.

The media likewi.e exploit greater reali.m sinoe they

can not only acourately re-create settings

-(8'

oan the stage in bu

a limited way), but they can originate the production trom an
actual .ite--be it highway, hotel, or mountain. Further, the.e
media have at their disposal multiple special eft.ets, eleotronic
and optical.

or

oourse, television and oinema can vitiate these

r
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same potential. by goIng to exoes. or simply by mi.use.
But the general overall advantage enjoyed by television
well as by oinematic production inoludes the asset

o~

8S

unoonfined

actton, assisted by nthe necessary flow ot pleturized movement,"
whieh explotts the "Ilobility of the camera and of its unique power
to pick out significant details overlooked by the cursory eye."

Further, "1n spite of good dialogue, in which respect it most
resembles a good stag. play, the seenario provides that 'Iuccessior:
of ever changing dramatic 11l4gery' that Mamoul1an has called tthe
very essence ot ~ilm ar~·"2 MObIlity 1s also ertected between
individual scenes by the fadIng in or out of a Icene, or by supertmposing the opening ot a succ•• din, scene by way ot a "lap dissolve"'t allot this belps aehie". the freedom of time and space

80

.tteet!'ve tor vigorous torward movement ot dramatic , action.
Siml1ar to narrettYe and descriptive technIque ot literary
works, the photoll'aphl0 ..dia can assume subjective "points of

view" by use ot (UllIer8 pOSition and ancle, and by employing speaial
camera etteote (e.c_, the mucn-used defocus, to represent

as viewed by

8

drowsy, doped, or drunken man).

emphasIze persons or objeets by Bloving In to
that parson or object, the attention

o~

8

8

seene

The eamera may
olose-up "shot" of

the .audience tsneaesaarily

2The •• and the following comments are from John Gassner, The
Th.a~r' in our Times! A SYlV8! .Q! ~ge Men, Matlr!alS and MPVtim'
In· t e Mi<J.rn Theatre TNew York, 1 ), PP. ~ ... 77, ~ (quo n.
DoriS'chary, ~ Hlston Rt. !. Mev1I--a comprehensive explanation
of oinemattc ¥'Oik), 580, see also p. ~82.
.
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tastened on the large, clearly-pictured subjeot.

Greater depth.

power, and delicacy can be achieved by proper use of camera positions and shots; ffespecially usetul is the reminder.

t

•••

as

soon as a given speech has gone tar enough so that the audienoe
cen guess the rest of it, the picture cuts otf trom the speaker to
the hearer a8 the speeoh continues off-soene.'

Reason. to catch

the reaction, to see what 'emotional etfect that speech is going
to have on the character to whom it's addressed. tft

The use of

camera thus bas an editorial effect, the director can emphasize
and even isolate

oe~tain

elements of the production.

This emphasis arut isolation oan be employed with deeper signi.
ficance,

80

that symbolism plays an important part in camera

usag.~

Even inanimate objects can be singled out and so placed in juxtaposition with other shot sequences that a concrete symbol i8
by

the~••

tormed.
[T]he screenplay holds interest as an example ot the adaptation of drama tie form to modern times and to a meehanical
medium, and. as 8. new form ot literature that has gradually
developed a special struoture. • • • We have in screen-drama
a new dramatic struo.ture, multi-scened! remarkably fluid, and
tree to employ a large degree of visua symbolism withou~
losing concrete real1ty tor even the l~a~t sophisticated specft
tator, since a picture 1s a pioture. • • • Above all, the
screen.play 1s playwriting pos •• ssing the mobility or tbe
oamera eye rather than playwrIting limited to the comparatively static stage picture.
Dudley Nichols and J(lhn Ges.ner d.scribe the potential ot the

medium of f11ms (and,

by

legitimate

ext~~~1c~t

of teleVision).

Objeots extrapolated from their surrounding. oan be used with
tremendous .treot and 8 part caD speak eloquently tor the
whole. while routine exposition oan be reduoec' to a fl.sh ••••
Seemingly unrelated tshots' or ~bjects in quiek successioft,

r
.uperimposed on each other or d1ssolvin, into each other, ma,
estabiish a Situation, enforce a comment!. or convey the
.ssenee of' an emotion in fresh and start in, ways.! poetry
of sensations or relations is often achieved by this kind of
composition for whioh the technioal word is 'montage. l • • •
[F]ilms habItuate us to freedom of movement in time and space.
The viewpoint canaiao be tellingly differentiated for empha.
sis. The view can be expressIvely panoramic, distant and ru1.
lyinclus1ve ('fUll shot'), rairly close and partially reveal.
ing (tmedium shott) or close and right on top of us (in a
'close up'). The vIew can also move to and fro, and up and
down; it can expand or eo~traet for revelation or emphasis; it
can move with a charaoter ••• or precede him. The SOene can
'fade in' ••• by the gradual materialization of a scene. It
can 'tade out,' the gradual disappearance of the soene oreating a sense of pause or of finality, generally sUlgesting the
end of a sequenoe. It can dissolve quickly or lingeringly
into another image, suggesting not merely a lapse ot time but
a .peeial relationship with the lm.ge that tollows • • • •
The scene can be 'cutt--thet 1s concluded abruptly, changed
before its logica~ termination
achieve some staccato effee
Scenes, moreover, can be presented from the viewpoint of ditft~ent oharacters, enabling us to see an object or Bome transp1ring action as some character--personally involved or afteoted ..viewl it. objectively or subjectively.
The viewpoint ot the camera excels that ot the static
spectatcr or reader, tor it Is all-se.ing and omniSCient. The
oomposition of a soreenplay is predi•• ted on the fact that the
oamera can be moved in all direction. and that the view on the
sereenis in oontinuous movement. The screenplay, tOOt is
mo..,.ment, ot ••rying .p••d and d1lrat1Oft. The actors are movin" the background is moving, objects are mOVing, symbols are
mov1ng t the an,les ot vision are mo,,1ng. 3

to

Hence, a play that involves

8

oonsiderable numb$p it speeohes with

little .ecompany1ri, action can ratn

8

rood bit of animation and

movement-.provided; alw.y_ that this movement is moulded to the sp
ken liMa with asorupulous delie.oy.

The movement must emphasize

clarity, or otherwise enhance the spoken words, the mobility fused
3Ibfg •• ~83-S8', quoting trom twenty-five Bes$ PIa,) 2( the
aptIan ih,atre, ~216-1229f ed. John Gassner an Dudley
N ohols (He. Yor, 1949J.

M~.rn

r,.--------~
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into the stageplay by use of cameras must never distract from the
spoken words, much less distort the meaning of those words.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer movie presentation of Julius Caesar
elicited the following comments exemplifying the assets and liabilities of the photographic medial "Director Mankiewicz has used the
camera to provide an underlying rhythm which gives a good continuity from scene to scene. • • • The opening scenes exemplify this
fluidity and rhythm, with the camera focusing upon certain key
ohjects, like the· bust of Caesar in the opening frame. ft

But "the

only diffioulty with this techinque is that the camera may become
restless, as is true in Brutus' soliloquy in his orchard (II.i).
There 1s so much movement in this scene (a general fault of
Olivier's Hamlet), that the audience may be distracted from the
sense of the speech."

Likewise are there pros and cons of tech-

nique in televiSion, as in the National Broadcasting Company's
Hamlet with Maurice Evans.

Favorable comment noted that "the dir-

ection • • • revealed a number of imaginative touches designed to
lend fluidity to the action and to point up relationships between
the characters", critioal oomment included a oomplaint that "the
'To be or not to be' soliloquy was staged with Hamlet looking at
his refleotion in a pool, a touoh that seemed forced and 'arty.n4
4A.lice V. Griffin, "Shakespeare Through the Camera·s Eye,"
331.... 336. Laurence 011v1er has noted that "Filming
Shakespeare ••• you don't need tricky shots. You dontt have to
shoot up 8 man's trouser leg or photograph through keyholes • • • •
Hollywood developed those techniques to make up for bad acting and
weak scripts." Quoted in Newsweek, (March 19, 19;6), p. 106.

§Q, IV (19~3),

The Columbia Broadcasting System's Othello received similar comment from the same oritics "As was true of the above-disoussed
productions, here again the camera was used to good advantage to
establish relationships, to reveal subtle reactions through closeup, and to focus on the significant detail in a key scene."
Among the disadvantages of the photographio media, contrasted
with the legitimate stage, is the absenoe of an aUdience.

The

presenoe of an audienoe oreates a rapport between the actors and
the spectators so that the latter become partioipators to the
extent that they really influence the actors' presentations of the
parts played.

A fflive" audience stimulates the actors and builds

an atmosphere of dynamic involvement on the part of those on eith.'
side of the footlights.

Films and television, on the other hand,

lack this asset.;
A seoond problem avoided for the most part by the stage i.
that of distraction ot the players due to technical. machinery and
;Of. Web.te!', PP. 301-302: "This is the glory of the living
theater, and of the living theater alone; it is also the essenoe
of Shakespeare's magic, that the spectators should themselves take
part in the process of creation. • •• er"J he audience partlclp~tes ln [the actor's performance], it is they who elther give him
wings or tie leaden weights to his~et. There is, in the theater,
a personal magic; it can open our hearts, dazzle our eyes, lift us
into a shared experience beyond ourselves. This is Shakespearets
magiC; to it his genius was dedicated. You cannot print it in a
book or confide it to a miorophone. You cannot photograph it at
all." Cf. also Leon Howard, "Shakespeare for the Family,lt ~uartirlY of Film, Radio, and TeleV!siO~, VIII (Summer 19~), 3 71
P aygoer.-rrtn the mysterious ways 0 audiences everywhere •••
partioipate in the performance and sffect the quality."

II
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contusing aotivity going on all around the immediate playing area.
This pressure and distraction tends to interfere with the quality

ot the actor'. oharacterization.

The stage does have its share ot

baokstage turmoil; but the playing area proper, and the major proportion of the vast theater, are hushed in silenoe and sympathetic
concentration as the play progresses.

rn

the film and television

studiO, on the other hand, oonstantly moving camera mounts, restless ttboom m1kes ft (overhanging microphones), floor managers and
assistants with cue-cards and hand signals, ttcable pullers"
(assistants handling the maohlnery oonnected with the movie or
television oameras), lighting engineers, and stagehand. are in
constant motion everywhere on the set exoept in the immediate area
in view ot the oamera ••
Less tangible, perhaps, yet more adversely influential, Is
the overall purpose behind the film or television produotion: it
is oreated to appeal to the masses.

The pictorial med1a involve

great cost which is oompensated for by their widespread oirou1a-.
tion--in the nation's theaters or over millions of home television
reoeivers.

The content, and the form in which the production is

presented, 1s developed with a v1ew to reach1ng (by attracting)
the greatest number of people possible--1ncluding the very young
I

and the very old, the rioh and the poor, the cultured and the
crude.

Th1s

]ev.11ng~off

prooess undoubtedly takes its toll in thE

quality and depth of the produotion.

The leg1timate stage, in eon-

trast, oaters to the more oultured and critioal, and so tends to

L

r
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provide matter suited to this more refined and discriminating
audience.

The ever-present danger in filming classics is that the

great works will be tampered with in an attempt to clarify their
delicate nuances ot insight lest the mass audience find parts of
the production "obscure."

The respective audiences have far less

enervating int1uences upon the art of the stage than upon the art
of the motion pictures and television.
Filmed productions

hav~

the added artistic hazard ot being

produced intermittently and not in sequenoe; seenes are photographed accprding to requirements ot weather conditions, castine.
stage setting restrictions, and fire-takes" (the re-shooting ot a
seene or sequence in order to obtain the most aoceptable film
recording ot the scene).

The tensions ot emotions and actions are

sustained with more difficulty, and 'involve more artificiality
than the oontinuous stage production.
Television production offers further speoia1 problems of
restriotion, beyond those inherent in all the various photographic
media.

One seriously limiting factor is the size ot the viewing

soreen for whieh the production 1s intended.

Television sets have

cathode-ray tubes (whioh is the major component of the viewing
soreen itselt) ranging from ten inches wide to about twenty-eight
s1z~

(as ot 1958) is the twenty-one-inch

inches.

The avera,e

screen,

This means that piotures transmitted from the stUdios and

received on the home television set will be twenty.one inches wide
It is obvious that in this small viewing area elaborate d'cor in

...
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settings will be lost to the eye; and when more than three persons
are on the sereen together they become too small to be readIly
identifiable.

This greatly limits the quality and amount of

detail possible in television staging and produotion.

Partly

because of this restriction, and partly because of the close-ups
possible with speclal eamera lenses, television (and to a certain
extent, movies as well) has oome to depend primarily on olose,
depth-study of indlvlduals--thetr faoial expressions and gestures
as manifesting their deeper character.-rather than. on lavish spectaeular staging.

Intimaoy has replaced soope in television.

For produotions of Shakespeare th1s oan be a fortu1tous lim1tat1on.

Shakespeare, after all, is a "poetio dramatist. n6

In

Mark Van Doren 1 s phrase, "Shakespeare is for the ear, not the
eye."? The essence of the play is embodied in the poetry rather
than in physioal aetion or staging.

Television is thus naturally

akin to Shakespeare with its greater ability tC' highl1.ght the
indiv1dual person rath91' than many people together or a large
expensive sett1ng.

The latter has been the bane of many legiti-

mate theater stagin,s ot the Elizabethan c1assios.
We see this [grandeur imposed by the stagets production art]
1n the fashionable overproduction of Shakespeare's drama, in
which the settings born of the misty universalism of Gordon
Craig, tower over the aetors and swathe Shakespeare's intense
1y imme11ate human drama in a universal fog. And in actin"
6W• L. Phelps, If Shakespeare on the f10dern Stage," Twentieth
CenturI Theatr! ( ••• , [S!. 1918J), p. 101.
?Mark
: S

the results tend to be the kind of attitudinizing and over.
preoise elocutionary delivery of Shakespeare's lines thatvlt~
ate performances by Maurice Evans and by many German aot§rs
who play ·unser Shakespeare' as though he were Schiller.
Television has presented a number of Shakespeare plays (Ham-

hl

and Oth,llo were mentioned earlier, pp. 84.85).

been mixed, but always well-founded.

Criticism has

One eritio9 believed that

"the production of Macbeth underlined the fact that there is a
direct aesthetic relationship between dialogue and setting.
Shakespeare's high style is most effective with simple sets.1t
Commenting on this same point (with regard to a spring, 1953, presentation by Evans), another critio notedt
The Haml.t production also pointed out one of the speo1fic
pittails of dealing with Shakespearean spectacle on the tiny
television soreen. If there 1s a law about staging for the
new medium it seems to be thisf on telev1sion baokground
clutter is poison to complex drama, and especIally to the
plays of Shakespeare with his tentp'tat1on to elegance. The
genius of the medium is its selectivity ot toeal points tor
the combined perception ot eye and ear, the line ot action
must be clear; the form of speech, unblurred by visual dis.
traction. 10
The .ame oritic points out how the Qjhellg prodnction on televiSion, while it did not come out well at all, still possessed some
significant high points:

"The action came out cleanly against

simple background of wall and arch forms that let the words and
8Gassner, p. 61.
9Claude E. Jones, "Imperial Theme-... Maebeth on Television fI
Quarterly sf Film, Radio, .!!l9. TeleVision, IX (Spring 1955), 294.
10].farvin Rosenberg, "Shakespeare on TV: An Optimistic Survey, f
juarterl! of Film, Badto, and T,leVisioP IX (Winter 19~), 168.
69; the fOllowing quo ation is from p. i 71.
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the aotors' movements carry the weight

or

the tragedy_

Furniture

and other properties were at a funotional minimum, so the stage
area was Jeft free without looking bare. • • • The crowd scenes
were well handled; groups moving through the viewing area empha ..
sized the central aotion, but did not distract from it.1f
The staging limitations mentioned have, in addition, the prob.
lam ot keeping proper orientation ot actors and respective oameras
On the stage, actors must in general faoe the aUdience area of the
theater.

In teleVision, a otors t movements must be so planned that

the signifioant moves and gestures will be in precisely the proper
place for a pre-determined camera to "shoot" the action.

Simi-

larly, the factor of proper lighting must be carefully p3anned

relative to the aotors and the cameras.

Finally, the microphone

plaoements mUlt be strategically placed to pick up the actors'
spoken lines without casting shadow. from the overhead lights and
without entering the cameras' framed areas of the televiSion picture.

Each of these factors--the cameras, microphones, and

lights--ha. a definite influence on the details of stage movement
and staging; they may also determine the impraoticability or
impossibility of some desired scenes or of some speoial treatment
(by way ot spec1al effects with lighting or cameras).
dramatic product 1s theretore

partl~lly

The final

determined by these faetors

proper to television production.
TeleVision programming schedules and facilities offer further
I

L

1imi tations on

t~e

s oope and quality of dramatio produotion on th11
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medium.

The television industry is engaged in hourly programming

throughout the day and the week.

The great preparations necessary

for a suocessful telecast demand that large crews and a great
a~ount

of space and facilities be utilized not only 1n on-the-a1r

presentation but likewise in the pre-planning and rehearsal
phases.

It is immediately evident that daily television program-

ming limits the time and space and talent that may be expended on
anyone program.

Rehearsal space, and studio space, 1s so restric-

ted that few network television centers (where all dramatic telecasts or1ginate in this country) can supply more thana few hours
of rental 1n the on-the-a1r studio.

These studiOS, while large,

are not of the gigantic dimensions of film soundstages; they permit a limited number of stage sets (three would be a fair average)
Space lim! tations also restrict the size and. number of pro:ps; and
t1m~

restrictions again limit the detail that may be worked into

any given prop or setting.

Studio faci11ties must often be shared

with adjoining studies in production, once more limiting the technical facilIties at the disposal of a production group, and thus
influencing the fi:nal dramatic work.
Rigorou.s schedules, precision-timed and often abbreviated
because of unexpected olreuwstanoes, prohibIt the actors, directors, and producers from spending the t1me they might wish to perfect their dramatic production.

The amount of time available for

the on-the.air telecast of the drama 1s also rigorously mathematiC.
The play must fIll the time allotted and no more; if it should run

r
!
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a bit J ong, it wi!} re terminatee prec:1 sa 1y at the t1 ~Ie contract.ed
foT', anf' wi' J be cut off th.e air.

The time contracted for must

fall into thirty-, s1yty-, ninety-, or one-hundred-and-t,,!entyT"linute units; the draMa must be adapted to fit this un1.t.
The jndustry t s continuous rrclgra1'l'Jrr1ng der1Jam'!s greet quantity
of rrogram matter 1n order to fill the telecast day through all
the weeks of the year.

1h1 S !]'latter :f.s decided upon and developed

hy the netw(,:r'ks' staffs and crews.

Because of the nnceaslng heavy

demand on their creative talent!l; and ene:."'gies, the quality of much
of their rrograru'1tng suffers rrorort:tonately.
All of these restrictions are factors which at least indirect
1y influence the ch01.ce of the nramatic works to be teJevised, as

'\vell as the final on-the-air production of them.
work such as Shakespeare's Richard

IT

v.1hen a classic

is elected for television

presentation, it is under these handicaps--together with whatever
advantages the medium has to offer--that the commitment is

ma~e.

The question of the present study 1s: can such a classic be presented on this r'lemanding medium without sUbstantiaJ distortion of
the

ori~inal

work of art?

One final clarification is 11'" order, before the above questi.T1 is stutHed in datall.

"L1ve'· televj.sion production. presents

a number of other elements which influence dramatic work.

Some of

these elements have already been suggested oy the general remarks
above on television in general.
"Live" television refers to a telev1sicn presentation that 1s
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directly transmitted out over the airwaves simultaneously with its
production in the studio.

It is contrasted with recorded televi-

sion which, as the term implies, is produced in the studio and
recorded (on celluloid film or on magnetic tape) for later delayed
transmission over the air.

Recorded television offers many of the

advantages of regular motion picture films, such as the scope of
scenery possible for use, costuming, staging, special effeots,
etc.

Each of these advantages is lost in "live" telecasting.
"Live" television production is restrioted from the nature of

a continuous productionl there is no opportunity for "re-taking"
any errors in acting or staging.

stage sets must be carefully

planned for progressive, continuous use throughout the plaYl
aotors, cameras, and microphone equipment must be able to follow
the action from one scene to the next, without any need for radically changing sets or for traveling across the entire studio from
one stage area to another far distant from the first.

The number

of sets and their locale are determined by the studio facilities.
The numher of sets is usually three; the locale must invariably be
an 1ndoor scene (unless special effects are employed, such as arti·
ficial "rear screen projeotion" of a scene--used in oonjunction
with standard indoor stUdio properties).

The sequence of sets

MUS

be such that actors can move from one to another without any major
costume changes; otherwise, "cover scenes" must be inserted to
allow time for suoh ohanges.

The costuming and staging must be

practicable tor "non-stop" performance.

All of' these oonslderat1m

affect the structure of the dramatic presentation. ll
Not unlike the legitimate theater and films, television
demands that the actions of the players be pre-planned with painstaking specifications so that proper lighting, microphones, and
camera positions be adequately prepared.

The problem of camera

positions is a critical one in "live" television, since once the
drama has begun there 1s no more opportunity to revise the placement of cameras in and around the playing area, nor to modify
radically their angles of "shooting" or their lenses. l2
The drama rna,. also undergo unavoidable changes when the "live
telecast is in progress.

Such occasions would arise from errors

during the course of the play, which would introduce changes in
the prepared script (in the ease of classic works, the scripts
would be adapted from the original text).

These occasions might

be any of the following! the actors' forgetting lines or missing
stage movements (once on the air, there is no possibility of stopping to retrieve a lost line); ca'TIer8 positions and angles and
special photographic effects might be interfered with by unexpected conditions 1n the stUdio {such as a stagehand's crossing
llCf. Irwin Smith's comments on cover scenes, and the "law of
re-entrynf Shakespeare's Globe p1a~house: A Modern Reconstruction
in Text !n[ Drawings (New York, 19~), pp.-l1~-ii;.
I

l2There is, ot course, the opportunity for minor adjustments
or changes on the air, since the director is in constant communi.
cation with the entire production staff and engineering crew during a telecast. But basic pOSitions and movements of cameras cannot change even then. There simply is not time for detailed "test.
ing" and experimentation for modifying shots while on the air.
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between the camera and the playing area it is to cover, or a piece
of property or sQenery from a preceding scene which blocks the
"shooting" area of the camera); the microphone suspended from the
boom may be too high to pick up clearly the voices of those speaking, or the aotors may walk too rapidly out of its range before it
can follow them; the

sta~ehandst

rapid, siJ.ent changes of proper-

ties and 1ights might involve a mishandling of some objeot, or the
misplaoing of it on the set; or a wrong light switch might be
thrown in the darkness and tension of the on-the-air operation.
In a word. the margin of error in ft1ive" television productIon is
narrow Indeed.

Georg. Schaefer, producer-director of the Hallmark

Hall of Fame television series, comments: "Of course, 5',000 things
can go wrong in 8.TV production.

But if only 1.000 of them happen,

the show can still be a great success. ,,13 ,Nevertheless, in dramatic work there are some advantages ot
"live rt television over recorded television.

The ttlive" uninterrup..

ted production permits a continuous flow of aotion and emotion for
the performer, and thereby approaohes the power and impact of the
theater performance, the actor is better able to sustain the atmosphere and tensions of the drama (some of which may be negated, how ..
ever, by the distractIng production turmoil surrounding him in the
studio).

There is also a sense of immediecy both for the performer

and for the members of the audience; there is at least indirect
l3neorge Schaefer, quoted in Newsweek, XLIX (February
195'?), 66.

2"

r
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instantaneous contaot between the actors and audience
formance is presented.

~

the per-

This, too, supplies some of the "eleotric

vItalIty" or dynamism found in the legitimate theater performanoe.
Television, "live" or recorded, brIngs the audience right intc
the action, next to or in front of the performers.

Katherine

Cornell points outs "If anything, there is more truth in TV drama
than in the theater.
in front of your nose.

The audience is right there about 3 inches
Anything false shows up immediately,

I had

to tone down my gestures and facial expressions by at Jeast ;0 per
cent.

But a good actress ought to be even better on 'television. "1~

SimIlarly, Maurice Evans has noted that "the key to television act ..
ing • • • is what not to do.

A twitch of the lips might destroy

the desired impreSSion, a lift of the eyebrows might kill the lineal
the camera holds a microscope rather than a mirror up to the aotor.
• ••

As for myself, I think in terms of 9 twenty-one-inoh screen
rather than a thirty.two-foot stage. lfl ; And Robert Harridge comments that in television "we use a lot of close-ups--work1ng very
intensely--and this 1s really in a sense the surface level, but
also a very deep level, too.

The human faee, very closely photo-

graphed, conveys an immediate impression but it Qan also reveal
the ·sou1. •.••

Beyond the surface. level, we try to get into,

l4Quoted in Newsweek, XLVII (April 9, 19;6), 104.
~

l;In an interview by Richard F. Shepard! quoted in !h! ~
Times, November 20, 19;~, seat. 2, p. 1 •

r
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letts say, the basic aotion, the main action or ethical confliot.
This is at the deepest level of the play.n16
The drama on television is a new type in which the action cannot be predominantly physical (as it can be on the large stage or
in the film) but must rather be psychological; both sight and
sound serve to give overt expression to the operations of the mind.
The necessary intimaoy of the medium creates a new approach to
dramatic work, even if the drama be adapted from a 01assic. 17
16Thi. and the rollowing statements taken from an edited version or a symposium held at Teachers College, Columbia University
by the Committee on the Study of TeleVision, Radio, and Film ot
the National Council of Teachers or English January 1;, 19".
Included in the symposium. were. Robert Harridge, produoer tor "Oam.
era Three" television series; Louis Forsdsle, assoeiate professor
of English, Teachers .oolle'8 Columbia University; Martin Manuli.,
producer for "C1imax1" telev1sion series; Theodore Apstein, scrip't
editor tor "General El.ectric Theater fI and assistant professor,
School of' Dramatic Arts, Columbia UniverSity. Excerpts here quoted
are from "Adapting Literary Materials to Television--Part I," ed.
Louis For.dale, ![, XLIV (December 19,,), ;13-;20.
17cf. CharlesA. Seipman, Radio, TeleVision, and SOC1~ (New
York, 19;0) p. 347' Howard Beckiiell, tfRadl0 f)rama-;l'935 ...1
J
Television Drama, 194;-19;0: A study of Trends in the Use of' Dialogue, tt Unpublished Master t s Thesis (University of Indiana, B10omington 19;1)i P. 37. cr. also Jaok Gould's syndicated ~~
York Tl mes co Ulml. for April 3, 195'6 (source t Louisville C
...
~nal, sect. 2, p. 2, edition of' April 3,19;6), Gould cr
ciza!
the telecast of nThe Barretts of Wimpole Street".
"The transition to TV tended to aooentuate the work's weaknesses. • ••
But as oan happen so easily in a medium of swiftl,
ohanging close-ups, the sheer intimacy of' the camera tended to put
ohief emphasis on ~he psyohologist narrative rather than on the
larger enveloping mood.
"'The Barretts' Simply is not a drama to be separated into
parts and examined in close-up. It needs a proscenium arch to put
its romanoe in perspective. 1f [And yetI apropos of close-ups f'or
effective reaction shots:] "when Brown ng spoke, it was a pity
that the camera did not foous more orten on her face. 1f

I

I,
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:t-1artin Nanulis notes I

t!

I think you sren.' t contributing to the autho1'l

if when you adapt for another medium, you don't do something to

"I

Mr. Harridge adds:

recQgn1ze the demands of the new medium. 1t

think the whole thing depends on what you consider the television
medium to be, and I consider it to be an art form, not merely a
Therefore, what you are really doing is trans ..

communicative form.

lating from one Janguage to another. • • •
ferent.

[Y]our mediums are dif.

Limited time as suoh is necessarily a limiting factor, an(

to me the problem which is created is an artistio one.,,18
Suoh are the major qualifying factors of nIive" and recorded

In general, all adaptations of classio

television production.

drama to this medium are affected in some way--for better or tor
worse--by these restrictions and advantages of teleVision facilities end production.
In particular, the critical comments about specific Shakespearean performances on television may here be eited, as a means
of introducing Chapter IV of this study.

Critios and actors have

pointed out television's affinity to Shakespearean,drama as

awhol~

Dramatie wrIting, in beIng cinematically employed. could
beoome Shakespearean again. .. ... And symbolism could become
dramatIcally effeetlve to a greater degree than it has been or.
the stage. The use of symbols as an integral element of oinematic narration ha. long been a remarkable feature of ftlm art ..
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Nor is the view that a screenplay has many more scenes than a
play snc is therefore choppy as description and narration a
valid argument age1nst the possibilities of Jiterary values

I,"

18Forsdale, "Adapting Literary Materials to Telev1s1on--Part
XLIV (Deoember 1955), 518.

El.
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in screenwrit1ng. Not only is Shakespearean or Elizabethan
drama multi-screened, but even a tightly knit one-set realistic play is actually composed or many short scenes whenever
the work 1s theatrically effective.l~
Maurice Evans, Shakespearean actor and produoer, feels that tltelevision has a little affinity to the apron stage of Shakespeare,
where the actors aotually got out into the audience. • • •

I'm

sure that Shakespeare did not plan his plays for the nineteenthcentury pictur.... frame stage 't/ith its deolaimin~ and oratory.rt20
¥arvin Rosenberg likewise looks to television as a very suitable
medium for Shakespeare's workt
His [Shakespeare's] work can be Made to fit the television
soreen admirably, and, for mode.rn audiences, 1 t oan even gain
impact through the intimacy of the new form. It is worth
remembering here that in the relatively small theatres for
which Shakespeare wrote--even in the outdoor Globe ... -the aud1ende was pretty close to the action--perhaps even much closer
than we used to think! if Leslie Hotson's recent arena-staginl
theories heve any val dity. Many seenes played tar torward nn
the plattorm--or perhaps centrally at Whitehall--vere virtual
close-ups. This vas especially true when the rapidly succeed ..
ing scenes were played in different stage areas, which became
for the moment specialized locales cut oft trom the rest of
the acting space. The audience then focused on localized
aotion, something the television camera can do now for viewers.
In the close relationship TV establishes, a brilliant clarity
can often be given to the music ot the verse as well as to its
meaning; and the latter oan be illuminated by subtle, intimate
stag. buSiness legitimately suggested by the lines that
sharpens both the stage action and the characterization.
Beyond thiS, scene can tollow scene with the speed Shakespeare
wa s working for.
This is what television oan do. In the last year [19,219,3 season] it came a long way toward learning how to do it. n21

19Gassner, pp. , 83, , 82.
20Maur1ce Evans! quoted by Richard F. Shepard, !h! ~ ~
November 20, 9", sect. 2, p. 11.
21Rosenberr. 'P'P. 166-167: relative to Leslie Hotson's theories

~imes,
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Claude E• .Tones echoes these remarks:

"Shakespeare's theatre pro-

vided a highly fluid staging area so divided that one scene followed another with no need for long pauses between scenes, or even
aots.

The modern [television] eamera allows, however, even greate!

freedom and flow.,,22
On the other hand, this same freedom and mobility can present
a definite temptation to ov.r-use of the electronio cameras, a8

la

evidenced in specific productions.

Alice Griffin has pointed out

19~3-19;4

~,

how, in the

season (during whioh King

Hamlet, Rich-

!!:!! li, and Macbeth were produced for television), the "cameras are
still too tbusy,' rovIng during the major speeches a8 if the producer. were fearfUl to let Shakespeare's words speak for themselvee.,,2,3

In this oritlo's mind, the "medium. reduced the stature

of the plays to that of the 'aation-peaked t television script rath·
er than living up to the greatness of the works. tf

On this head, a1

least with reference to the Hamlet production (one of the first
Shakespearean dramas on television), Rosenberg agreest

"A device

favored by the play's produoers (Hallmark Theatre) was that of
looking at the actors through tricky points of v1ew--from beyond a
~indow,

through a fire, etc.--and, although this was an interestin.

teehnical novelty, it had the disadvantage of reminding the vIewer
of. his "Shakespeare's Arena

22Claude E. Jones, p.
23Gritfin, p. 63.

8R·
, -,
tf

294.

LXI (Summer 19;3), 347-361.
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of what an interesting technical novelty this technical novelty
was. n24 Margaret Webster offers the same criticism,
But to the movie-makers language is officially known as tword.
age.' The art of the oamera is the art of action and the eye~
its objective 1s to find the short cuts which avoid 'wordage. *
Nor is it yet oonsidered possible, at least in the television
medium. to hold the viewer w~th words alone. The visual angle
must eontinually change. Yoti must cut to a listenerts reaction, or shift to a long shot, or come back to the speaker
with a oamera focused down the back of his neok. This, supposedlYt achieves variety; it keeps things moving; it obviate~
the peril of being static and talky. But Shakespeare is nevel
static, for the very reason that he talks so much; it is the
talk itselfwhieh moves. Let us hope th~t TV will rapidly
outgrow these self-imposed 11mitations. 25
Television 1s but a medium.

While it is to a certain extent

a new art form, it nonetheless remains a medium of eommunication-for traditional works of art as well as for newly composed material.

As a

~edium

it cannot interfere with the content or tone (the

T"leaning and "feeling") of that whieh it :1s communicating.

In so

far as it distracts from or distorts the material being presented,
it fails in its intended purpose to oommunicate.

And, of course,

in so far as the medium ealls attention to itself and modifies the
struoture of the drama being presented. this drama suffers proportionately--even so much al to cease being a dramatic work at all,
but only a vehiele for experimenting with eleetronic gadgetry.
Further comments on the use and abuse of eleotronic eqUipment,
as well as discussIon of

sta~ing

24nosenberg, p. 169
2;webster, pp. 300-301.

techniques and the editing of an
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original text for adaptation to the new medium, will be oonsidered
in the following chapter on the television presentation of King
Richard

II.

CHAPTER IV

RICRARP II ON TELEVISION
In this chapter a eomparative analysis will be made between
the television production of Richard

II and Shakespeare's original

version.
At the outset a rew clarifications are necessary.

First, the

integrity of the actors' performances 1.s not here called into question.

For the purpose of the present study, it is presumed that

theirs have been authentic interpretations ot the various characters portrayed in Shakespeare's lines.

Their abilities and tech-

niques of acting do not enter into the present study which concerns itself primarily with the original text lines as retained,
modified, or deleted tor television. 1 Secondly, the problem ot
this thesis may here be reiterated: it proposes an analysis of the
televisirn production in order to determine the success or tailure
of Maurice Evans and his oompany in oapturing and communicating thE
problem of the p lay, the charaoter portrayal, and the high points o~
lFor a tre8t~ent of the interpretation of Richard's part ot.
Joan Buechner Compton, "Acting Technique of Maurioe Evans in the
TeleVision Production of Richard II," Unpublished Master·! Thesis
(#7700), (stanford University, PalO Alto, Californ1a, 19,,).
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dramatic emphasis through staging and imagery--as Shakespeare conceived them. 2 Thirdly, the procedure will involve a scene-byscene comparative analysis of the materials involved in these two
versions of Richard lIt on the one hand, the origi~al text of
Shakespeare (the 1597 and 1623 ed1tIons)3 accompanIed by the ar~
of commentators and critics, and on the other hand, a duplicate
copy of the actual television production script together with a
~1nescope film recording of the original telecast. 4

The analysIs of the television production ot the play will
concern itself initially with the overall structure of the play-the number of acts, scenes. and scene-changes.

It will then study

the oharacters to determine the quantity and the quality, or eontent, of the original lines which were omitted in staging the
2what Shak.speare had intended has been determined by the
of critics' oommentaries, as treated in Chapter II aQove.

~oncensus

3Since the television adaptors may legitimately have chosen
any of the accepted editions of the original Shakespeare text
~-without implying any limitations of televisicn in such a ohoice-....
~i8e~epanci.s among the various texts will be presoinded trom.
As
long as the televiSion script incorporates words, lines! and stage
~ireetions found in any accepted text of the original,
t will be
.las8iried simply as "no modification of the orIginal version" for
~e1.vlsion.
The three texts referred to in this study are: (a)1,97
~1 edition of Henry N. HUdson, ShakesEearets King Richard the See~ with Ints0d~ct'O~t and No~e8 ~IPlanatorl ~ ~itioal T§Oston,
~l:S79)J ~b' tf 10 en e 1tion of George B. tlarrison'5n, Richard II,
In Me 0 Plays and i~e Sonnets (New York, 1948), (0 623 Pi edT:
tion of Helge Kaker z, Mr. WIlliam Shakasleares Comedies Histortes, & Tragedie,--A FaCsimiie Edition 0 the FIrst Fol!o~New
Haven, 195tt:).
~rom

4Cf • Appendix TTl for details of the author's method of determining the actual production script, as verified in the kinesoope
~ilm reoording of the television presentatIon; p. 189.
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television version, and the effect of these moditications (Hcuts"
~r

deletions) upon the characters and plot finally portrayed on the

~elevision
~ut

screen.

Further, since Shakespeare is not only the text

also the visual production of this text, the staging of the

telecast will be the next point of study--scenery, properties, and
~elevision

produetion techtnques--to try to determine their effect

pn the play'. flow of movement
~ill

a~~

its meaning.

The adapted script

be analyzed to discover what changes were wrought on the poet-

ry and imagery created by Shakespeare, particularly the poetry and
image' relative to plot and character portrayal.

The present chap-

ter will close with an estimate of the effectiveness of Evans' company in producing Shakespeare's Richard II for television.
THE PLAY'S PLOT AND

STRUCTURE

The television version reduces the play from five acts to but
~hree

aets.

In itself this is not a major point, since the plays

priginal1y had no such sharply demarcated boundaries as this classioa1 division into five separate aets.

As Margaret Webster has

pointed out, three acts would be quite natural, especially for this
particular play, with one aet-pause comjng after the seene at
~auntts

death and the other after Richard is taken at Flint Cas-

~le.~

The television version has adopted this first act-pause,

~hich

in the original text oocurs at the end of Act lI.i; Evanst
I!

5Webster, p. 69.
I.'
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production has also incorporated this seoond natural aot-pause,
hioh in the original version cemeS at the end of' Act III.lii.
The arrangement of the soenes whioh fall within the oompass a
these three revised aot-units, however, does not correspond perfectly to Shakespeare's arrangement of the scenes.

For the

continuity, or for television produotion demands, some soenes have
been dropped, others "cut" or abbreviated, still others re-ar'range
or telescoped one into another: many scenes have been left virtu.
ally intact, and but

B

few have been added or rewritten.

(These

latter interpolations introduce into the play new elements created
espeoially ror this television version.)
For the television produotion, tour scenes of the original
rame have been

com~letely

deleted (I.l1; II.iv; V.ii; V.iii). Five

other 5o.ne. have been heavily edited by deletion of long paslage.
fd1alogue (I.iii; II.!; II.iii; III.iv; IV.i; V.vi). One scen.ha.
een entirely corrupted (V.iV); in it, the rew lines retained are
ntirelywrenohed from their original meaning, and the character

0

ollngbroke is grossly misrepresented (thIs soene receIved unique
reatment in the adaptation for teleVision, the seene was twisted
n such a way that a crucial part of the plot and characterization
as badly warped).
f

The remaining scenes are faithful reproductions

Shakespeare's original drama; they are edited passim but lightly

(I.i; I.iv; II.il; III.i; III.ii; III.iii, V.I; V.vi).
Before conSidering the quantitative line structure of each
cene, it will be well to note the overall distribution of lines
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found in both versions.

The original text of Shakespeare (i.e., a

"composite reading" from the 1597 Quarto, trom the Globe edition,
and frem the 1623 Facsimile edition) supplies 2,780 lines for
Richard II.
line"

The television adaptation deletes 1,248 1/2 ot these

and adds 33 original lines J the final edited television text

thus gives

1,,6,

1/2 lines in its production script for Richard!!.

The following table catalogues the editing done in each ind!v1dua1 seene.
TABLE I

EDITING OF ORIGINAL LINES
FOR TELEVISION ADAPTATION

QU~WTITATlVE

,

...

TeleVision Adaptation

Original

Scene
No.

Number of
Lines

I.i

20,

I.ii

74

J.l11

304

I.tv

64

II.1

300

~ount

ot Editing

82 lines deleted
4 words changed
Entire

73
2
1
1

see~

deleted

1/2 11nes deleted
lines added
phrase changed
word added

4 words deleted

2 words changed
3 words added

130 line. deleted
7 half-lines deleted
11 words ohanged
1 phrase changed
1 line added

Revised TV
Soene No.
TV-I.i

--...TV... I.i
(conttd.)
&

TV-I.!i
TV-I.lli
TV-I.1v
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TABLE I

(continl!ed)

QUANTITATIVE EDITING OF ORIGINA.L LINES
FOR TELEVISION ADAPTATION

Original
Scene
no.
II.ii

Television adaptation

Number of
lines

(#;#41...149: )

171
( ftJ~ ...ete.

(lf~!l-ete.

IT·1v

24

III.i

44

111.11

218

Revised TV
scene no.

(Televlsicn divided into 2 partss

149
( Ji-#l ..40 t )

II.1ii

Amount of editing

11. 1-40, 41-149.'

25 lines deleted
4 half-lines deleted
1 word added
2 halt-lines transposed
44 1/2 lines deletec
1 line changed
1 phrase ohanged
3 words changed
1 11ne added

TV-II.1
TV-II.iii

(Television divided into two
parts! 11. 4-~Oi 57-67; and

:)

:)

1-3, 51-56, 6 - 71.)
35 lines deleted
2 halt-lines deleted
1 line added

1 word replaced by phrase
11nes transposed
3 lines deleted
4 1/2 lines transposed
1 word deleted
1 line changed
2 lines added
~

Entire seene deleted

TV-II.ii

TV-II.iv

,.. ........

-

24 1./2 lines deleted
20 1/2 lines transposed to
/fIV.IV.i)
7 words change plural to sing.

TV-III.1-

)+2 1/2 lines deleted
5 lines added
,

Tv-rr.v
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TABLE I

(continued)

QUANTITATIVE EDITING OF ORIGINAL LINES
FOR TELEVISION ADAPTATION
Original
Scene
no.

Television adaptation

Number of
llnes

Amount of editing

Revised T1
SCeM no.

1 line changed

7 word s changed

TII.iii

209

311/2 lines deleted
1 word changed

phras.. changed
line. deleted
llne. added
phrases added
1 word changed

III.Iv
IV.i

107

334

TV-II.vi
&

2
24
2
2

TV-II.vii

6 libel deleted
~2l/2 line. deleted
1 word added

TV-II.l
&

TV-III.ii

TV... III.!
1471/2 lines deleted
1 word deleted
4 word s changed
1 line added
4 lines transposed to later
,
1 phrase transposed within line
( -20 1/2 lines added t tr~nspo.ed
from III.i)

26 lines deleted
TV....III.ii
2 words changed
2 words & 1 phrase transpo.ed
within their respective line.
14 lines transposed to later in
soene
2 words added

V.l

102

Y.. 1~i

117

Entire scene deleted

V.lii

146

Entire scene deleted

,._.-..... --
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TABLE I (continued)
QUANTITATIVE EDITING OF ORIGINAL LINES
FOR TELEVISION ADAPTATION
Original

Television adaptation

Number ot
lines

Scene
no.

8 lines deleted

11

V.~.v

Amount of edi tin,

15' lines added

Revised Tl
soene no,
TV-III.lv

(3 original lines rema1n1n,--

grossly changed from context)

V.v

61/2 1lnes deleted (trom
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portion used)
311/2 lines deleted (from
rest of soene)
2 phrases changed
3 words changed
~

V.vi

5'2

4 lines deleted (from portion

used)
29 lines deleted (from rest ot
soene)
2 words changed
1 word deleted

TV-III.11~

&.

TV-III."

TV-III.vi

Not incorporated into the above table are the fo11ow1ng mOdIrications or the original text.

or the words ohanged tor the

adaptation, twelve are "Heretord"--which becomes "Bolingbroke" in
the revised vers1on; some speeches reta1ned from the orig1nal
undergo

8

rearrangem.ent of the character(s) speaking them (11.1,

·11. 238-276; II.i1, one I1ne, 11.111, on.11n., III.i, two lines,
V.v, one 11ne); in 11.111.15'2 York repeats "I" thr1ce, as he
repeats "I'll" in 11ne 168, both times tor dramat10 etrect; 1n III.

111
iv (the Queen) and in V.1 (King Riohard) there is a slight slip ot
tongue in enunciating a phrase.
Betore analys1ng the significance of the editing noted in the
table above, it will be helpful to enumerate the adapted television scenes in their sequential order, together with the original
scenes or parts of scenes that go to make them up.
TABLE II
TELEVISION SEQUENCE OF ADAPTED SCENES

Adaptation's
enumeration

Original
scene no.

or1g1nal line numbers (plus comments)

------+------+-----',."-------------'.
TV-I.l

1.1
1.111

TV-I.ll

I.1i1

TV-I.iii

I.iv

TV-I.iv

11.1

TV-II.1

III.1v
11.11

TV... I I .i1

II.1il

TV-II.1ii

II.ii

TV-II.iv

11.111

TV-II.v

111.11

1-218

TV-II.vi

111.111
III.11i

1-61

TV-II.vii-A
TV-II.vli-B

1-197

134-243
21t-1t--301t1-61t- (In toto)

Passim through entire scene; but w1th
heavy deletlng, and rearrangement of
lines and speakers In 11.238-276.

1-23
1-1t-O
59-67, 20-21,

41-~0

41-149
1-3,

~l-f;

(rearranged), 78-80, 82-171

62-183
184 ... 209
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TABLE II

(oontinued)

TELEVISION SEQUENCE OF ADAPTED SCENES

Adaptation's
enumeration
TV-III.!

Orilinal
scene no.
IV.!

111.1

TV-III.ii

III.iv

V.l
III.1v
TV-III.ii!

V.v

TV-III.iv

(V.iv

TV-III.v

V.v

TV-III.vi

V.vi

Original line numbers (plus oomments)
1-320 (deleting lines 2-106)
2-8, 14-21, 28-30, 31-32, 3~
29-84 (deleting lines 37-55, 57-64,
75-80, 84.101): 22 lines used
7-8, 16-102
102-107
1-41
2, 9-10) BUT scene rewritten, shifting original meaning from context.

An analysis of the soene content catalogued in these two sta.
tistical tables will bring out the significance ot deletions, addl.
tions, and other modifications introdUCed into the televisionadaptation.
In the television production, Act I.i incorporates the essential material of the original I.i and 1.111.

The adaptation cen-

ters around the argument between Mowbray and Bolingbroke, with
King Richard capriciously determining judgment.

In telescoping the

action into one scene a faster pace is achieved as far as the gene~al

plot development goes.

a'Dnea~s ~n

And by this condensation Richard

the scene and immediate1v

dflminatAII it

thug

avoiding
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the long delay

~f

Riohard's prominence in the play.

However, in the lines deleted, the adaptation loses an entire
scene with Gaunt and the Duohess.

In these original seventy-four

lines the divine right theme is struck when Gaunt explains to the
Duchess of Gloucester that he cannot call to account the king (who
is believed to have caused the murder of the Duke of Glouoester).
Hence Richard's involvement in the death 1s "the fault that we
cannot oorrect," so "put we our quarrel to the will of Heaven. 1f
Gaunt explains that:
God's is the quarrel; for God's substItute,
His deputy annointed in HIs sight,
Hath caused his death; the whlch, if wrongfully,
Let Heaven revenge; for I may never lift
An angry arm against His minister.
(1.11.37-41)
By

deleting this scene the television adaptors remove an early,

unmistakable sl,npost to one entIre level of the p1ay t s significance.

At the same time, they render less understandable Gaunt.s

awkward position in treating with RIchard about this or any other
poInt of dispute or oorreotlon--ln Gauntts eyes Richard isdivinel,
appointed and his actions may be appealed only before God.
Naturally because of restricted stagIng the television pro.
duetion must torego all parts of the original scenes whioh involve
the actual lists on the field of tournament.

So the earlier parts

of soene iii are deleted, while the latter portions are joined
with soene 1.

The only loss 1s some ot the traditional pomp and

formalities of the oooasion, the plot proper is little affeoted by
the deletion.
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The final spe!1ohes of 1.111 in the original become, in the
televis10n version, TV-I.ii. 6 The mood of the scene, as well as
the characters, has changed.

Television has chosen to make this

an isolated, integral unit by oreating a departure scene at the
river-front or seaside.

This modifioation does not interfere with

the plot development, and it may even serve to highlight the close
relationship between Gaunt and Bolingbroke.
TV-I.iii corresponds to the original I.iv

in !2!2.

TV-I.iv is built out of lines from Shakespearets II.1.

(As

pointed out in Chapter II, there may be little significance
ascribed to the numbering of the aots; this enumeration came after
Shakespeare's oomposition of the plays and does not affect the
sequence of the individual "units of action" or scenes.)

In the

lines deleted, only Gaunt's poetizing suffers; the basic content
of his speeches remains intaot.

York's speeches are also edited

rather heavily, the deletions limit our full understanding of his
character, but the general charaoteristics of York's hand-wringinl
ambivalent position still emerge from the speeches as adapted. The
final lines of the scene, with word of Bolingbroke's return, are
substantially the same in content and s1,nificance tor the play.
As in the original, this hushed but excited oonversation brings
the note of oounter-action into the drama, the rebellious faction
6Hereatter, to distinguish trom the act-scene enumeration of
Shakespeare t s orig1.nal version, the references to the teleVision
adaptation will prefix the let~ers !! betore act and seenenumbers.

;I
!.I

i'

11"

is about to make its move against the do-nothing poet.king.
Presumably for the sake of olarity and for ease otidentit1cation, the adaptors have seen fit to change any parallel names
(i.e., "Henry" or "Hereford tf ) to the consistent nomenclature ot
"Bolingbroke"; this they do twelve times in the oourse of the pla,..
This modifiostion,eJim1nates a souroe of possIble oonfusion for
some of the mass aUdienoe watch:1ng the television presentation.
At this point the television adaptation begins to
soene sequence.

~uggle

the

For TV-II.i, the telecast incorporates the ori-

ginal III.iv (lines 1.23) with II.ii (lines 1-40).
only to further delineate

th~

This serveS

Queenfs charaoter and disposition;

it leaves the gardener sequence in the original III.Iv tor speCial
insertion later in the play, without the possibly distracting
material involving the Queen and the ladies of her oourt.

These

appear instead .In the present television scene, TV-II.l; they only
serve to expand the oharacterizatlon of the :Queen and her ladles
in waiting.

In the 11nes deleted from II.l1, Bushy loses his part

in the play.
II.ii 1. interrupted in the television adaptation, in
insert portions of II.lii.

o~derto

Essentially this involves no change ot

the basic outllne of the play; it does serve to increase the tempo
or movement of the drama by means of eontrasting seene..

From the

garden where word has jus t come of Bolingbroke' s return to England,
the scene shifts to Bolingbroke and his army.

The masculine prep-

arations for moving on to reclaim Bolingbrokets rights and
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possessions serve as a foil for the

fe~in1ne

as it is carried to the Queen's garden.

concern with the news

It is to this garden that

the next scene of the adaptation returns.

Generally speaking, the

overall result of the editing is a quickening of the pace of the
play; the contrasting scenes serve also as a dramatiC highlighting
of the action on both sidea--Bo1ingbroke's and the Queen's.

As to!

editing within these portionaof the original scenes, the scene
with Bolingbroke and Northumberland and York remains quite intact.
TV-II.iii is the original's tinal lines (41-149) of II.ii.
The significant deletions are few.

Four and one-half lines of one

of York's speeches are dropped; in the original they had served to
point up the equality of the conflict in York's eyes, and thereby
acoounted for his indecision when treating with Richard and Boling.
broke:
• •• Both are my kinsmen.
The one 1s my sovereign, whom both my oath
And duty bids defend; the other, again,
Is my near kinsman, whom the King hath wrong'd,
Whom conscience and my kindred bids to right. (11.1i.111-11;)
In the first line York exrlains the initial basis for his double
)

allegiance. blood relationship to both men.

In the second and

third lines he underseores the divine right principle which pro~ides

the political occasion of the play (and which is the concept

that Richard entertains, on which he ralls back in all of his substitutes for decision and action).

In the final lines York points

out that, while he is bound to Richard out of respeot for the
divinely appointed ruler, nevertheless the truth and justice of

II
II
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this particular case ta1ls on the side of Bolingbroke--who has
"wrong'd, / Whom oonscience and my kindred bids to right."

bee~

Such al'l

understanding of the conf1iot between Riohard and Bolingbroke
throws much light on the charaoter ot eaoh.

Richard is so muoh

enamored of his God-like position of authority that he can do no
wrcng1 he can act by caprice and there is no recourse for his subjects exoept to God by prayer.

Thus Richard encases himself in the

luminous mist of divinity, apart from the realities and problems of
the day-to-day world which he is supposed to rule as Godts regent.
At the same time, Bolingbroke emerges as a threat to this kingts
divine-right dissooiation from reality; Bolingbroke oomes forth
wi th truth and justice on his side.

Thus he becomes not the antag.

onist, but rather the occasion tor Richardt, wrestling with the
whole questicn of' divine right.

In view of all this· .. and remember-

ing that the play deals more with Richard the man vs. Richard the
king-poet, than with Richard vs. Bo11ngbroke--the deletion ot these
lines of York are of great significance.

Without such passages,

brief though they be, the central problem of the play and its main
lines of conflict and plot-development tend to become obscured or
even warped.

As less emphasis is placed on the righteousness

of Bolingbroke's demands and on Riohard's selt-complacency

a~

divinely appointed monaroh, by so much does the play emerge as a
merely physical struggle between a king and a would-be tyrant.

The

delicate psyohological study of Richard's two-fold personality (as
poet-king and as a thinking, feeling man) fuses with, until it 1s
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absorbed by, a drama of "the pood man against the bad man."
A harbinger of the outoome of this clash between Richard and
Bolingbroke is lost when Green's lines (14;-147) about Yorkts initial opposition to Bolingbroke are deleted:
Alas, poor Duke1 the task he undertakes
Is numbering the sands and drinking oceans dry:
Where one on his side tights, thousands wl1l fly.
.
(II.il.l4;-147)
These lines also served (in the original) to give some indication
of the thought and aotions of Riohardts subjeots at large.
The action returns immediately to Bolingbroke's camp, by the
simple expedient of taking up the original II.iii where it was left
off earlier (in the adaptation this was TV-II.ii).
retained which identity the locale (11. 1-3, ·;1-;;).

Those lines are
York enters,

to treat with Bolingbroke about his illegal re-entry into the land.
York's speed

(e.,.,

11. 87-88) carries with it the conviction that

Bolingbroke is a traitor.

The reason tor branding him a traitor,

of oourse, is that while under a six-year banishment he has nevertheless set toot on English soil betore that time has elapsed.
~heretore

~n

the reason tor the oharge of traitor 1s not (at least not

the original version) because ot any unlawful demands for unwar-

~anted

~re

rights--much less because of any intent to wrench the scep-

fromRlchard's hands in order to crown himself king.

~atter

idea is initiated by Richard himself, in the battlement

~cene; 8S

~ua11y
~ial

(This

circumstances arrange themselves, Bolingbroke does even-

move onto the throne of England.

intent or not is highly disputed.

Whether this was his in1The commentators do not
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believe this to be the oase; their belief' is warranted by the original text of the play.
anew in itselt.)

The adaptation, however, must be studied

York's lines are for the most part intact, as are

Bolingbroke's.
Aot II.iv of the original is entirely deleted in the television presentation.

Another harbinger, foretelling Richard's down-

fall, is lost by the deletion of these twenty-tour lines.
~r

the

W~lsh

The tac1

troops' detection further symbolizes the oo11apse ot

all the English troops and people.

This collapse will be brought

out in the coming act, however, so the loss does not atfect the
movement or plot ot the play, except to deprive this earlier portion ot the drama ot its own underourrent of impending collapse fOI
Richerd.
Shakespeare's III.ii (lines 1-218) becoHs television'l TV-II.
v.

Line ohanges are few and do not alter the charaoterizations or

plot.

This is a orucial scene; the adaptors did well to preserve

its integrity.

In it is the ohief'discovery of the play's action--

where Richard 1s deserted and begins to delpair of the crown.

The

tact that the original II.iv was entirely omitted in the tel.visior.
version, and that III.i is transposed to join IV.i as teleVision"
composite TV-III.i, causes the present scene (Richard's return froD
Ireland) to f'ollow immediately upon the soene involving York and
Bolingbroke wherein York is persuaded to join Bolingbroke in hi.
claims tor justice.

Since it is made to tollow immediately, does

the present scene thereby supply powerful contrast and achieve
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greater impaot? York has defected in the last scene; in the adap_
tation thls is now followed by the present soene in which Rlchard
~as

just returned to English shores, only to learn that troops,
and even close assooiates (York, Bushy, Green, eto.) have

~eople

~orsaken
~otion

him for the invader.

Shakespearets own arrangement of the

(whether the units ot aetion be classified and enumerated as

independent soenes or not) otfers a stronger progressive build-up.
~he

scene of Yorkts defeotion is followed by the Welsh troop defee-

~ion;

~re

and this is followed by III.i wherein Bushy, Bagot, and Green

with Bolingbroke, only to be condemned for their triokery

~rpillars

~oat

ot the commonwealth!t who lean with the change. of the

Shakespeare·. original soene sequence, then, ist
(a) Bolingbroke and York, (b) Welsh troops, (a l ) Bushy, etc. and

~ol~tioal

winds).

~olingbroke,
~ree.ding

(c) Riohard's return.

aotions 1s recapitulated when newl 1s brought to the king

of the sucoessive defeotions.
~ents
~he

~n

In Richardts scene each of the

As the televis1;on adaptation pre-

the soenes, (a) is followed immediately by (0).

We learn ot

other defectlons from umessengers" (as ln the Greek tragedies);
the television Yersion the news of aotivity "off-stage" 1s car-

ried forward by this device alone.
~ot1on,

The audience does not see the

but only hears of it through others.

This would seem to be

• weakness in the teleVision production's adaptation.
Act ITI.iil of the original has been divided into three soen ••
(or", more correctly, into two scenesl TV-II.vi; TV-II.vii-A and TVII.viI . . B).

What editIng oocurs involve. longer flights of poetio
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fancy; although the plot remains intact, the characterizations are
modified in so far as they are dependent for manifestation upon the
poetic passages deleted.

The remainder of the original scene

remains intact; it 1s replete with long lyric speeches which susIt;ain theoriglnal characterizations.
The teleVision adaptation at this point introduces an actpause.

Television then resumes with TV-III.i.

This is paralleled

in the original by IV.i (lines 107-320) and III.i (lInes 2-8, 14-

3;), both of whjch scenes are telescoped into the single TV-III.i.
~his

telescoping simplifies the sequence of action; it brings the

~cen.

of Bolingbroke's condemnation of Bagot together with the

~ater

action of the deposition of Richard.

~s

(In the original, Bagot

accompanied by Bushy and Green; not so in the trimmed television

tyersion.)
~eletes

At the same tIme, this telescoping process entirely

the open1ng of IV.i (lines 2-106), wherein Bolingbroke wlt ..

pesses between Aumer1e, Bagot, and their associates the mutual
oharges of complioity in Glouoester's death.

Of significanoe in

this editing is the deletion of lines 9"'!'13, 22-27 of II!.! and ot
~ines

2-;,

~akes

manifest his own innooenoe in the death of Gloucester (whioh

~as,

86-90, 103-106 of IV.i.

In these speeches Bolingbroke

after all, the reason for his own banishment by Richard).

~ikewise

indioating Bolingbroke's guiltlessness in the death of

tnouoester are the lines ot Begot (IV.i, lines 6 and 8-10) and those
bf

Fitzwater and Percy (IV.l.33-40,

4~-48,

78-82).

On the other

hand, Surrey stands up for Aumerle*s innocence (IV.i.64-71).

To
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1elete a crucial scene like this is to cover the conflicting test!~onies

surrounding the death of Gloucester.

In the original, these lines had shown both factions accusing
each other and ignoring Bolingbroke, who is attempting to tind out
truth.

~he

~lusiv.ly

~eath.

In a word, the action in this scene points rather conto the utter innocence of Bolingbroke in Gloucester'S

This is important tor an understanding ot Bolingbrokefs own

~haracter

and hence of the plot itselt.

Since Bolingbroke in the

priginal version appears to be innocent ot Gloucester', death, he
have been banished unjustly and by the sheer caprice ot Rich.

~ust

rule.

~rdt.

Further, while he was in exile, his tather'. estates

contiscated by Richard at Gaunt's death.

~ere

What might Boling-

do in ord.r to regain his rightful possessions as heir? Since

~roke

ot England disapproved of Richard's neglect as king, Boling-

~ll

~roke

might be somehow justified in ignoring the oommand to banish-

~ent,

in order to return to his homeland and restore his property

to himselt.
~s

MeanwhIle, however, all England looks upon BolIngbroke

a deliverer and 30ins his forces.

~er,

And Richard, true to charac-

immediately withers at the first hint of OPPOSitIon, he delay •

•nd poetizes until it is almost too late; then he utterly collapsel
"hen time for final a otion arri vel.

Richard Virtually pl1lls Boitng ..

broke up into the throne so that he himself can fall back and lament
~is

unending grief as Usometime poet-king. ft
Whether such a construotion ot the main lines of the plot 1s

~holly

accurate depends upon the original text.

Shakespeare's text
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to justifyth1s proposed summary of the play's aotion.

~ppears

adaptation, however, preoludes any such construction

~e1evision
~hen

The

it deletes the very passages that substantiate this under-

standing of Bolingbroke's oharacter, intent, and reason tor tinal
to the throne of England.

~scent

the adaptation less complex and at the same time less faithful

~ers

~o

The editing of these lines ren-

the original version as conceived by Shakespeare.
The remaining portion ot the original IV.i (lines 107-320) 1s

substantially the same 1n the teleVision version.
~haracter

Richard's poetic

and Bo11ngbroke t s rather prosaio, non-oommittal manner

retained almost in their entirety.

~re

The next scene, TV-III.1i, is built from the original III.1v
V.i.

~nd

~nvo1vel
~ichard

Both take place in the Queen's garden; the first scene
the ,ardeners and the Queen, while the later scene brings
to the Queen on his way to prison.

To simplifY the

move~

ment of the play, pOSSibly, and to keep the play moving progres.
sive1y forward, the adaptors have welded the two scenes into one on
television.

From the first scene (III.iv) only twenty-two lines of

original seventy-two line portion are used in the adaptation,

~he

~here
~h.n

tollowsV.i (lines 7-8, 16 ...102); the scene reverts back again
to III.iv (for lines 102-107).

In this way the gardeners sup-

ply a ohanged pace as a context encircling the grief-filled action

of deposed Richard and the Queen.

The IV.i seleotion is left

tntact; the III.iv portions are heavily edited.
~he

In the editing.

analogue of the state and the Queen'. garden is submerged almost
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beyond reoognition; only a few lines remain whioh make explioit
to the garden as a parallel to the stete's oondition.

~eferenoe
~elevision

loses the significanoe of the gardeners' soene as a s1m-

[bol whioh ooncretize. the whole problem of the kingdom and its ills
Instead, the adaptation employs the gardeners more as a lightsome
~motional

relief (especially when one oonsiders the simpleton-type

lines given to the gardener's assooiate, who speaks in a heavy
pus lines).
~eaninl

• • • Ohl"; in the original both·gardeners have seriThe ohange-ofwpaoe is thus provided, but the deeper

of the scene, and lts clue to the plot (Richard's deoayed

.overnment of the realm, and its belngreplaoed by new and sturdy
pulers) is lost in the edittng. 7
TV-III.lii is taken from the first part of Shakespeare's
~ines
~l,

1-41.

It is a faithful rendering of tho original.

V.VI

At line

however, the scene 1s temporarily disrupted as the television

play here melts into the V.iv soene (numbered for television as
~V-III.iv);

Jistorted

after a tew lines taken 'Passim from V.1v--and grossly

fro~

their oontext--the adaptation returns to V.v

7Tillyard (pp. 249-2;2) notes that the original "portentous
had a purpose. Shakespeare
human and amusing a8 he
ldshed (cf. ~tn! John, earlier. than Riohard II, inoorporating charaoters like
e later gravediggers in HamletT; but in Riohard II he
deliberatelyohose to present them with a degree of formaf!£Y-unequalled in any play he wrote. It is (continues Tillyard) one of
the formal, ceremonial features of the play--not merely one of the
principal means of expression but the 'Very essenoe of the play.
This purpose is lost in the television adaptation, in so far as the
gardeners are rendered somewhat amusing at the expense ot their
higher funotion ot symbolism and formality.

~olemnity of the moralising gardeners ft
~as oapable of making his gardeners as

1.,

I,

II·

12,

(numbering it TV-III.v) and continues with lines 67-113.

In the

transition the television version has aocomplished two featsl (1)
it has entirely miscast Bolingbrokets charaoter by creating a briej
but wholly damaging scene, wherein he overtly pays an associate to
murder Richard in prison; (2) it has deleted twenty-six lines of
richard's prison soliloquy, in whioh he poetizes on the theme ot
music and time.

The adaptation closes the scene at line 113; the

original, however, oontinues on for six more lines, in which Exton
(who has murdered Richard) pronounces the

dea~

of valour as of royal blood: Both have I spilt;

king to be "Aa full

--0,

were good! ••• this deed is chronicled in Hell. 1t

would the deed
The speech puts

a noble epitaph o.er Richardts liteleas body; it also marks the
murder as a foul act.

Both of these reflections by Exton underline

the theme of the plays the royal problem wh10h vas R1chard's--his
divine right as king in whioh he reveled to the point of smotherinl
the human being in whom the kingship was invested.

The seoondary

theme (or, better, the external, concrete expression of Riehsrd',
interior, personal problem of oonflict) of Richard the poet-king
~s.

Bolingbroke the man and governing king is expressed by Exton in

~he

following linea

~gain,

"This dead King to the living King Itl1 bear"l

this highlights the keynote of the entire play.

This high-

lighting has been lost in the editing for television.
Television's last scene, TV-III.vi, is made up o'f lines 30-52
from the original V.vi.

The first lines show the overtaking of the

orposing faction by Bolingbroke's men; the only significant los. is
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Bolingbroke's note ot consideration and respect for nobility and
holiness, when he pronounces a mild sentence on his long-time
enemy Bishop Carlisle.

The final lines of the scene are substan-

tially the same in both versions; in these lines Bolingbroke abhors
and berates Exton for his murder of R"tehard.
Beoause of the mishandling of V.iv of the original, Bolingbroke's character in this final scene is further misshapened; he
appears to be an arch-hypocrite in his protestations against the
violent death of Richard. 8
To sum Upt The adaptation follows the basic lines of the original version of Richard II, but it goes irreparably awry in handling the usurpation of the throne by Bolingbroke.

His character

and his action are indefensible in the adapted text, in the original, on the contrary, his motives and his moves are often quite
acceptable and seemingly justified--or, at worst, ambiguous.

The

main thread of the plot as far as action goes, has been severed and
~etied

~J

anew.

The central personage of the play, however, Richard

himself, remains entirely faithful to the original portrait

8Cf • Leon Howard, "Shakespeare for the Family," guarterl;z .2!
Film, Radio and TeleVision, VIII (Summer 1954), 3;6-3~~, for comments on thfsvrllainizlrig of Bolingbroke. The new king beoame fla
Vicious hirer of assaSSins, a hypocrite rather than a penitent" (P.
360); "why.shou1.d Shakespeare's humanly ambiguous characters •••
have been turned into such artificial fools and Villains?" (p.361).
~xtonts talk of methods of murder, and Bolingbroke's frank bribing
pr him to murder Riohard were written into the play; "its purrose,
~ suppose, was to 'clarity' the character of Bolingbroke to even
Ithe most stup:1.d member of the audience" (p. 363). But it resulted
~n a lowering of the level of charaoter interpretation to a point
"which offends the intelligence and dramatio sensitivity of a fourIteen-vear-old boy.ft
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painted by Shakespeare.
The entire deletion of Shakespeare's V.ii and V.iii does not
Iter the play, although It does affect the
. ork and of Bolingbroke.

charaoterizati~n

of old

The former t S allegiance to whoever 1s in

power regardless of underlying principles or loyalties, is called
nto question because of this scene; and Bolingbroke's humanity in
ealing with York's son, and with York and his wife the Duchess, is
Iso missing from the adapted version.

While these losses affect

he full delineation of these characters, the deletion of the two
cenes does not materially alter the play itself nor the overall
haracter of those involved.
It will be well, at this point, to study more closely the
tfect of the editing upon each of the charaoters in Richard II.
THE CHARACTERS IN RICHARD

II

A scene-by-scene analysis of the deletions and modifications
hroughout the play will provide a more detailed comparison of the
riginal Richard II with the television adaptation.

An extended

able follows which indioates the number of lines spoken by·each
haraoter in the original .ersion, contrs8ted with the lines spoken
y

the same characters in the adaptation.

The significant changes

hus introduced into the text of the play Ire noted below in the
Bet column of the table (whioh oolumn, for the sake of compaetess, wl11 be prInted alongside and underneath the statistical
rrangement of characters' lines for the respeotive scenes).

The
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significance of these modifIcations and editing will be determined
by the internal content of the lines, and by their further signifi.
cance in the overall structure of the play, as poInted out by the
commentators and critics.
TABLE III
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original scene nOt
and character

Orig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

I.i
Richard
Gaunt
Bolingbroke

59

"7

47
'1

38

21

Norfolk (Mowbray)

87

41

46

l-,JJ
J'Oliii of' Gaunt
Duchess of'
Glouoester

16

;8

o
o

16

l.i1i

2,

o

25

8
0

Significant ditterences

No significant change.
No lines deleted
~me few line. of' 1nt.
poetry edited (not ot
importance)
No significant changes

,.8

The entire s~ene 1.
deleted. The importance of Gloucester"
death i. here pointed
up: the kingt s involvement!. more than hinted at (11.37-41) and
the royal prerogative ot divine right is pin-pointed; Gaunt 18
submissianto the status guo is made manifest. Allot this 1s
lost in deleting tiie scene. Thi. seene should provide an 1nsigh1
into Ricbard is character when he later carries out his command 01
banishment-~the puhisbment of Mowbray and Boltngbroke for compli ...
city 1n a crime which he' himself had ordered. Richard's charac ...
tel" is thus doubly blackened by the present seenel he 1s guilty
of Gloncesterts death, and later he condemns hypocritioally the
actions of Mowbray and Bolingbroke. This bla~kenlng of Richard'scharacter by I.i1 is lost by deleting the scene from the
television adaptation.

~y

(Marshal)

No significant difference (except for loss
of' the formalities of

TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
oriline1 scene
an character

~

Or1g.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Significant difference

fighting in the lists)
No significant changes
Lost Is some poetic
10
imagery (lfbanishment".
loss of netive speech-English--trom his
tontlue)
Bolingbroke
No change except for a 'bIt
78
of poetry 1n a few line.
The earlier formalities
Richard
69
32
37
are lost; and in their
loss Riohard's caprioe is modified. In the original, Riohard
commands the two counter-aocusers to determine their respecti",'
innooence by formal oombat in the lists. A~t.r all the prepara.
tions for this engagement have been made (I.iii), the combat is
all but entered into when Richard suddenly switches his command
to a pronouncement of banishment upon both men--one forever, the
other for six years. Richard's original attempt to avoid deciding the facts and merits of the oase (since, of oourse, evidenee
would actually be damaging to himself) gives way to the arbitrary decision afforded by the physical ttjudgment-by-combat tf .o~
the lists. Then, once in the lists--with the oombatant. just
moments trom locked contllct--Richard again baoks away trom a
definite (even though inadequate) plan ot actlon; he arbitrarily banishes both, for differ.nt terms. And, a8 a final step 01
vacillation, he promptly and arbitrarily shortens Bolingbroke's
ten-year sentence of exile to a six-year sentenoe. The entire
series or actions showsRiohard at his lyriC, weakly worst. In
the television adaptation the entire lists situation is avoided
by having Riohard verbally chastise the two counter-accusers,
and then he summarily sentenoes both to banishment (later mOdifying Bolingbrokets sentence). Th1s now showl Richard capable
ot pass1ng some judgment on the spot (without proorastinating,
to the lists), even though he remainsrather arbitrary with
Bolingbroke. Lost, therefore, 1n the adaptation, is lome ot the
vacillation of Riohard's purpose and decision.
(I.iii (oont'd)
Aumerle
Norfolk (Mowbray)

Gaunt

2

62

/ 26 1/2/ 35 1/2
1/f)

(t 2: 28

{Two new lines are created.) Some of
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TABLE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Ori«1nal .!.lIn!. rut&. Ori,.
and character
11nes

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Significant ditference

,I , iii (cont t d.)
~

Gaunt's adverse reaction to the King's way of handling the combat is lost in the adaptation (11.222-240), for a moment Gaunt
here verbally ohastises Richard. A more prolix poetic description ot Bolingbroke's enforoed exile 1s lost in editing 11nes
260-263. Also edited are 11nes 27,-280~ in them 1s repetition
of make-believe reasons tor exile. In short, the poetic repeti.
tion ot general ideas is t rimmed by edi tin,; but the substanoe
and mood ot the character and hts part 1n the drama remain
essentially intaot.

I.tv
IRichard
Aumerle
Green
Bushy
Tr.i
!Richard
Iqueen
Gaunt

39

,

The only dele tion is

15'

l~

2

2

401/2 40 1/2
1

105'

,7
1

o
o
o
o

o

48

som.

repetItion of general
ideas enunc1ated
throughout the speeoh.)
No changes
No ohanges
No changes
No changes

No changes,

Lost are poetic expressions tIlling out the
irle. Initia1ly stated (as in 11.7-14). The richness and de1ioaoy ot Shakespeare's imagery sutterst as does the fullness of
understanding! sinoe ideas are but brIefly expressed in eplgr8~
matio 11n•• w thout the original aeoompanyinl expansion of the
idea through poetiC amplification and repetit1on. Other line.,
however j (as in 11.35-39) amplify the original meaning merely
parslle~ thoughts and irr.agest and thus tend to slow down the
movement of the overall speechJ they are themselves .rather
aphoristic· 11nes and so 'not qul0kly understood in their fullness. Therefore t in deleting these latter 11nesr possible confusion is avoided, and the central idea of Gaunt s speeoh Is
closely clung to. L1.5'3-5'6 involved mention of' England·!
"renown tor their deeds as tar from home • , • as is the sepul.
ohre, in stubborn Jewry, or the world's ransom, blessed Mary's

b,
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TABLE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Oriarina1 soene
and cbaracter

n~o.

Orig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signif'ioant difference

11.1 (cont'd.)
son", deleted possibly to avoid oftending some members of the
mass viewing audience. Again} 11.109-112 are an expansion of
the idea summed up in line 11j; to delete the earlier lines does
not alter the meaning, but it does render the speech more dif'fi.
cult to understand readily since the thoughts are all so telescoped and succinct.

1

ty ork

7'5 1/

4'51/2 In 11 .. 18... 28 York had
described Richardt.
adolescent manner of' aping fashions and of' disre,arding counsel;
York's condemnation 01' Richard's immature activity is thus
deleted. Furthermore. much ot York's outright condemnation of
Riohard's pre.ent actlon is lost by deleting 11.16'5-185 wherein
York imputes to Richard a series of' serious evils, including the
death of Gloucester (whose murder oecasioned the trial and subsequent banishment of Norfolk and Bolingbroke), "His [your
tather'.] hands were guilty of no kindredts blood, / But bloody
with the enemies of his kin." And in 11.213-214, York sums up
with "But, by bad courses, may be understood / That their event.
can never fallout good", this is certainly an indictment of
Riohard's actions. All. ot this is deleted in the adaptation
Ieavin, Y.rk" initial position opposite Richard much pal1ia'ec:t,
and thus York's late. coming over to Bo1ingbroke t s point of v1e~
is more blameworthy in the adaptation and is branded as strone
temporizing (for in the original he had some justifiable grounds
for aSSOCiating himself' tinally with Bolingbroke).

Northumberland t

~i110ughby, anti
~xton

77

I

I 36 1/2 401/2 These lines are divided
(+1.37 1/2)
among the three speak..

era slightly different1y than in the original; there is no
si,nificant differenceJ only an analogy and a 11st of propel'
names is deleted (neither important). By intercutting some of
the originally longer speeches, the three characters speak less
as three separate individuals than 8S three men growing into one
assenting group--al1 intent on the same thing, all evolving a
plan of action against the wasteful King. The effect is one ot

Ross)

(who replaces

/

30
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TABLE III (gont1nued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original setne no,
and oharao er

Orig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Significant ditferenoe

IIt_i (oent t d • )
more natural speeoh and ot more exoitement and aotion than provided for in the or l ginal, although the words and thoughts are
quite the same. Exton replaoes Ross in the script, probably to
keep the number of oharacters at a minimum--tor simplicity of
identification by the audienoe, and for ease ·of staging with the
television cast
1
I
j
II.ii (l!.ll. The position of this loene in the sequence ot the play
is different from the or '1. gina 1 ; the soene is composed of
segments from other transposed scenes. But the purpose ot the
present table of analysis is to note the signiticance ot the
lines ot dialogue themselves and their deletion, rather than
their sequential significance. It is true that the delay of
this soene does involve a delay of the appearanoe ot the other
aide of R!chard's character--the side to which the Queen reters
when she speaks of "sweet Richard," a man capable of inspiring a
tender passion. Seeaboye, p. 17.
221/2 Deleted are many ot the
lines wherein the
QUeen expresses her
premonition ot some deep yet hidden grief about to befall; whi1.
this toreboding 1s still flresent in some of the Queen t s remain ...
in« speechea, she does not elaborate on the theme at any great
length <as she had done in the original). One new line is crew
a ted for her.

Queen

37 1/2 1,

~ushY

31

Green

21

.

(+ l1lil6)

16 1/2

14]/2 Bushy join.s the QU68n
,
in conversation by
urging her to torego her sorrowful spirits; he introduces the
elaborate analogy of perapeoti Yes. Loss of these lines does n.ot
alter the basio movement of the scenet although it does remove
some of the heavy atmosphere of impending doom which the Queen
feels.
17

~

1 The only significance

of deletion is in 11.
14,-147, in which Green toreshadows the downfall of Riohard and
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TABLE III (gsmtInu!d)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
scene no.
character

orI~lnal

an

Percy
IRoss (Exton)
:Wi11oughby

OrI"
lines

211/2
2

2

Adapt.
11nes

7

LInes
edIted

Signiticant ditterenoe

141/2 No significant changes.

2

o

2

o

No change, exoept that
Exton speaks Ross'
lines.

No change.

TA.BLE III (J!.mltlnued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF IJINES

(AFFECTING CHARACTEFIZATION & PLOT

!2!D! n2& Or1«.
charaoter
lines

orl5~nal

an

II .ili, (cont'd. >
Berketey (Percy)

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edj. ted

Significant difference

51/2 this brier sequence ha,
been ment1,..nedt where
Bolingbrokets proper title is inadvertently lett out and he corrects Berkeley on the point, It 1s not essential, however, and
is supplied elsewhere by other lines with similar import. Pero,
takes the three-and-one-halt lines remainin, In the adaptation.

York

31/2

"'71/1

37l/~
9l/~"88brier
pun 11 lost,ll.
(1/2 ohanged)
...89; an historical

reterenoe Is deleted
11.100-102. The streng h or YO~k'S realization. 01' Bolingbroke'.
return to England Is lost In cutting line 109t "In gr011 rebel.
lion and detested t"eason" (this 1. your fault), In ll.14~-1lf.7
Yo~k brinls this out alsin (these latter lines are retained in
the telev slon ver.ion). Deleted are the line. in whlch York
offer. Bolingbroke and. hls troops a place to rest for the n1ght,
which otter Boltn,bl"oke acaepts.
.

l.L.!:!
Captain

c

Entire scene deleted.
15
By its deleti~ 1s
9
lost Ca> • key to the
shirting actlon in the drama, 8!'id Cb) an 1nslght into Riohard,
wlth whom the Welsh captain sympathizes. In the origlnal this
Icene had a multiple purpose. In Salisbury and the captain i.
provlded a stylized representation ot an entire enoampment ot
soldlers waiting in y.in for tbelr king to return trom Ireland.
Thls provides the aUdience v!th a "vantas. pOint", playgoers no'
have in tbeir minds the expectation that Rlchard w1l1 land at
Wales it he comes back to England. When next the audience see.
him 1nthe pl~j therefore, they wl11 naturally suppose that he
is landed at Wa~es. This short scene also helps create the
illusion ot much time passing, since Richard hag departed for
the Irish warsJ and,. 01' course, the scene displays the delay of
the king coupled with the deteotion ot his troops back home.
Subsequent scenes wll1 dramatize wid •• pread desertion or the
klng's cause by his tormer followers. Very pragmatically, this
soene (II.lv) gives an 1ndioati~n ot time-lapse 80 that

Salisbury

l~

9

o
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TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
scene no,
and character

Ori~inal

Or1g.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant differenoe

II.tv (canttd.)
Bolingbroke, York, et ale heve time to travel from Berkeley (II.
1ii) to Bristol cast!e-rIII.1). These many functions of the
soene are lost by its deletion n the television adaptation.
III.i
Bolingbroke

24 1/2

i

Lines 9-13 are deleted
perhaps because of
possible mis1nterpr.etat1on by tte mass udience; the meaning is
eontinued in the lines which follow, so no change 1s made in the
overall content of the speech. A concrete list of grievanoes
against Begot is deleted in 11.22-27; the thought is notehang.~.
but it is weakened and rendered less definite by editing of the
lines.
38

131/

!Bushy (Bagot)

2

2

0

Green

2

0

2

rlork

2

2

0

[II.ii

145'

No chang. (except that
Bagot takes Busby's
lines).
Green's part 1s edited
from the play.
No change.

1301/2 141/2 11.48-49 deleted t pos{+1=13l 1I.~
s1bly because of" ref"!'
J
erenae to the Antipodes (obscure allUSion today); t e lines sre not important. L1.
172-173 might have been e~ited because of possible m1sunder ...
standin.g of Richarcl'l true meaning in uThrov 8vay respeet, /
Tradition ferm, and oeremonious duty". his other lines carry
the same Idea anyway. In 11.211-214 Richard's tinal command 1s
deleted I "That power I have, discharge; and let them go / To ear
the land that hath some hope to grow, I For I have none. Let no
man speak again / To al tar this, for counsel 1s but vain." The
absolute finality, and the clear-out frustration and formal
renunoiation of power and troops is lost by deleting this pasalthough I1ne217 (retained) carries !lIUoh this same note t
'4D scharg. my followers c let them hence away" 1 but this oocurs
in a poetiC oontext .... the next line being nFrom Richard's night
to Bolingbroke's fair day'* .... and is thttrefore not to be taken

~1ohard

sSfe,

TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Pri«inal scene no.
and character

Orig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant difference

ttTI~ii

(conttd.)
literally, perhaps.

Aumer1e

121/2

1/2 No changes, except for

12

addition of one new
line.
par1ls1e
14
71/2 teat 1s a harbinger of
61/2
what is to be the
outcome of the play; deleted ar~ Carlisle's prophetic words
(which also give an overt clue to the action of Richard in the
play), 11.180.1821 "To fear the foe, sinee fear oppresseth
strength,/ Glves,! in your weakness t strength unto your foe, /
And so your tol1les tight agaInst yourllelt."
~alisburY'

(+ 1:13)

Salisbury 1s a bit
over .. poetl0 to the
point of melodramatics, in some of the lines happily deleted: t1TodaYt today,
unhappy day tpo late, / oterthrows thy joys, friendS, for~une,
and thy staten; although the lines !!2 state clearly what has
happened to Riohard's tore •• and how recently he might have
retained them (lost but by a day" delay in Ireland), it seerna
better that the ,lines be dropped.
11

6

11+

Scroop's poetic description of the uni.
versal position to Richard is lost in the deletion ot 11.111119, some ot the poetic ways of speaking may have been misinterpreted by a modern audience (11.113-1l;). Ll.194...197 1s but an
amplification of 11.198-199, the1r loss 1s n€gligab1e.

Scroop

361/2

221/2

trII.11i
Bolingbroke

34

191/2

j

141/2 Some poetiC expression
is lost (11.33-34).
Also deleted are 11.45-48 and 1 .;1-;3; the former express
Bolingbroke" deference to King Richard 8S his sovereign, but
the latter express some hint of the possible hidden intent ot
Bolingbroke to wage wer. A case for either interpretation of
Bolingbroke's orIginal 1'ntent and purpose in returning to
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TABLE III (cont!nued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Or1R1nal scene
and character

no~

Or1g.
linea

Adapt.
linel

Lines
edited

Significant difference

iJII.i11(cont f d.)
England--merely to reclaim what was rightfUlly his, or to usurp
the English throne--may be made from each of these passagesJ in
the adaptation they are both omItted.
rrorthumberland

281/2

17

111/2 Cumbersome formalities

eage are deleted (11.10;-111);
element.
rr-ork

181/2

of referrtng to I1nloss, except for ceremonious

Poetic imagerv is lost
(ll.62-7l); Richard i.
fell is like the evening's setthe speech is given a clue to
intrinsic cause of failurel nso
the conflict and to the entire
whole speech.

11/2

compared to the StUll Richardts
ing sUn. In the final line of
Richardts character and to the
fair a showltt This keynote to
drama 1s lost in deleting this
!Percy

0

17

7

o

7

3

3

o

Merely information
about who is in the
castle; but th1s information will be known fro'll J.ater speeches
anyway, so ,the deletion has no affeot on one's knowledge of the
personages involved in the scene.

~umerle
~iohard

1031/2 101

No change.

21/2 No signifioant change;

the significanoe lies
in the speeches' being retained almost 1n their entirety.
Obviously the adaptation is oonoerned primarIly with Richard and
his unending sel~-expresslon.
II.iv

These scenes have been
greatly modifIed; many
segments of the scenes have been transposed. Among the lIne.
appearing nowhere in the adaptation are 11.24.28 whioh originally supplied some inSight into the gardeners' homily oomparing
the garden to the affairs of statel the speech prepares the
aUdience for the comparison, whereas vlthout the speeoh a good

~ue.n

411/2

1,1/2

26

;:

TABLE III (Continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTE'fT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
OriRinal Icume rul..t. Orig.
and character
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant difference

III.Iv (oont'd.)
part of the sometimes obscure analogy is lost. Other lines
deleted do not significantly affect the plot or the charaoter ot
the Queen.
No signifioant change.
Muoh of the detailed
8
1
explication of the gar9
eners· analogy is lost
the essenoe of the !lcene is preserved, 1mt at the oost of so
restricting the detailed comparison that the meaning is hard to
divine in the adaptation. The poetic imagery as well as the
oon.crete desoription suffers from the editing. And in the adap..
tation the servant is given no lines but the buffoon-type
responses "Huh?" and "Oht" (in a deep voice), his part in forwarding the analogy il lost entirely. The television version
uses the scene (1) to pinpoint what has taken place in the drama
(and to do so as briefly as possible, with little or no extra
poetic or dramatic color or power), and (2) to provide a slight
touoh of comic relief. Some of the original'. touching pathos
is lost ",hen 11.100-103 are deleted:
~e.nt Gardener, for telling me this news of wO. t
. ay God the plants thou grafttst may never grOWl
Gardener: Poor Queent so that thy state might be no warse,
t wou!.d my skill were subject to thy curse.
Thj.s seene (IXI.iv... -the Queen'. garden) is a "cover soene n which
serves a multiple purpose in the original play production. It
allows 8 time lapse for the distance covered trom Flint castle
to London; it informs the aUdience ot what is going on tn the
plot by clarifying the play's politlc81 import through the gardeners' a1leaory; it also otfers dramatic emotIonal reliet trom
the tension of Riehard.s two greatest scenes personally {as a
poet)--his ~eeches on Flint castle and his tirade at the depo.
sition, which would be less effective if they followed each
other consecut1vely without any change of pace between them.
(Note that Margaret Webster believes that the second of the two
natural act-pauses oceurs prior to this seene; Irwin Smith, on
the other hand feels that the act-pause oomes after this garden
scene, to provl de time to clear the garden set for the entire .
stage needed tor the suoceeding Westminster Hall abdication

t.ady
Gardener
Servant

41/2
501/2

31/2
211/2

1

29

c
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TABlE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
briginal soene np.
and character

Orig.
lines

Adapt,
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant difference

trII.iv (conttd.)
scene which t with i.ts crot",ds and regal throne! clearly calls for
the combinea stages. ct. Sm1th, p. 11;, and ppendb: I,p. 179.)
IV.i

Bolingbroke

101/2

2; 1/2 Ll.86-90 and 103-106:

Bolingbroke shows his
sense of justic.• and fairness in dea11ng with the still... banished
Norfolk {who, he learns, has recently died)f in deleting these
lines, some of the favorable points of Bolingbroke's oharaoter
are lost. Retained in the adaptation are 11. 1;;-157 and 271,
gi ving insights into different aspects of hj.s character and pur ...
poses
Fetch hither Riehard, that in common view
He may surrender; so we shall proceed
Without suspicion.
Bolingbroke's 1ntent is ambiguous in these lines. Does he mean
that Richard'. outward handing over of the crown will appear to
be done 1,.Ji11ing1y? Or does he mean that the deposition is to
take place in the open eourt, lest the people wrongly believe
that Richard had been done away with and his throne rudely
usurped? Whatever the true understanding of the linea they
remsin--with all their human ambigu1ty--ln the televis t on adaptEltion. In so far as they do have 8 place, Bolingbroke" character remains true to the original as conceived by Shakespeare.
The same is.true of 1.271 in which Bolingbroke shows ooncern
tor Richard's plight under Northumberland's insistent urging.
"Urge it no more, my Lord Northumberland. ft Whether Bolingbroke
is genuinely concerned, or only displaying a considerate appearance (foI\ after all it was he who commissioned Northumberland
to press the deposition papers upon Richard), remains ambiguous
in both versions ... -the original and the tele V 1sj.on adaptation-and by 10 much does the play retain its integrity.

~agot

Aumerle
Fi tzwater
Percy
Lord

12 1/2
25' 1/2
22 1/2

;
5'

0

0
0

0
0

12 1/2 The entire sequenoe
2; 1/2 betweer Begot, Aumarla,
22 1/2 Pi tzwater t Percy, the

5'
5'

Lord, and Surrey 1.
deleted in the

II

11
11'1
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TABLE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original scene no.
and character
IV. 1. (oent·d.)
Surrey

Qrig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

o

Lines
edj.ted

television adaptation.
Thus is lost the aoousations and c01.ln.ter-charges by both grOt ps t releti va to Aumer1e 's
causing the murder of Glouoester. This in the original served
to demonstrate to Bolingbroke that Norfolk was not guilty as he
had originally accused him (I.i). Because ot this ear11er
charge the gages had been thrown down and the subsequent lists
had been entered, with the result or Norfolk'. permanent exile
and Bolingbroke's own temporary btimi$hment. Because of these
consequences of the initial accusations between these two, all
the rest of the play's action has been brought about. Apparent.
lY! therefore t Bolingbroke had been mistaken in aecusing Nor ...
to k- but Norrolk had also been wrong in labeling Bolingbroke a!
"a liar" ..-ho had simply concocted the aoeusation. Both had beel
correct in thefr own waYj Gloucester had been murdered (but by
the King's order, which Norfolk then Jii(J to obey); and Bolingbroke made his aocusations aocording to what facts he knew.
King Riohard had all the while stepped aside trom the argument
(although he himself was ultimately responsible for Gloucester'.
murder); he then smothered the entire problem by banishing both
aceusers from the realm. Riohardts arrogant action of grasping
Gaunt's (and therefore Bolingbroke's) lands and entire estate
was a further injustice. Echoes or allot this involved affair
are hinted at, or recalled direct1YJ by th, speeches in this
portion ot IV.i--which have been deleted in the adaptation
thereby r~ndering the ambiguity and intrigue of the SituatIon
less a toree in the plot and characterizations. Bolingbroke ••
actions in the ear11er scene'J including his return to England'.
shores are not justified in the adapted version as they are in
the original.
Likewise, Aumerle's complioity in the murder is lost by the
deletion of these lines. For the purposes of the adaptation
this renders the play less involved and the characterization
more straighttorward--that iS J more simply delineated; hut this
is at the cost o~ lOSing tideloity to the original oonoeption ot
multi-faceted characters.
The speeches of the other minor characters are not themselves
important (exoept, ot course. in 80 ~ar as they atfeet the plot

91/2

91/2

Significant differeno.

TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original scene n£L Orig.
and character
lines

Adapt.
lines

LInes
edited

SIgnificant differen.e

(cont •d .. )
as described above); loss of their speeches Is not in itself
significant in the playas far as characterization goes.

I VI i

Carlisle

481/,J

24l/J 2lt.
Bishop Carlisle s
i
-I
speeoh about Norfolk·,
Christian crusades 1s deleted; the
t

activities in the
referenc~s
to Jesus Christ and his campaign against the infidels is the reb)
lost. This may have been too ooncrete a reference to things
spiritual for pur'Poses of the adaptation; e.g.1 ffAnd his pure
soul unto his oaptain Christ, 1 Under whose .colours he had
fought so long" (11.99.100). Ll.129-l31 are another reference
to Christl.nlt,.; these lines are deleted. L1.139-1'+1 might be
misconstrued by a modern audience; these lintul t too, are deletedt
PeaOe shall gO to sleep with Turk. and inr1dels,
And In this seat of peace tumultuous wars
Shall kin with kin and kind with kind oonfound.
lYork
Northumberland

10

1/2 No 81 gnificant change.
,1/2 In the linea deleted h4
.
cha~ge8 Bilhop Carlisle with c8r:ltal treason tor arguing against Bolingbroke the
new king. ThiS arre.t (the Bishop is put in the Lord ot west.
minster's oharge until the day ot trial) might be otfensive to
todayts audience, and it would go farther than is necessary for
Bolingb~oke's ascent to the throne.
However? when Bolingbroke
later (V.vi.2'-29) absolves Carlisle from th1s arrest, Bolingbroke I s manner an.d character is again shown to be just and considerate. ThiS, too, is lost in the aeapt~tion, which omits
both the arrest and the reprieve.
14

9

91/2
8 1/2

J

9

In the Abbot's deleted
lines mention is made
of nthe saarament tf and a hint 0 further developments by way of
some sort of plot uto rid the realm of this pernicious blot ...
But this new plot does not appear anywhere in the play, and so
the obscure reference would tend to contuse rather than clarity
any sequence of events in the drama. Its deletion is probably
to the advantage of the play.

Abhot

0

TABLE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES,
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original sctne n2.a. Orig.
and charac er
lines
IV.i (cont'd.)
IRlohard

Adapt.
lines

147 1/2 123 1/2

Lines
edited

Significant differenoe

24

Rlchard, as always,
loses but rew ltnes.
The lines deleted seem to be only further extensions of the
thought and emotion already expressed in other lines. YetI the
deleted lines also carry two elements. (1) a beautiful lyr c
element, quite worthy of being included in the presentation, and
(2) referenoe. to
the dignity and permanence of VOWI to God,
These two elements occur $.n 11.191-193, 209-210, 214 ... 215, 23'....
236, and 244-252. The lyrio quality is found especially in the
lines last a1 ted 1 their absence 1s a definite loss to this
scene. In 11.1,,-200 an extended play on the word "oare" is
deleted, probably with favorable effect on the play.

This TV.i scene is a great high point of the play. It 1s
marked with, long and poetic speeches, dramatio ironie', crucial
aotion (the r\!pos1 t10n itself), the" occasion for the inoarceration ot Richard. It is studded with a number of elaborate
entrances and exits. (The 1623 Fo110 sdit10n oarefully chroni.
oles the list ot personages who enter at the ollen of the (:feene.
ftEnter as to the Par 11ament, Bullingbroke, Aumer 1e t Northumberland, Percie, Fitz-Water, Surrey, Carlile, Abbot or Westminster,
Herauld t OffIcers, and Begot. tI ) Within the scene! York enter.
attended (1.106) and exits (1.1;?), nEnter Richard and Yorke
and officer. bearing regal1e" (1.161), an attendant exits (1.
268) and returns with a looking-glass (1.2?;), Richard Is ~on
veyed to the Tower {ll.3l6-318}; Bolingbroke and all except
the Bi_hop of c.rl~;let the Abbot and Aumarle !xeunt (1.320)1
these last three exeun (1.334). Thus the full stage was kept
, busy with stage ac on and with entrances and exits of sin,le
persons! of people accompanied by one or two, and of personages
surrounded by entoura,es. These many entrance. and exits lent
a ceremonious formality andseope to the stage presentation. On
television the ceremony is retained, but the action of stage
entrances 1s replaced by the action of eamera movements and
angles. Television captures the tone and oontent of the scene
rather well on this score.

TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
, (AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
briBlnal ,gene no.
and Character
VI

Orig.
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Significant difference

tuien

32

171/2

141/2 The 11nes deleted oon ....

rr=tlehard

62

491/2

121/2 Deleted is Richard t s

tain a lyrical descrip..
tion of the Tower 1n which Richard is to be led and imprisoned.
The adaptation incorporate. this scene into the garden sceneJ
hence the Queen's description ot the Tower as she looks upon it
would be Quite out of place and unnecessary in the adapted version.
urging of his wife to
flee to Franee and join some religioUS convent there. Atter
condemning Northumberland'. part in the conspiracy to unthrone
him Richard sums up in three rather abstract lines what he has
3us! said (11.66 .. 68), these lines are deleted with no signifi ...
oant lOIS to the play,

~orthumberland

?

tv. it
IOUchess

31

Aumerle

10

lYork

5'+ 1/2

?
o

o
o

0

No changes

The entire scene 1s
31
51+ 1/2 deleted trom the adap_

tation. Lost arel the
tami1y side of the
York household; the rather humorous interlude of the boots · the
damning caprioe ot York as evinced in his insistence upon i oyalty to the new-crowned king, Bolingbroke (York apparently 1s
the tawning type, sidlihg up to whoever Is in power-.unmindful
of his formal protestations of loyalty to the "rightfUl lI king
Richard). Qualifying thIs condemnation of Yorkts vacillating
loyalties would be the lines he speaks (11.37 ...40) about Heaven's
having tta hand in these events / To whose high wlll we bow our
calm contents." or significant loss are 11.23-27, in which York
describes the entrance into London of Bolingbroke and Richard;
the contrasting plcture of the two--the newly crowned and the
unorowned ..... i ! a poignant passage; of it Dryden has said, "The
painting ot this description is so lively, and the words gO
moving, that I have scarce read anything comparable to it in any
other language" (quoted by Hudson, p.142, footnote). This
10
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TABLE III (gontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES TN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATIONS & PLOT)
scene no.
ana character

Ori~1nal

Orig.
lines

A~apt.

lines

Lines
edited

Significant difference

~--------------~--~----~------4-------+--------------------~

V.ii (cont'd.)
powerful description is deleted from the televiSion presentation. Included in the desoription is a rortrait of Rlchard
which was certainly intended to evoke genuine sympathy tor the
man and sometime king. With the loss of these lines in the
adaptation comes the loss ot a deeper, more attractive part ot
Riohard's many-fibered character.
Aumerle's treasonable note is llkewise lost in the deletion
of the seene. This scene nevelops naturally into the tollowing
one, which is a so edit~d from the adaptation.
~.111

,1

o
o
o
o
o

The entire scene is
deleted. BolingPercy
broke's references to
26
26
~ork
hi. "unthrifty son"
puchess
.4lt.l/2
441/2 (Harl"Y, later to
become Henry V) is
lost, this 1s si~1f'1cant more for the eycle of h:1.story plays
than for Richar~lIitselt, exoept in that Bo1ingbroke t • tatherly concern and C3re ror '\forthy conduct is msn1:rested in these
lines. The seene with the Duchess and old York each supplicating Bolingbroke the king--a scene osoi1lating between tender
pathos and grim httmor--1s here deleted, possibly with little or
no 10s8 to the plot ot the overall play. However, Bo11ngbroke t s
considerate and forgiving nature is lost in the deletion, as 1s
York·. rather inhuman temporizing in pointing out his son as an
aooomplice in a tressonable plot against the new king. From
this seene, perhaps more than from any other, York emerges as a
slightly despicable. contemptible character, this scene does not
appear in the adaptation, thereby saving York'! reputation in .
the television version. L1kewise lost is the second part (with
V.i as the first part) of the oceasion which might supply a pre ..
text for Bolingbrokets desire to be rid of Richard and his still
loyal followers--dangerous to Bolingbroke's position as new
king. In the original. V.1v (below) naturally follows upon discovery of' the plots in V.lii; in the adaptation, however, V.iv
abruptly takes place, with little or no previous 10glcal ftbuildup."
~011ngbroke

~umer1e

121/2
6

51

121/2
6

TABLE III (oontinued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
Original .u.tn!. I!!2.t. Orig.
and ch~er
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant ditterence

LJ.y

6 1/2 This scene is subjecte(
to gross interpolatio!
Servant
11/2
0
11/2 in the television Vel'.
(Bolingbroke)
o
4112
-sion. In the originaj
(+2 1/2-7)
Exton :merely tells a
I
servant what Bolingbroke seems to have meant by a tev obscure words spoken to him ear.
lier. In the adaptation Bolingbroke not only says these words
direotlyto Exton. but there 1s also no mistake about what 1.
meant, tAr Exton asks for c1aritieation and Bolingbroke olearly
commission. him to do away with Richard. Lest this order be
misunderstood 'by anyone, the adaptors have seen tit to incorporate into the aotion the ~anding over of a small bag ot gold
ooins, to finance and exPedite the assignment. And. the details
ot the method or murder are more than hinted at by a cold speea'
ot Exton (part of the ten lines oreated for the television version of' Exton).' Bolingbroke is introduced into this soene
(whereas he did not appear in the original), he is given twoand-one-halt lines ot Extonts original speeohes plus another
tour-and·one-halt lines newly oreated tor this television ver'ion. The heavily rewritten soene (numbered TV-III.iv) tollows
BRlml. The oommons now .begin to pity himt
Have I no friend will rid me of this living tear?
~. Meaning the king at Pomfret?
....
!O!fii,;;;,,;;;;,;;;:;;:;;;aB.
Exton t I would thou wert the rna]
That would dlvorce this terror trom my heart.
I~~. Am I not resolute?
o na.And hast thou cast how to accomplish it?
!iton. You shall not need to give instructions.
tTls not the tirst time I have killed a man.
I learned in Naples how to poison tlowers;
To strangle with a lawn thrust down the throat;
To pieree the windpipe with a needle's pOint:
Or whilst one is asleep, to take a quill
And blow a little powder in his ears;
And yet I have a braver way than these.
Boling.Whatts that?
Exton.
Nay, pardon me; None shall know my tricks.

fiiO"n

91/2

3
(+10-13

1"-6
TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
01'i51nal s9tne.ll2.L Orig.
an cSarae er
lines

Adapt.
lines

Lines
edited

Signifioant differen••

V.iv (cont'd.)
---- Boling.Here, take this. (GIVES HIM A PURSE) Awayl And never
see me more.

rim.
o nl.NoJ unless you bring me news of Riohard's death.
No?

Exton. Farewell, my ford.
V.v
RIChard

8,

~

31

Richard loses his 1inel
in one speech mostly
in which he introd.uoes the idea ot mu.ie, he compares music anA
time with men's lives, some lyric oontent of the original ls
lost in the deletion.

Groom (Gardener)
Keeper
Exton

,o

o
o

The groom (a gardener,
the adapted version)
6
and the keeper retain
their lines. Exton
loses his lines, which are replaced by the aotion of pourin8
some poison over Richard's tood before it is brought into the
prison cell. In the lines deleted, Exton's encomium on Riohsrd
is losta
E!lon. As full ot valour as of royal blood.
Both have I spilt; -- 0, would the deed were goodt
For now the Devil, that told me I did well
,
Says that this deed is chronioled in Hell. {11.114-1l~
Since this speeoh is dropped from the adaptation, the evil
nature of the deed--the murder of a king--is not underlined.
Atter the interpolations ot the previous scene, this speech
would seem entirely out of keeping with Exton's blackened oharscter, and so 'Would naturally have to be deleted.
111/2

g

111/2

V vi
Foitngbroke
In this the final scenE
33
14
19
Northumberland
01.' the play, the tele.
~
~
Fitzwater
vision 8d~p~ors have
,
0
,
Percy
conden.ad the aotion
5'
,
0
Exton
to include only
Bolingbroke's exooriation ot the murder ot Richard; this

g

TABLE III (continued)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN CONTENT OF LINES
(AFFECTING CHARACTERIZATION & PLOT)
V.vi.{eonttd.)

~enouement,

in the light of the rewritten V.iv, is the person!.
fication of hypocrisy on Bolingbroke t s part. Exton's defense oj
his deed (l.38)--lfFrom your own mouth, my lord did I this
deed"--is literally correct only in the adapted version; in the
original Exton presumed to understand what Bolingbroke merely
sighed about in an indirect, confidential manner (far trom the
overt command portrayed in the rev:f.sed production).
In the adaptation, the reports of Northumberland, Fitzwater, and Percy are de1etedi what is lost is their brier
accounts of Kin,: Bolingbroke. (i.e., "King HenrY'sn) arrest ot
leaders of fact1on~ against his rule. This would have served
only to indicate the solidarity of his royal position trom this
time on.
Lost, too, are Bolingbroke's lines wherein he absolves
Bishop Carlisle from the earller condemnation for arguing treasonably against his (Bolingbrokets) royal self. BolIngbroke, ir
the typical magnanimous style of an all-powerfUl ruler, commands
him to take himself away--to live in peace, free from strife,
For, though mine enemy thou hast ever been,
High sparks of ronour in thee have I seen. (11.28-29)
These lines again retlect something of Bolingbroke's deeper
character, they are lost in the adaptation' s delet1.ons, as are
tour lines ot grief and mourning for Richard (11.41~42, 49-50).
From the foregoing analysis accompanying the statistical data,

it is evident that the television adaptation has modified the original conception ot some, but not all, of the characters in this
play.

Richard retaIns his lyrical, vacillating character; few ot

his lines are omitted.

Bolingbroke, on the other hand, sutters

important revision, particularly in V.Iv. As originally oonceived,
the murder of Richard is rresumed by Exton to be the wish ot
~olingbroke.
~xton

In the adaptation, howeVer, Bolingbroke commands

to murder Richard; he discusses ways and means for the act;

148
and he makes payment to Exton with his own hand.

Earlier in the

play Bolingbroke's charaoter has already been unfavorable modified
by the deletion of many parts of scenes in which Bolingbroke
fests a consIderate, just mind and heart.
gentler acts are lacking.

mani

In the adaptation his

He becomes a rather strong-willed tyran

or usurper; his better qualities are dimmed by his march to the
throne of England.
Such deletions doubly atfect the play.

They make of the his-

torical figures a defenseless protagonist opposed by a lawless,
ardened antagonist.
good men

n.

It is the popular two-sided conflict of "the

the bad men."

Smothered is the possIble justificatio

of Bolingbroke's attempt to reclaim solely what has been snatChed
from his rightful possession.

This in turn removes some of the

from the fact that Richard merely backs down in the faoe
t

remotest OPPOSition and hands over his crown more out of an
and poetically dramatic than out ot

olitical or military pressure. applied against him.

Secondly,

hese deletions aftect the pivotal theme of the play*-which is not
Bolingbroke, but Richard the poet-king (which he

14)

the man of thought, conviction, and action (which he
The latter Richard, it is true, emerges only in the

ot the play, nevertheless this is the central conflict
bout which the drama is built.

Richard flounders in his own idyl-

io tancies just at the time when some definite aotion is demanded
He oreate. the situation which breeds the possibility of

149

with the lives, estates, and rights of his subjects.

He initiates

the climactic conflict by his shabby weakness in the hour demandtna
positive vigorous action.

It is Richard, not Bolingbroke, who

makes the first definite move to remove the orown from ftunkingtd

To be sure, Bolingbroke allows the aotion to oon-

Rienard'. head."

tinue, but Richard takes it upon himself to play the tear-stained
tragic poet-king dethroned by the ttuntamtd leopards" of his realm.
York's proclivity to indecision is captured in the adaptatioJl.
but his extreme fickleness Is palliated.

His initial loyalty to

Richard, followed by his ultimate loyalty to Bolingbroke, 1. not
nearly so prominent in the revised television version.

Particular-

ly indicative of this polItIcal temporIzing are the deleted scenes
involving the Duchess, AumerIe, and King Henry (Rollngbroke)--ln
which York discovers and vigorously denounces his sonts treason and
demands that the full penalty be laid upon the young man.
The speoific modifications introduced into the characteriza-

tions In the play are noted above in Table III, in the scene-byscene analysis.

The deletions are more or lesa significant as

dis~

oussed above in their respeotive soenes.
STAGING OF THE PLAY ON TELEVISION
There yet remains an element more
~nalysls

to handle in an

suoh as this, but one which affects the overall presenta-

tion of the play.
~uction

di~ficult

This element is the staging employed in the pro-

of Riohard II on teleVision.

For Shakespeare is not only

1,0
the text, but also the visual production of the dramatic work of
art.

In the theater this involves scenery and properties primar ..

i1y.

In the television production, "staging" will also :tnc1ude th

facilities (and limitations) of the television medium.9
Among te1evislon's speclfic advantages in this productlon wer
the

omn~-present

electronic cameras--capable of taking in various

perspectives of the same scene, and able to shift soenes :tnstants.
eously.

Th:ts strongly parallels the orig:tnal mobility and flexi-

ility of Shakespearefs type of dramatic plot••conceived for the
ndemanding Ellzabethan platform acting-areas rather than for the
laborately designed and immobile stage-sets of latter day theater.
elevision re-introduoes the freedom of movement, of time and of
space, oharacteristic of the Elizabethan stage. lO The mobility of
the television cameras can possibly add to the effectiveness of the
lay, especially in so far as thelr movement "is the logical exten...
ion of Shakespeare's own technique.

His fluld stage permitted hi

o jump from one part of his story to another. • • • Shakespeare
1mself probably would be entirely satisfied with this movie [and
elevision] technique. and would have used it had the medium been
va1lab1e in his time. nIl

Beyond the multiple acting areas of the

hakespearean stage. the playwright--w1thout any action or movement
9The basiC television fao:!li ties considered in this analysis
been outlined above in Chapter III.

10Cf • Appendix I, p. 181 ot this thesis.
ll.John F. Sullivan, "Teleguide tor Richard
acher edltion of Practi a1
.

.I

,/

lSl

IWhatever--oould by mere lyrio words, by 1rr,ages of the mtnd, transform the stage with the speed of language and sound into whatever
(The Prologue to Henri! is the classio expression ot

he willed.

this power of aural mobility.)

Thus, C.J. Sisson oonoludes.

It is easy to realize the prinOipal advantages of such
methods of production! namely the supple freedom of scope and
rapidity of movement n a 'drama thus loosed from the bondage
of time and space. The drama could rival the epio. It kept .
a liberty of aotlon which has been regained to-day only in t~
theatre of the soreen, though the revolving stage does what it
oan to multiply soenes and tree aotlon from immobility, in the
stage proper. 12
The question now proposed is: Has this potential of the medium
Ibeen exploited properly tor the Richard 11 televis1.on presentation'
Obviously the movement of the plot was a1.ded by television 1 s
oapacity for fluid and instantaneous movement.

~eeuliar
~oe

From pal-

to Gaunt's home, to coastline, to Queen's chamber, to Boling-

~roke's

camp, to the coast of Wales, to Berkeley castle, to Bris-

tol, to the Queen's garden, to westminster Hall, to Pomfret prison,
to Westminster again--all of these changes in locale could take
~laoe

without any seene-waits for a lowered ourtain to mask elabor-

ate soenery removal or replacement.
3uotion at the play's start.
~ollow1ng

Every scene was ready for pro-

The movement of the

dra~atic

action,

the original sequence as outlined earlier, kept up the

pace originally conceived by Shakespeare as he wrote for the fast~foving,

multi .... scen.d Elizabethan platform stage.

On this point

12C. J. Bisson, "The Theatres and Companies," A CompanIon to
stud!!., Harley Granville-Barker and George B.
-larrison, eds. Ulaw York, 1934), p. 22.

~hakes~eare

television was certainly an asset.
The

close~up

technique so natural to television assisted the

portrayal of the charaoters, particularly of Richard himself.

B.r

arranging stage movements and camera angles properly, Richard
remained close to the oamera lens, the play could well be a study
of Richard because of intimate camera positions alone.

Coupled

with the tact that the play is considered by most commentators and
critio. to be a conflIct within Richard himself--the lyric, vac11~ating
~r

king !!_ the warm and purposeful man--intimate oamera viewl

Richard are thus most appropr:tate in convey1ng the intended

~n.ight

and impact of the dramatic action.

A fine example of this intirnat& highlighting of characters 1.
found in the seene at the battlements.
~et

Whil.e the largest stUdio

was used for the aotion--with Northumberland on a horse "on the

plain" and Richard far above on the battlement (actually, forty
reet high in the N.B.C. televi8ion studIo)--stl11, the cameras were
nost otten close in on Richard, with medium shots (from waist up)
~nd

with close-up shots of his head-and-shoulders.

At the point ot

,arley between the two men, the camera moved in tightly on R1chrdts profile (an "extreme close-up"), all the while keeping the
liew through a battlement crenel of Northumberland mounted far
)elow.

During the dialogue the camera thus kept Richard in artis-

ie visual prominence.

The same visual emphaSis upon Richard was

pparent in the depOSition seene.

Always Richard was.in the fore.

round ot the picture, while Boltngbroke. Northumberland, and the

a
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bishops were relegated to subordinate background positions on the
set.13

The wide-angle camera lens further emphasized this domi-

nanoe of Riohard, for the lens rendered the foreground object
(Richard) very large and clear, as opposed to the illusion of
extreme distance which it gave to the baoltground object (even
though that object--Bolingbroke and his reta1ners.-be but a few
yards behind Richard on the actual set).
Less effeotive was the television handling of the opening
scene in which Richard hears the cause of Norfolk and Bolingbroke
~nd

finally renders an arbitrary sentence upon them.

For the small

!television screen there was too much attempt at detail.

The

already filled screen became further crowded with the many court
~anger8-on,

~he

uIn order to encompass:

substantial settings. the camera had to be pulled so far back,

~articularly

~

and the scene beoamecontusing.

in the important opening act with its expOSition, that
/

viewer was a speotator, not a participant.

It was indeed diffi-

cult at times to tell which actor was speaking.
~as

Often the screen

so confused
and cluttered with people and thin,.. that the pIa,.
.

tself was obscured.,,14

Mr. Gould further comments,

13Mr. Evans' comment has already been notedl "I think in
a twent,.-one-ineh screen rather than a thirty-two-foct
And Rosenberg judges that in the television Richard II
'the acting suited the tone of the production; it was competent and
~ontrolled.
Evans himself did not display that range of anguish
~hat made his stage performanoe as Richard so memorable, but this
~as certainly partly from design, from his awareness of how close
~he audienoe would be. He knew what he was doing." (p. 174)
~erms of
~tage."

'0.

14Jack Gould, The ~ Yprk Tim,s, January 31, 1954, seot.2,
22.

The use of dominating scenery may have its place in
/
pedestrian commercial show business where the object is to
beda,zzle the custom&r ana camouflage the inadequacies of the
script. But in theatre of meaning and moment ~.t cannot be the
function of scenery to supersede the vital partnership in
drame--the relationship between the playwright with something
to say and the actor who says it for him • • • •
'Ri~hard IIt showed what television can do, if only television will •. Yet it is not to detract from this achievement
to suggest that 'Richard II' sacrificed even added power
because of its frequent preoccupation with effect rather than
substanoe.
For the production, producer Albert McCleery and director
George Schaefer had created twelve sets, including the forty-foot
castle walls, large interiors of ''''estminster Hall, a massive movinl
barque, and open spaces for the scenes of Richard's return from
Ireland and for Bolingbroke's oamp, plus many smaller "interior
scenes" such as within the tent, the Queen's garden, and the
prison at Pomfret.
~ial

With all of this, the producers had the mate-

to introduce spectacle and scope into the production.

But:

as events turned out, they failed to reckon with the limita ....
tions of TV and, more partioular1y, the diffioulty of improving on the priceless assets with wh:lch they started ... -the lines
of Shakespeare and the performances of Mr. Evans as Richard.
Kent Smith as Bolingbroke, and Frederic Worlook as John of
Gaunt. • • • Part of television's great adVantage in dealing
with Shakespeare 1s its independence of the proscen1um arch
and :Its ability to bring its audience face to face with the
players. • • • HC'wever t television's producers must n.ot allow
the mechanics of the medium to impinge on the contributions of
the actor and the playwright, who together put the humanness
in drama. Rather than leopardize these contributions, better
a bare stage any tIme. l 5
That some of the producer's attempts at speotaole and scope
~as

justified, particularly in the first scene, is clear from

I

/

E. M. W. Tillyard's commentary on Richard II.

He takes great pain.

to sho'W how "of all Shakespeare's plays, Richard
formal and eeremonial. rt16
s~bo11e

malities.

II

is the most

The very actions of the play tend to be

rather than real; they are constructed with elaborate for"In Richard

ll,

with all the emphasis and the point

taken out of the action, we are invited, again and again, to dwell
on the sheer ceremony of the various situations. n For example ther.
is elaborate pomp surrounding the tournament between Bolingbroke
and Norfolk (in the television presentation these elaborate formal.
ities came at the throne in the crowded court, as the two men aOQuse
each other before Richard); again, the portentous solemnity of the
gardeners; and the unique artifice of Riehardts great speechea--al1
create "the essential n!edievalism of Riqhard

11. • • •

But the

'poetry' of Richard is all part of a 'World or gorgeous tournaments,
conventionally mournful queens, and impossibly sententious gardeners."

Binee the play has this element woven into its very fabrio--

the ceremoDY, elaborate formalities, and elegance or language all
16This and the following quotations trom Tlllyard, PI>. ;.1+5
2;1, 2;7-2;8. cr . also A. L. Attwater, "Shakespeare's sou:.rces," A
Companion !Q Shakespeaae §tu~j' Harley-Granville-Barker and G. !.
Harrison, ids. (Cambrl ge, 1
, pp. 219-241. On p. 228 Attwater
shows that in his desires for ceremonial eftect, in the deposition
scene Shakespeare derived the elaborate ritual more from Froissart
than from the jejune account of Holinshed. It is interestine to
note that critics of the television presentation mention among
other extravaganoes of staging the wolfhounds which Riohard (Evans~
introduced in the opening scene. But Froissart's history of Richard II mentions a greyhound kept by Rich,rd (ef. Attwater, p. 228).
And Benson's Richard at Stratford In IB96 likewise introduced
wolfhounds onto the stage--of. Atthur Colby Spra~. Shake~p,ar.
and the Actors J I~' Stage Business in His Plays (16i,O-1905Cambridii": Mass" 1';1""'). PP. 121-122. - -
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making up Shakespeare's medium of dramatic expression--the television stage formalIties and ritual (especially in the first scene·
and in the Berkeley eastle scene on the battlements) is quite justified.
The problem is not altogether that simple to resolve, however.
For in re-creating the elaborate scope and
spearets Richard

11,

~ctaele

of Shake)

the produoers tan«led unsuccessfully with the

physical limitation of the television screen (as Mr. Gould criticized).

Alice Griffin likewise felt that "the main impression ot

Richa~

II was that it was too cluttered, and like the Macbeth it

substituted the literal for the imaginative.

The setting consisted

of an over-abundance of towers and turrets, massive but unconvine.
ing, while the garden set was so filled with f1.wers and leave.
that one had trouble distinguishing the actors.,,17
~erg

Marvin Rosen-

felt that, except for parts of the opening scene, the Shake-

spearean elegance was balanced with the medium's demand for clearcut staging:
Richard II had a good deal of elegance, but this was mainly
kept In hind. Except for some visual confusion in the early
court conflict between Mowbray and Bolingbroke, where the
director seemed impelled to a certain busyness, the action and
background were well controlled. In this second Shakespearean production by Hallmark there were still some trioks
that were too obviously tricks--seeing characters through a
fire or through the leary branch ot a tree--but these were
mercifully tew. • •• Interacene action was much smoother.
• •• Still, nothing looked phoney.IS
17Grittin, p. 64
18.Rosenberg, p. 174.

1~7

It 1s not easy to determine how much camera work 1s enough and
how much is too much.

While Griffin and Webster feel that the

electronic cameras should for the most part merely 'fbe on hand" to /
record the action, Rosenberg and Gassner, with Evans, look to the
camera as having a share in the creative development and presenta-

ot this opinion is Leon Howard, who says
of the television Richard 11 that there were.
tion of the play itself.

extraordinary technioal achievments wh1ch characterized the
production; but it is significant, I think, that a certain
virtuosity ot oamera work was reoognized and admired.
Olivier's Hamlet had suffered, as a tilm, from the exceesive
use of actors' a.vices rather than the resources ot the eamera
as a means of tocusing attention upon the main speaker and
the effort to escape this particular influence of the theater
was the most encouraging Sign RQChard II gave of the dramatic
potentialities of television.
ithin the range of my limited
knowledge, it marked a great step forward in technique; and
the PlQduction should be memorable tor t his if for nothing
else.l~

For example, this vas accomplished well in I.i, where Richard pronounoes the sentences ot banishment, as he tinishes speaking, the
oamera parallels the speech by moving in to an extreme close-up of
the writ of banishment whioh Riohard signs.
~1ng

Again, in I.iii where

Riohard and his entourage (Aumerle, Bushy, and Green) close

the scene by raiSing a goblet in a mocking toast to the dying Gaunt
("Pray God we may make haste, and oome too late"), they raise the
goblsts to their mouths, the camera moves in fast for an extreme
~lose-up

of the raised goblets; then the scene "lap dissolves" frOD

thIs first image to another Similar one.

As the second image

/

1,8

eoomes olear, we again are looking olosely at a goblet, whloh is
then moved away from the camera untl1 we disoover that it is a
servant who 1s offer1ng thls goblet of med10ine to the ailing Gaun
1n his home.

Thus the oamera technique has provided a smooth,

artistio, meaningful transition between the soenes; lt has effeotive1y bridged the action and has therefore helped to adVance the
lay by the suggestion ot change of place and tlme.

Similarly, in

V-III.l11, Richard is alone in the dark Pomfret prison.

While

seated at a wooden bench with a lone burnlng candle, he finishes a
long soliloquy with. "But, whate'er I be, / Nor I, nor any man that
ut man i8, I With nothing shall be pleased till he be eased / \"i t
ein, nothing ••• " He slump., forward to lay his head on his
The camera moves in closo 'lmtl1 the flickering flame fills
he screen; then the picture dissolves into more flames.

This

ime, as the oamera pulls back again, Bolingbroke 1s seen through
he flames--they are the burnlng log. in a fireplaoe before which
olingbroke and Exton stand.

At the end of this interpolated

nterlude, the llames again fll1 the pioture and the scene dlsolve. back to the lone flame of the candle; the camera pulls back

nce more and Richard starts as he hears a noise at the prison cell
The result (presclnd:lng both from the distracting "triok
through the fireplace and trom this one gross rewriting ot
hakespearets play) presents a smooth-tlowing' continuity from
to Bolingbroke's room and back to the prison again--with
the danCing flame supplying the visual unlfying symbol. Richard
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It is to the Hallmark production's credit that camera cutting
and movement was restricted to a minimum.

During many sequenoes

only one camera covered the scene; from a wide-angled "cover shot"
of the set, it moved in slowly on the aotor as he spoke.

For

instanoe, in the farewell ot Gaunt and BolIngbroke, a single camera
shot was used almost entirely

through('l~lt

the seene.

Similarly t

upon Richar.d 's return from Ireland, one camera carried most of the
action. (it must be granted that this was a highly mobile overhead
"boom" camera).

On the other hand,

wh~n

the players' aotion and

speech were more involved, camera movement and Ifcuttingtt were proportionately more involved (as in the fast-paced and elaborate
Westminster deposition scene).

The increased dynamic pace of the

play in this scene was thus mirrored in the frequent "cutting" trom
one oamera to another, visually providing etfective'pace and
:rhythm.
At the same time, however, there is the ever-presont danger ot
labusing these assets ot the eleotronlc medium.

Mr. Howard seems

too enamoured of the devices possible in using the medium.

On

the '/

pn. hand, he is quIte correot in stating that "the technical
~chIevmentst

to which the produotion bore witness, make it possible

Por television to escape the restrictions of the modern stage and
~estore

something of the balance between action and speech which

the Elizabethan theater permitted."

But he oontinues: rtActually

vhe balance might be improved by cutting much of the eXpository
~ialogue

(even when some ot it belongs to the star) and by
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oncentrating more efficiently upon the dramatio action."20

To

his latter statement, the objeotion immediately arisesl is this
hake speare at his be.t .......especially in a "poetry playff suoh as
i hard

11 whioh

depends so muoh for its music and pover in the

imagery of the words?

Mr. Howard's chief objeotion lies in the

el.ting of the two sOenes between York, his wife, and his son,
hen the conspiraoy is uncovered and subsequently reported to
olingbroke.

In these scenes there is more energetic action, both

hysical and verbal, and there 1s an undercurrent of ironic humor;
n the latter soene there is also a manifestation of the humanness
f Bolingbroke's charaoter.

All of this is lost in the teleVision

daptation, and considered absolutely it is a definite fault and
But Howard's complaint hinges solely on the action that is
hus deleted.

His point of view is eapressed quite explicitly when

e comments: "The motion picture [and. television, in this case],
s a rule, contains more action and fever words than does the
poken drama," but Richard was allowed to "talk himself into the
irmament. • • •

The exciting concluding aotion of Shakespeare's

iith act, involving the Duke Of York and his family, was omitted,
hereas very little of Richard's rhetoric was suppressed."

If the

daptor's blue pencil is, in Mr. Howard's opinion, to concern
tself with the task of "suppressing Richardts rhetoric" in favor
f the tit.for-tat action involving York's family, then the works
Shakespeare have little hope for adequate, faithful presentation
20
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on the medium of television.

The point is that, while there is

muoh of aotion in the Bard's plays, it is still the poetic imagery ,/
~hich

achieves the impaot ana emotional power that Shakespeare was

trying to create.

In the present play, Richardts "rhetoric" 1s

precisely the manifestation of the weak, lyrie poet.king who fash.
ions rhetorical epithets when the circumstances call instead for
~urposefUl

action on his part.

To delete these many lines of soar-

ing verse would be to warp the very essenCe of the play, Mr.
~oward·s

views notwithstandlng. 21

21s.e Howard's concluding comments regarding television adapitations and Shakespeare's balance "of action and talk".
"First, the production should be entirely in the hands of a
jproducer who has complete control of the script, the aetors, and
~he techn1cal resources of the stage and cameras; and he should be
~ person primarily interested in the new possibilities of televilSion rather than in the traditions of the stage"(pp. 364-365).
"Second, the seript should be prepared with more respeot for
~he dramatic talents of the original author than for those of a
~art1Qular actor.
Shakespeare lends himself readily to the expec~ations of a cinema-conditioned audience, and the balance of action
~nd talk should be preserved regardless of the demands of the star
lPerformer" (p. 365).
"Third, a family group might be more sensitive to the subtleties of human relationships than a theatrical audience might be
~icJ, and an oversimplification or straining of Shakespeare's
~haracterizatlons could possibly beoome the major obstacle to the
'amily's acceptance of the drama" (p. 365).
These comments are unique in that they emphasize the medium
even at the (seeming) expense of Shakespeare, whereas most critics
~arn that Shaiespeare must be given primary conSideration, with the
mad ium supplying its techniques and faclli ties in whatever way best
communicates Shakespeare. Granted that Howard justifies this by
appealing to a preservation of the "balance of action and talk" in
Sh8k.spear~ still one must seriously redsll Miss Webster's warning
about the "Verbiage" epithet often bestowed upon the spoken word
~rroneously) by movie and television producers.

.:.\U
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THE PLAY f S POETRY AND IMAGERY
As discussed in Cha.pter II, much of the play's poetry e1">'Jbodl.
sustained imagery which is organic to the play's plot and oharao.
terizations.

The poetic images often provide a definite thread ot

uni ty throughout the play; they support the action portray'ing Kina
Riohard's rise and fall, and they render more explicit the manifes
tation of his oharacter.

The imagery thus parallels, and itself

even serves to advance, the plot and oharacter development.
Of primary 1!mportance in R:1.chsrd

n

is the sun imagery,

FrOlD

the twelve passages noted earlier (Chopter II, pp. 66.70)!, three
are deleted in the television adaptation.

Two of the deletions

affect valuable passages carrying this sun imagery (II.1v.18 ... 24-,
and 111.111.62-64).

Reta1ned are two similarly valuable passages

(I1I.ii.36·;3, and IV.1.283-284).

The result is that the major

portion of this key imagery is retained in the adaptation, so that
the integr1ty ot the poetic embodiment ot the plot and eharacter
development is not seriously modified.

And yet, the deletions do

deprive the adaptation of two very meaningful and beautiful passages which in the original clarified and highlighted the dramatic
struoture of the play.
The other inportant series of images involves the crown motif
These are for the most part retained in their entirety, thus preserving muoh of the fullness of purposefUl imagery oreated tor the
play.

As always, however, the few deletions are definite losses,

even though not

ma~or,

to the total effect of King Riohard

11.

Since most of the imagery in this drama oomes from the lips oj
the poet-king himself, the far greater proportion of the sustained
images are intaot in the adaptation--favoring,

as it does, the

many-lined speeohes given to Richard in the original.

All of

Richard's sreeohes are frought with sustained poetic imagery whioh
carries the structural outline of the play.

The imagery provides

an aural thread of unity and continuIty, as well as providing a
depth of character development.

Essentially, then, the television

adaptation 1s quite faithful to the original, on the score of sustained imagery.
On

the point of adaptation, Frank W. Wadsworth notes that

"Shakespeare has not been kept alive to be altered, improved,
drastically abridged. • ••

01'

A little trimming they [the play~

can sometimes stand, but as the greatest representatives of Elizabethan drama, a drama noted for its expansiveness, they defy condensation.

Television may well in time become a sucoessful medium

for their presentation.

But to find out for certain it will be

necessary for television to grow up to Shakespeare--his stature is
too great to be reduoed to it. u22 A little trimming i8 what Rich~

II underwent

ror this television presentation.

The aeletions,

and their effect upon the plot and characters, have been noted
22Frank W. Wadsworth "Sound and FurY--Kii' Lear on Television " The Quarterly 2l Fllm,rRadl0, and Telev sion, VIII (Summer
1954~, pp: 26?-268--referring to the Peter Brook-Orson Welles teleVision production of King 1!!t.

161.earlier.

The reviewers comments nThe play was easier to cut in

order to fit into almost two hours' time, and it preserved Shakespeare's basic story and characters. • ••
speare, and good television.,,23

It was good Shake-

"The trimming of the script was

well done, and the chief merit ot this presentation was its clar_
ity, being far more easy to follow for the new viewer ot Shake.
speare than was [Orson Welles tJ Kins~. n24It is worth noting that, to preserve the integrity ot the
play, the producers demanded a two-hour period ot time for the
telecast.

Margaret Webster has warned, in commenting on Welles t

King Lear, that "to produce Shakespeare adequately on television,
at least in its present state of development, is much more ditficult and much less satisfactory than the making ot a motion picture.

It means a reduction in terms of time; the attempt to give

a reasonable notion of King Lear in seventy-three minutes proved
to be absurd, at least when the attempt was governed by the present peculiar orthodoxy ot television methods. u2 5 And yet, Mr.
Evans, with the producers for Hallmark, sueeeeded in capturing a
full two-hour period for the presentaticn of Richard 1I.26 This
........;;:;;.;;.;;.ii..........

_

23Rosenberg, p. 174.
24GrItfln, p. 64. As noted In the analytioal summary earlier, one of the more mechanioal means of aohieving olarity was by
the simple d.evice of referring always to UBolingbroke"-... changlng
any referenoes to him as "Henry" or n(Duke of) IIerefor•• "
25webster, pp. 300 ... 301.
26In oontra.ting for the Hallmark series, Evans demanded that

I
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more ample time period allowed the adaptors to retain much that i.
most significant in the play, especially the impressive speeches
of Richard.
A brief summary ot the present study, together with a few
concluding observations, is the matter for the final chapter ot
this thesis.

Such a summary estimate of Evans' television produ••

tion of Richard II necessarily centers about the modification ot
the text itself, and includes comments on the techinques of the
medium as employed for this production.

all shows (adaptations of literary and dramatic classies) be
ninety minutes long, except for Shakespeare which would get two
hours. He insisted on the minimum hour-and-a·half format because
tlthese potted hour and halt-hour versions are so 1nadequate u - .
quoted by The N!w IQIk TImes, November 20, 19;;, sect .. 2, p. 11.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The television play KIng Richard 11 was faIthful to the orig.
inal of Shakespeare, in that the drama revolved around, and was
dominated by, Richard.
original lInes.

Quantitatively he retained most of his

QualItatively he was accurately represented as

the posing, lyric poet-king.

But the external element of

oonflict--providing the occasion for the duel to the death within
Richard (who only too late realizes his responsibility and ability
to cope with reality) ....... comes with Bolingbroke's advanoe through
England.

The oircumstances of this advance--Bolingbrokefs ambi ....

guous intent, and his deeper oharaoter--were all modified in the
television version, presumably for the sake of easy intelligibility on the

~art

of the average viewer in the mass audienoe.

Cer-

tainly the modifications were not introduoed beoause of any teohnical restrictions of the medium itself (due to eleotronic equipment or technique).

In addition to losing

so~

of the artistio

integrity of Shakespeare's original conception of the play, by its
mod1fioations the adaptation shifted the central confliot from
within Riohard's poetizing personality and placed it instead on
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the merely external "clash" between Richard and Bolingbroke. l
The staging of the play on television was for the most part
adapted both to the dramatio work being presented and to the medium.

The soope and grandeur of the medieval royal Situation, plus

the more intimate close-range coverage of Richard's words and
actions, conveyed much of the original play's mood and content.
Close-ups are the forte of television; seope, unfortunat 0 1y, is
lOot.

The Jarger sets (notably in the opening scene) tended, on the

small television

s~reen,to

obscure the aetors and their movements.

The sometimes over-elaborate attempt at realism in the regal sets
oocasionally defeated 1tself, sinoe the staging deVices employed
were so patently unreal <e.g., the huge baroque which so artifici...
~lly
~r

pulled away from "shere" during the York-Bolingbroke farewell,

the fragile

~ngland

~ound

on which Richard perched when he returned to

from Ireland--it teetered during the speech).

Mr. Gould

(as noted earlier) excoriates these ambitious but m1.sguided
attempts at manufactured splencour:
One of the curses of contemporary theatre on TV--and off--is
the belief that realism, panorama and perspective can be
attained better through the handiwork of the carpenter, painter and prop man than through the words of the writer or the
artistry of the player.
In blInd and literal obeisance to the dictates of the
visual age, the most flexible and rewarding of settings--the
imagination of the audience--is shunted aslde in favor of
attempts to reproduce aotuality with ten-penny nails, 2 x 4
boards, ready-mix paste, and bric-a-brac from Third Avenue.
lThe word "clash" is enclosed in quotation marks since there
s actually no real oppOSition or clash; Bolingbroke presents the
occasion and Richard weakly oollapses before him.
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The presentati0n in many ways was most rewarding TV,
thanks to Mr. Evans's inventive and progressive characterization of 'the skipping king.' ••• Yet, it i. not to detraot
from this achievement to suggest that Riohard lIt saorifioed
even added power because of its frequent preoccupation with
eftect rather than substance. 2
At times the television presentation ot Richard

II momentarily lost

itself in these superfluities of staging and production.

On the

whole, however, it interwove the staging with the original play·s
ooncept and with the demands ot the medium.
The final evaluation of the technioal tools of the medium-primarily the eleotronio oamera--may come to something like the
following.

The camera is an integral part ot the production; it

should be utilized in so far as it highlights and faithfully oommunicates the proper Visual counterpart of the aural art which is
Shakespeare.

The cameras, and their special devices and technique.

must not distraot from, nor intertere with, the spoken word by
oalling attention to .themselves.

or

primary impertance-.the very

essence of Shake_pearean drams •• are the spoken words of the play.
These are especially crucial in longer poetic speecnes (monologues
and soliloquies).
~ords

Because of the essential role played by spoken

at these intense moments of the play, camera movement (and

it""

2Jack Gould, The!.!:! York
January 3, 1954, seet. 2,
p. 12. ct. Rosenberg!. PP.~I ttBaokground clutter is poison
to complex drama." Cr. also Webster, pp. 300... 3011 to produce
Shakespeare on television "'meant II reduotion in terms ot time • • •
and ot space, and often a waste of the little there is available 1 /
tiny figures jostle one another indistinguishably ,in all the general scenes and are usually, for some reason known only to TV directors, ed ged ott the screen by horses, do IS, a nd other colorful
tauna about whom Shakespeare did not write."
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a fortiori unique oamera posItIons and special staging devi ••• )
must be kept at a minimum.

Every ounce of attention and concen-

tration must be oentered upon the speaker and the spoken word.

An

attempt to nrovide "vIsual variety" or action is artistic suIcide.
Producers and directors must forego their professional and technical artistic prerogative during these crucial mo.unts of the play,
to allow

Shakespcare~-at

entirely for himself.

these points above all else--to speak

Shakespearets poetry is not statid if the

aotors' performances anywhere approach the stature of the play,
with its inherent beauty and power.
Nor is physioal aotion by the actors essential or even important during many of the major speeohes.

But certainly an aetor's

movements during a speech are far more natural and less distractin
than camera movement and special shooting devices during the same
speech.

i

In Ri!hard

II

the grossest interpolations on this score were

the speCial "shots" through the fireplace, over the flickering
flames, as Gaunt pronounced the moving "This England" speech, and
again, in the deposition scene, Richard toyed with the mirror

8S

he spok,e his lines, while the camera peered at his reflection in
the faoe of the mirror.

In both instances the clever camera posi-

tions distraoted from the rich lines be1,ng uttered.
During a lyrio speech, theretore, the camera should not be
expeoted to provide a "visual chan,e of pace" on the pseudoreasoning that it keeps the poetry from becoming statio.

It the
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poetry is spoken as it ought it will never be static.

The fUnot1

of the camera is not to employ technique which stands out noticeably as technique (which happened a number of times in Richard

11)

rather, it is to superimpose on the poetry a visual image connecte
ith, not distracting from, the poetry.

The special effectiveness

of the television medium lies in its power to reduce to physical
objects the point of the lyric oontent and tone.

The picture can

thus provide a symbolic representation of the core of the poetry.
It can also provide visually a pace and rhythm (by its inter ...
cutting and oamera movement) which corresponds to the pace and
rhythm of the spoken word and of the actors' stage movements.

The

tempo of the content oan thus be mirrored in the tempo of the
visual means of representation on the screen.

Further, the physi-

cal 1mag. should even advanoe the meaning of the play by supplyin,
these concrete symbols which can serve as a significant transition
bridge trom one soene to another.
In summing up the potential of the medium for serious dramatie adaptations, Mr. Rosenbergiconsiders Riohard II on television
as a valid contribution to the staging of Shakespeare.

He/care-

tully notes:
The plays, since they must be cut, will have to be out judiciously in order to preserve character, story, and meaning.
They must be acted against simple, non-distracting backgrounds that will provide a minimum platform for the lines
and the action to emerge in olear outline. The actors must
have a knowledge of and respect for the music significance,
and the drama of Shakespeare's language, and they must have a
capacity to communicate its essences in the style the inti*
mate new medium demands. TeleVision can do this; and I
believe it will.
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As with the flexible and intimate Elizabethan theater "the audienoe
then focused on localized action, something the television oamera
can do now for viewers."

Rosenberg has already been quoted for hi.

comment,
In the close relationship TV establishes, a brilliant olarlt,
can often be given to the music of the verse as well as to it.
meaning; and the latter can be illuminated by subtle, intimate
stage business, legitimately suggested by the lines, that
sharpens both the stag. action and the charaoterization.
Beyond this, Icene can tollow scene with the speed Shakespeare
was working for.
This 1s what television oan do. In the last ,ear [19"319;4] it oame a long way towa~learn1ng how to do it.3
Richard

II as presented on television suftered from a number

of minor flaws and errors.

Essentially, however, Shakespeare's

play retained its basic integrity, and it was even enhanoed in
some ways by the medium •. The teohnioal faoilities of this "eleo ...
tronic stage" pose problems which oan limit the integrity and total
effeotiveness of an adaptation of Shakespeare's classics.

But,

when governed by discretion and a firm oonviction ot Shakespeare's
ultimate superiority over any refinement of medium employed, the
electronio process can recapture and even enhance Shakespeare's
dramatic art. 4 This was proved in no small degree by Hallmark's
television presentation of !!n& R!ohard
3Rosenberl, pp.

17~,

11.

166-167.

4Margaret Webster, oonsidering an extrinsic factor remarks
significantly: "It is • • • a sobering thought thkt on the afternoon Richard 11 was shown over an American television network it
was proEably seen by more people than have ever witnessed the play
before in the entire world, s1.nee the day it was first given at the
Blobe" (p. 301).

/
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For the modern. producer of Shakespeare on television, the
'.

esponsibility for preserving the fullness of this Shakespearean
heritage is overwhelming.

He must be certain that the medium growl

to the stature of Shakespeare •. The medium has shown in this proi

duction of Richard II that it not only possesses the potential for
communicating the experience that is

Shakespea~e;

effectively exploited much of that potential.

it has already

/
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APPENDIX I
ELIZABETHAN THEATER STRUCTURE, APPEARANCE, AND FACILITIES

studies of Shakespeare's dramas have discovered a more or less
final determination of the structure, appearance, and facilities of
the Elizabethan public theater.

"As a result, it 1s now possible

to visualize an Elizabethan play 1n production, and to realize how
much of his teohnique for a man like Shakespeare was governed by
the theater for which he wrote, and what effects were possible to
him because of it. ttl
More partioularly, an analysis of the dramatic structure and
sequence of action in Richard
~ent

11

demonstrates the praotical employ-

of the Elizabethan stage, exploiting it for the purpose of

dramatic aotion.

Since there were no act-scene waits (except, pos-

Sibly, two in this particular play), a certain arrangement of the
scenes was demanded if the flow of continuous action aeross the
stage was to be sustained.
~d

And yet the artistio dramatist exploit-

these necessities of the physical stage, to help bring about the
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organic whole which i8 his work of dramatic art.

The structure ot

Richard 11 is proof ffor the dramatist's concern to avoid a break 1
the aot1on ff ,2 whereas ffmere continuity 1s easily contrived, it 1,
not so easy to give it significance and dramatle value. • • • Fro
start to finish there is nc sense of pause,tt3

In Riohard

.u the

inimum number of acting areas demanded by the action can be ascer.
tained.

They aret a main stage or plarform; a recessed inner stage

on the first level, an entrance-exit door to both the lett and the
ight of the stage; a balcony gallery; an
"chamber" on this second level.

Int.r~or

acting area or

Other areas not specifieally

emanded by the action in this play can be determined by a similar
study of scene-sequence and aetion in other Shakespearean dramas. 4
Dr. John Cranford Adams su.mmarlzes his findings relative to
the Elizabethan stage.
To make Shakespeare's dramatic teohniques comprehensible, the
stUdent must know that an Elizabethan stage was designed with
seven distinct playing areas fused into one multiple stage,
and he should under.tand how, by means of this stage and the
distinctive theatrical conventions of that ers, a Shakespearean play could flow in an uninterrupted sequence ot episodes
upstairs and down as well as forward and back through these
seven acting areal, In certain basic teohniques the

st uo

2Irwin Smith, Shakes~.a;ets Globe f1a~~US!t ! Mod,rn Reqgn0
in Text pnd DrawIng (New York, 1 ; ), p. ll~.

3Harle Granville-Barker, "Shakespeare's Dramatic Art," A Qomanion 12
k s a
S~d1el' ed. Harley GranVille-Barker ani
orge ~ attr son ew ork, 193a.), pp. 6lf., 65'.

4Cf • also unpublished MS paper by this author. tfThe Intluence
f the Elizabethan Theater upon Shakespeare's Dramatic Structure ot
ichard 11" (University of Detroit, 1957)--for details of analySiS
an for a more complete bibliography.

t

Elizabethan drama is oloser to motion pictures of today than
to modern theatre productions. The continuous flow of action,
the s~ging movement--supporting with theatrical logic the
rapid turn of events--and the almost limitless power to vary
the scene--to take the plays indoors and out, upstairs, downstairs! in my lady's chamber--as best suited the plot. all
these ie hidden in an Elizabethan play unless the student
knows something of the stage for which the play wal designed
and something of the conventions which govern and distinguish
Elizabethan drama. • •• Shakespeare employed the multiple
stage to achieve variety, fluidity, and an unbroken flow ot .
action.'
~rwinSmith

concurs, and further amplifies the description given by

lAdame I
Each inner stage could be used alone or in combination with
other state units. Each could be disclosed to view after
having been set in advance with distinotive propertIes and
scenic hanginrs, closed when the action moved elsewhere,
refurnished w th new properties and hangings behind closed
curtains, and revealed again later as a different location.
Herein lay the means by which the Shakespearean drama aChieved
its uninterrupted flow of actionr when one group of actors
brought a scene or sequence to its end in one stege unit,
another group stood ready to pick up the action without a
pause in another unit) 'the click of the completed rhyme of all
exit tag was still aUdible, perhaps, as a new group took up
the discourse.' There was, of course, no such regular alternationaf scenes, as between platform and a single inner
~tAge, as was envisioned by the proponents of the now~
discarded Alternation Theory, but there was the platform and
some other unit or units of the multiple stage, which permitted each scene or sequence to be played on an appropriate
stsP. unit and with suitable properties and trappings it need
should be. The result wgs a continuity and pace found today
only in motion pictures.
5'John Cranfor~ A.dams, "The Film and Scholar.hip!" The Qua~40
terlY ~ ~t Redip, and Telev!slon, VIII (Summer l'7;4i,pp"
,
[3'+2. TlllSIi an informal review of the educational film "Shake.peare's Theatrer The Globe Playhouse"-... doctoral ,-esearch project
~t the University of California, by William E. and Mildred R.
tTordan.
6Smith, p. 97.
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C. J. Sisson agrees with the findings and speculative conolusions of Adams and Smith; Margaret Webster favors much the same
reconstruction of the Elizabethan stage and production manner.
Opposed to these theories (based on available data) il C. Walter
odgel.

But he doe. accept the outer stage and curtain on the

first level, with some sort of area behind the curtain (used only
for parts of small scenes, or for rroperties whieh were to be
thrust forward through the curtain and out onto the outer stage at
the proper moments in the

play)~

he also allows a second and a

th:1rd balcony or "gallery acting area," although he will not acoept
the theory that these galleries were backed by aurtai.ns which could
e opened to reveal an inner stage.

He agree. with Adami and Bmtt

and other seholars that there were two doors on the main stage
level, one at either side for entrances and exits and to represent
arioua places called for by the drama; above these doors there
ere two windows in which dramatic action could take place--either
in conjunction with the aotion on the main stage (as in the balcon
soene in Romeo

~

Juli.t--thus Adam t , posItioning of this scene)

or by itSelf (as for a soliloquy in one·s upper chamh.r, apart fro
the "chambtu'" proper behind the curtained upper stage balcony which
ould be used only for major action).?

l8~

The plays themselves--their internal dramatic structure--and
historical discoveries of Elizabethan architecture, theater conventions, eta., supply evidenoe for determining (in a provisional way,
at least) the oonstruction of the'physioal theater for which Shakespeare wrote.

The physical theater influenced the playwright's

conception of his dramatic work.

For a full understanding of a

play--of its conception and execution--one must therefore know both
the play itself and the theater stage for which it

WaS

originally

~itt.n.

Plays (New York 19~6)t pp. 7-8; George B. Harrison, ed., ShakeSDearel Ma39t p~aIs ana s~tl (New York, 19~8), pp. ~~-5~, where
lin his General n roduction e follow. John Cranford Adams with
approval.

APPENDIX II

GLOSSARY OF BASIC TELEVISION PRODUCTION TERMS
EMPLOYED IN THESIS

/ boo

i

-- Crane-like device for suspending microphone or camera in
midair and moving it trom one position to another during the
television production.
- - Studio assistants who keep the coiling oamera
ca es out of the cameras~ paths during the procesl of produG
tion in the studio; they also serve as assistants to th.
floor manager, and help to handle the machinery connected
with the camera units •

p;.;~:::..o..I~~or;...::.

./ satin -- The prooedurtof audi tion1ng, evaluating, and selecting
e actors who will take the parts of the charaoters in a
television presentation.
-- A relative term descrlbinl the distance of the camera
ens (and hence viewing scre.n) trom the object being photographed, an inanimate object f111s the screen in such a shot,
a human being in olose-up usually involves the person's head,
neck. and the upper portion of his shoulders.

~~~-~u~

oy, r s
-- An intervening seene ("B") which allows the talent
o c ange costume or the stagehands to re ..arrange scenery
from that used in scene "A'f to that demanded for scene nett I
the sequence of the scenes in a drama is thus partially deter
mined by the exigeneie' of phYSical production.
~

____._d. --

A hand- or machine-printed cardboard sheet on which are

wr tten the key words, phrase., or entire lines of speech,

the card is held next to the camera lens (It the speaker Is
addressing the audienoe) or in the proper 11ne ot vislon (If '
the speaker 1s portraying a oharacter In a drama), so that the
.peaker can retain the proper phraslng and sequence of
speeches.

-- otten an order to stop all action or specific action, such
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as ttstop camera"; in television production it signIfies the
instantaneous switching of camera picture in-put from one
oamera to another (as distinguished from the gradual switching
used in the dissolve).
efoeul -- (also termed out pf tg,u, ~l,.o*!!) Transition Achieved
oeus untIl the image is unrecy throwing one camera out 0
ognizable then Gutting to the next oaMera, equally out of
focus, and bringing it into focus revealing. new image; used
only rarely and for definite speCial etfect.
i . v -- The overlapping fadeout ot one picture and fade-in of
another (also termed l!R dissolve).
Ilose-y~

-- A picture taken with the camera lens at very

1"I'=~;.,ppttle distance trom the objeot, rendering the object unusu-

ally large and clear on the vi.win, screen; only part of the
object 1s used to till the screen (e.g., the bottom ot a
raised goblet, or the clenched tist ot a corpse).•

v'

tade

ml
out -- fhe television screen is dark and the
rradUiIIy appears to full brightness, and vice versa,

picture
the
gradual disappearance of the scene, creating a sense ot pause
or of tina1ity, generally suggesting the end of a sequence
(cf. pp. 82-83 ot this thesis),
~

,.nlg't (also

~

manafer) -- The direotor's link with

F-=.l~tal.nt during tJii"""'j)ioauct on; the floor manager stands out on

the floor of the television studio and, under the eye and at
the command ot the direotor, supervise. production while a
progpam 1s on the alr and relays directions to various personnel.

~_1_1

.../

!hot -- A pioture covering the total object, as the entire
eneth ot a standing man, this is similar to the cover shot
or long shot in which the entire set or the major portion of
the actin, area is framed within the picture area •
........ A process ot camera shooting, consisting of a suo-

•••• on ot very short scene. cr--more commonly--ot tlashe. ot
the .ame seene from difterent angles, a staccato effect is
achieved vi.ually by the rapid :.cutting from one oamera shot
to another and baek again.
(or ~.......pronounced with two syllable. I "kin-ney") _... A
eo
que~e16ped by Radio Corporation of Amerioa to record
rather inexpensively on tilm complete television programs;
the programs are filmed directly from the face of a televisi
picture tube (thus all errors in production, timing, etc.,
are recorded en the film exactly as seen in the orlginal

p.:=.:.:::;.y.~F-
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tfl1ve" television presentatlon)•

.

~

dissolv, -- See dlssQlve •

. tIll v," -- "On-the-spot" televismg of' events and/or people in contrast to transmission of material previously recorded on film
by the traditional movie process or by the modified kinescope
procell. Similarly, "live" audience refers to the presence
pf' an audience whiCh is actually looking on as a production
takes place for instantaneous trcns~ission "on the air."
-' medium shot .- A relative te~m signifying the distance of the camera from the object (and hence of the picture content) as
midway between a lon, shot and a close-up shot; for a human
being this is equivalent to a waist shot-.photographing a man
from the waist to a bit over hIs hea~
~~B.C •• -

Initials standing for the National Broadcasting Company
(radio and/or television, although the latter is usually dif'ferentiated by the initials NBC-TV), 8 subsidiary of the Radio
Corporation of America; the radio and television broadoasting
"network" of stations in the United States--over which is
carried the Hallmark Hall of Fame television serie ••

c/lnetwork -- Multiple television or radio stations linked by eoaxial

. cables or microwave relay} a COBst-to-coast network (of which
there are currently three) is a group of stations covering
the whole or greater part of the United States.

'~

the !it -- The fact or the prooess of' actual transmission of a
program production J what is transpiring before the microphones and cameras is being transmitted and instantaneously
received by sets tuned to stations broadcasting the program.

/~ro'Ds

or jr012 erties -- All physical materials used in a scene, i.e'!
:fum shings, decoratlons 1 or articles utilized by actors in
portraying their respectlve ro188 •

./ treerscr ...n pro:!ect&on -- The process of illuminating a translucent
screen ?rom behind by means of a concentrated beam of 1ight
projeoted through a 3" x 4" glass plate chemically treated
to receive and retain a photograpbic image; at negligable
cost 8 realistic background soene can thus be effected (the
bottom and ed,es of the transluoent sereen--9' x 12' or
18rger-...are "masked" or hidden by parts of the set or by
properties or simply by the restricted picture area covered
by a narrow camera shooting angle).
retake. -- Produotion sbooting teohnique whereby camera shots or
scenes are halted and re-shot if errors appear in the original

L
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presentation or produotion of the scene, this technique 1.
feasible only with the film process of' recording, neither
kinescope nor "live" production can avail themselves of this
freedom tor correction.
/ scene -- (1) A single sequenoe in a television show which may consist of one or more shots. (2) The setting for the action ot
a play or situation. (3) A division of an act, play, or show.
screen -- (l) Fluorescent face of the picture tube in 8 receiver
or monitor. (2) A retractable backdrop or wall screen used 1~
conjnpction with a projection-type baokground.
~

v

(1) The physical settIng viewed by a television camera.
A television receiver.

__

(2)

, shot .... A single continuous pick-up of the television camers. Cf.
also ltn& shot, medium !hQi, close-up !h2!, and extremt close.
1m !.h2.... •
. / soundstaRe -- A large empty auditorium equipped for produetion ot
motion picture or television presentations, the term usually
implies no facilities for a "live" audience; the term is used
more commonly with reference to the motion picture industry
facilities, whose parallel in the television industry 1s the
televi-sion studio.
~,

stUdio ..... See soundstage. The television studio mayor may not
have theater-Ilke seating facilities for a "live" audience.

/sunerimnose -- (also, sU12erimRI ~upe5' sun--1ong IlU Il sound) -- The
overlapping of an i.mage pro uoe by one oarnerlS with the image
from anether camera, both piotures being visible but appearing
finally as one picture •
. . awi tah (or out) -- A change from one camera t lens, or camera angle
to another.
J

talent -- Any person to appear on the screen or over the m1orophone
--as opposed to members of the engineering, production programming, or advertiSing crews and stafts. ('J'he term Is tl~ed
as a noun, of course, rather than as an adjective.)

/ telecast -- A televiSion broadcast, program, or show.
,televise (or :tel!,cast--as verb) -- To transmit a pictUl'8 electronically by using television equipment •
./ television -- The transmission and reproduction of 8 view, scene,
1mage, or person by an apparatus that converts light rays into
L
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eleotrioal impulses in suoh a manner that those same ob3eots
may then be transmitted and reconverted by a receiver into
visible light rays formin" a picture.
-- ACnewly devisedJprocess of recording a "live" teleoast
(as with kinescope) but on plastic magnetized tape rather
than on celluloid fIlm; the produotlon process is essent1ally
the same as for kinescope recording, but the electronic and
teehn1cal proc••• is tar superior in speed, quality, and
(eventually) in eos.v, at present (19,8) v1d.otape cannot be
edited partiallYl thus temporarily limiting its full potenti.
ality for control ot production quality in recorded presentations.

vid~ftota'O.

r

APPENDIX III
PROCEDURE FOLLOWED IN ASSEMBLING
MATERIALS FOR THESIS
A duplicate ot the original television production script was
secured

by

annotatine a standard teXt of the original play accord.

ing to the television script in the N.B.C.-Hallmark Hall of Fame
production ottice. in New York.

(This was made possible through

the cooperatton and as.l.tanoe ot Mildred Freed Alberl, executive
produoer ot the Hallmark series, and her Milberg Productions,
Incorporated, otti•• statt, the annotations were made by a minute
comparison of the two text.--the original and the television ver.
sion-by Herbert 3. Ryan, 8.3. and his assistant Raymond Peck.)
This duplicate .cript supplied the dialogue and major stage
and camera direction. in written torm, as determined upon

by

the

adaptor(.) and the produotion staff.
Meanwh.ile the Id.net.ope tilm recording of the "live" tele.
vision program was viewed on three difterent occasions by the
author ot this thesi..

He made: (a) one tape recording of the

entire .ound track taken directly from the film recording, and (b)
~n.

tape r ••ording of his own eomments on the entire production

aooording to the visual elements.
191

For the latter, the author

192

(basing his method exactly upon the method and technique employed
in professional television studio oontrol rooms--as observed from
~ersonal

experience and. as found in television textbooks) viewfcd tLe

film and simultaneously described the camera shots and angles, the
"blocking" of the movements by ch,aracters, the seene and set
designs, the special visual effects.

While the author spoke into

the recording mierophone the sound track was playing simultll'neously
in the background so that both were recorded on thit second single
tape, this was done to insure proper coordination of sight and
sO'UDd--the visual and audio elements meking up the production--for
further annotation of the copy of the produotion script.
By

checking the duplicate television script against the

directly-reacrded soundtrack, as well as against the Indirectly~eoord.d soun~traek

with the visual "shot-by-sh0t" description ot

camera placement, stap movement, properties, etc., the author was
thus able to seoure an accurate copy of the final television produotion of the play.
It wal this final copy, tully annotated, that wal the basis
of oomparison between the televiSion version and the original
Richard 11 of Shakespeare.
Thi., then, was the procedure followed in assembling the
material. necessary for writing the present thesis.
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